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And I saw another angel fly in the
midst of heaven, having the everlasting
gospel to preach unto them that dwell
on earth, and to every nation, and kindred,
and tongue, and people. . .
- Revelation 14:6
CYBERNETICS OF THE UNIVERSAL MIND
This book includes many things, but the main objective of these opening pages is to make
people aware that there is a "Universal Mind" that is omnipresent, omnipotent and omniscient,
or all-knowing, and is of ETI - Extra Territorial Intelligence - which radiates thought about all
things from the center of atoms everywhere. The Universe is all connected mentally to itself;
and human entities have the organs of perception - or ETI qualities of Extra Sensory Perception
- to be omnipresent in all knowledge, and to have the kind of emotional responses to people and
things that makes them eternal and of direct service to all people and all people's projects.
No capitalistic project is a people's project. If you can find one that is, show it to me.
They are all projects in which money is spent superfluously; not for the good of people, but for
the preservation of people who couldn't make a living doing honest work.
But even this is relative to all its opposites. To have ETI-ESP awareness is to have living
purposes and the kind of soul integrity that speaks out for the right-use-ness of all material
things - that all people in the mansions of the Universe shall have radiant life with all of its
wonderful attributes which, in essence, are absolute freedom, security and abundance for
everyone.
Of this, most world leaders in the different fields of human needs would say: "Yes, this is
all true, Allen Michael. That is the way it should be, but…" I use the word 'but' in many places
in these channeled writings, but always in an affirmation of truth-reality, whereas mortals use
'but' to list the many reasons why we cannot have a heaven on earth now. Their main reasons
are: "But people are not ready for a New Age, we still have mental and physical illnesses,
degenerative diseases, criminals, wars, selfishness, greed, vanity, etc." These are not reasons at
all why we cannot have a New World now. These things are only effects of wrong causes and
will all automatically heal as the right kind of New World social environment is established.
The words God, Jehovah, Allah - or whatever name is used to speak of God or gods - all
spring from the one idea of One Universe. Some writers, for their own mortal purposes, try to
make us believe that there are many Universes. We see that there are many gods of dema-goguery, but there is only one revealing Universe, or "Uni." ETI space beings who are on direct
drive with the Uni-Godhead, or Universal Mind, have mapped out the Universe into 12
sections; but it is all one unit.
The God idea originates from the knowing, which all normal people experience, that there
is life and Its nature, far flung stars in space with planets, etc. What Intelligence created IT? . .

made IT? . . . evolves IT? This is what people want to have more knowing about.
So this book reveals the true meaning of the prophecy in Revelations and other parts of
the Old and New Testaments which refer to these times, to convince all people who have
spiritual eyes and ears that the source of the Universe gave the Scriptures and knew all about the
things that would take place here. This is the mind-blowing reality! How could the Universe
send prophecy through Its ETI mediums thousands of years ago which describes in great detail,
blow by blow, the very things the whole world is experiencing now, as Its Kingdom - which is
the true state of Uni-Christ Communism (see Acts 4:32-35) - comes in all over the world?
And who are the Israelites spoken of in the Scriptures? In the word 'Israel', and
'Israelites', the Uni-Godhead is not referring to any national group, race or religion. The
Israelites are the 'chosen people' - those who are called and who choose themselves to fulfill the
Kingdom of God mission. Israel means only that which is real, or has its reality in the
Universe's natural dynamics.
This is not difficult to imagine because the Universe is all there is. It is all-inclusive and
would surely know the future of Itself in advance, and could reveal - to anyone who struck out
in Its services to all people - the knowledge of the ways and means to bring about Its super kind
of life.
ETI REALIZATION
You see! You could not be reincarnating here if you didn't have realization. Your
realizations brought you here and can carry you thru the labyrinth and on thru the portal, into
the life that you remember down deep. And even if it's just a little flicker now, it can be
rekindled into normal soul force again that is aware of the wonderful things of the Universe.
By reading the Everlasting Gospel you will be opened up to both the yin and yang mental
poles of the earth's aura. Then, as you put right words and action in place of what's recorded
there, which is animating people, you will connect with ETI all-knowing experiences. Then you
can help to heal all things, and yourself in the process. ETI will start to heal you by becoming
active in your aura, and then thru your communal creative experiences in life and materiality,
you will gain more and more use of ETI until you are cleared of all negative karma.
ETI is "Extra Territorial Intelligence," and is omnipresent with you when your solar
plexus, heart and head chakras are synchronized together in first causes for all humanity.
Earth people have thought they were recording their memory audio-visually in the cells
of their so-called brain, but they are not. They are recording their experiences in the space and
matter atoms in their environment and above it. These recordings keep going outward to form a
planet's aura. The astral plane is of the consciousness recorded in matter that is radiating
outward from the planet; and the etheric plane is formed out of the spiritual use put to energies
imparted to each person as life force.
In order for people to have a balanced aura, and their planet's aura to be in balance, they
have to be programmed directly by the cosmic life force. And in order to accomplish this, they
must create the kind of social environment in which they can experience life as it is
programmed by the Universe. Obviously, the Universe, in Its Creation, prepared things so that
people would have food, clothing, shelter, care, recreation, transportation, communications and

utilities. So then, what are these mentally subjugated people doing buying and selling their daily
bread for their own secular profits?
The people had set their standards upon their struggle in materiality instead of upon the
high standards the Uni-Godhead had given them in spiritual teachings - and we now see that
those teachings in the Sermon on the Mount could not have brought the Kingdom of God in, of
themselves, even if people had adhered to them. If practiced, they would have made life better
for everyone. But not until this time came, when the evolving social structure could be totally
changed at one time allover the world, could the kind of social environment be set up
worldwide that could add all things unto every person.
Everyone will begin to know that there is nothing wrong with human nature or people in
general. People are a product of their social environment and it follows naturally in this kind of
project that, in evolving the social structure with money, capitalism would come, then
socialism, then true communism.
Association with charities, religions and other heart chakra organizations is not going to
make anyone spiritual, in the sense of overcoming the torment of mental strain in themselves
that keeps them in low vibrations, which is caused by only treating effects without the thoughts
and actions which heal world problems. It isn't religion, education or even science that leads
people to the truth, but it is the Uni-Intelligence in atoms that leads us into all things that are
wonderful.
The problem the Uni-Godhead and Its space angels of ETI have been healing in the
microcosms or entities incarnated here, in these kinds of humanoid body pairs that can produce
bodies, is a problem that only they know how to heal and shall heal.
Bible scholars still think the Godhead's cybernetics are referring to old times, but they are
giving the path of destiny that the people of God's spirit follow now. The US of modern times is
referred to in the scriptures as the tribe of Joseph. The USSR is the tribe of Judah, and the
United Kingdom is Ephraim.
In Ezekiel 8:1-8, ETI is giving Ezekiel visions to write about the time when the one who
is Emmanuel, "God with man," comes to earth to be with the Israel people. I believe I am the
person in question. Believing doesn't make this so, but what I write and do does. These verses
are telling of the Spirit of Truth being on the planet, and he turns in four directions: to the
North, South, East and West. And he sees the creepy crawling things in the arsenals of the US
Joseph, the USSR Judah, nationalist Israel, and in England, France, etc. The Mourners for
Tammuz depicts the situation in India of people expecting Krishna, and the Vatican expecting
Jesus and so on.
I say, "Wow! ETI, how are we going to keep all these abominations from unleashing
themselves on the world? How can we bring these mourners, and those people who create all
the detestable things to kill 'the enemy' with, into being the kind of Holy People that would
rather be on top of it instead of buried underneath it?"
ETI replies: "It won't be easy! But there are ways, as you know, of playing games with
people, similar to the kind the blind who lead the blind play, until they both fall into the ditch.
But naturally, we do all we can to save them from disaster." Then ETI says: "They will be
punished by their own hands, in the negative experience they are in, as 'instant karma' comes
over the world. But before this happens, they could become aware that the enemy is themselves

and offset it with the World Master Plan - WMP."
I might say that up until now, no one has known exactly who's who according to the
cybernetics of the Universal Mind given in the Scriptures. The truth is only revealed now in
hopes that the world people of Israel will rise at this time and not let the remaining part of the
prophecy be fulfilled.
But on the other hand, if part of it isn't fulfilled, then how will they know the Everlasting
Gospel is real and I am that which I write about?
So then, as events unfold and the EG is spread over the world, people everywhere will
begin to say: "Allen Michael told us what would happen, and it is all happening as he told of it
in the EG. So let's accept him as our Comforter and fulfill the EG's World Master Plan."
As the PSI-ETI synthesis energies keep building up in the planet's collective mental
library, knowledge increases and more people become aware of cause and effect karmaretribution. So they should be able to rise above their fears of seeming personal danger,
especially when they realize their head is just a radio-TV station which they are listening to.
How can any harm come to anyone if they are just listening to the BS and not letting it animate
them? Let us only be animated to speak and act on behalf of the New World. That's all that
counts. Once the proper foundation is laid for absolute freedom, security and abundance, there
will be radiant, beautiful progress from then on.
All human life here has reached bottom, and all strains of bodies are affected, because
they are all manifesting from the same atomic pool, so to speak. But the miracle is that all life
here will be restored to the perfect order.
A great Cosmic Initiation is coming up when the Uni-Godhead's ETI space angels appear
in ionized cloud trails and manifestations of big oval layer clouds over cities all over the planet.
Energies will sweep the world that will end time, restore eternity and cause a total rebirth of
Israel people.
"And the multitude of them that believed were of one heart and one soul:
neither said any of them that ought of the things which he possessed was his own;
but they had all things common. . .
Neither was there any among them that lacked: for as many as were
possessors of lands or houses sold them, and brought the prices of the things that
were sold,
And laid them down at the apostles' feet: and distribution was made unto
every man according as he had need."
Acts 4:32-35
ETI space beings can work with earth people if there is a world movement to reinforce.
As things have been, there is nothing to reinforce on a large scale except political socialism.
However, many thousands of world movements are rising all over the planet, and all of them
know that true Christ Communism (see Acts 4:32-35) is where it's at. But unless they can unite
on the EG's World Master Plan, they have no united voice with which to communicate into the
hearts and heads of the world masses what the real plan of action is that will bring about a

relaxing state all over the world.
By a relaxing state, I mean a state where all things are in the hands of the world Israel
people because they took the decisive steps to make it very obvious to all private property
owners that without workers no private property can exist. And likewise, without managers of
property, plans cannot be made to manage all property for everyone.
We don't judge anyone. We are optimists, giving everyone the energies to be part of the
New World Israel people. Those who don't make it to the end are not judged by us. They just
couldn't manifest enough energies thru their righteousness to carry them thru the tribulation.
We see clearly why many people could easily eliminate themselves as we advance
towards the big freak-out tribulation period that's coming over the whole world. Yet the
tribulation needn't be severe if enough people turn to the right-use-ness of all things.
All establishment people are robots operating on old world thought postulates, but there
is a Uni-center in each one of them that knows. So it doesn't do any good to speak to mortalminded personality. Speak only to the Uni-center. Tell the truth as it comes into your head by
letting it flow from your lips. You'll be experiencing yin and yang thought from the planet's
collective aura, but this thought is just radar that you bypass to form perfect judgement. Perfect
judgement does not judge people, but only gives proper judgement to social changes that must
come about if people are going to have liberty, justice, equality and pursuits of happiness. It
manifests through our simply helping, loving and lifting all people.
I can't be personal about any of this. It is not my direct concern, but it is the Universe's
problem and I just do what I'm telepathically led to do by ETI. It doesn't take more than a small
detachment of the Galactic Command Space Complex to handle a little project like this one.
I marvel at great Masters of Light who carry the PSI synthesis energies that stabilize
whole galaxies and keep millions of inhabited planets in clear light. However, this planet is just
part of the Galactic-ETI project in these parts. This is a solar project of ETI that encompasses
all the planets in this solar system.
The earth planet, when delivered, becomes the base from which the others are carried on
into their next step ahead.
This is why total changes come here at this time. We didn't intend to keep the whole solar
system waiting another thousand years for the splendid new life they can have now.
Here is a reality that will show all of you how feeble your judiciary-penal system is.
Could the government order the bringing in and trying of all who are guilty of treason against
the purposes which the Uni-Godhead has set forth in the US Constitution-Bill of Rights? At last
jurisprudence has to admit that it is helpless to catch the big fish. It can only catch the little
fishes - enough of them to keep its business going. You know . . . keep the lawyers and
bondsmen and all the rest of the employees that are paid high salaries for doing nothing but
treating effects.
Part of the people scream: "We need stiffer penalties, more prisons and police." Another
part of them sing the prisoner song, "O if I had the wings of an angel, over these prison walls I
would fly." (It's hard to determine which prison down here is the worst, the one outside or the
one inside.) Thru imagination all the prisoners have angel wings. They just have to unite and
spoil those who spoil them and rob those who rob them - of the opportunity to go on robbing
them. This is what the Lord God tells Israel people to do when the old world is folding up (Eze.

39:10). Of course, this doesn't mean to repeat the cycle by reversing the order, where prisoners
try their judges, lawyers and bondsmen for false judgement of people instead of their
environmental factors.
This is really funny! Thru this long journey we hop from room to room, but finally we all
come to the same room and see all the people in it whom we loved and hated and robbed and
killed and gave good gifts to. But in the last room we all are there and alive, and we are all
equal as of one class. So then what can we do except laugh about it, seeing that we're all alive
and forgiving! And there's really nothing to forgive, for we know we have all fallen short of the
Uni-Godhead's glories in many ways. We are to rob those who have been robbing us of the
opportunity to go on robbing us, by spoiling their whole tea party. You would think a lot of
judges, lawyers, bondsmen and DA's are not going to like me. Whether they like me or not isn't
important. But I'll bet the silver dollar that Washington threw across the Potomac that most of
them will take action to end their boredom.
As an example, Watergate was brought forth in the US by ETI for the purpose of causing
the high people in government and law to be convinced as to who the people are that make
secret war plans and why; so that at last they would know and could begin to give the people
bits of truth.
The Eternal Scriptures reveal another force that follows the intuition of the Universal
Mind, rather than religious thought. Those of the established churches only follow a religion.
But the high people of the Adamen follow psychic intuition. They are those incarnating down
from the ancient times of the Pyramid Temple Cities, revealed in Von Daniken's "Chariots of
the Gods" as part of the uncovering of the far past. These truths are brought forth now, so that
the omnipresence of the Uni-Godhead and Its high space beings, called Angels, can be brought
forward to explain the present and shape the future of our people and this planet.
BEYOND THE AMERICAN DREAM
The Lord, so to speak, said to Abraham: "Get thee out of thy country, and from thy
kindred, and from thy father's house, unto a land that I will show thee: And I will make of thee a
great nation, and I will bless thee, and make thy name great; and thou shalt be a blessing: and I
will bless them that bless thee, and curse him that curseth thee: and in thee shall all families of
the earth be blessed" (Gen. 12:1-3). Now, who in history does this refer to - this message from
the Lord's space complex? Naturally, it was Christopher Columbus! What did he do when he
landed on the shore of the Americas? A landing party went ashore with him, and when they
stepped onto the beach he drove his sword into the sand, bent to his knees and said: "I dedicate
this land to Christ." Columbus didn't believe in a savior Lord. He believed in the Uni-Christ
Idea. ,
Now, is it just coincidental that his name means Christ-bearer?
There's so much of our real history that is left out of popular historical books and
periodicals! And in the popular books and media those things of history that are quoted are
usually twisted into some kind of propaganda that makes the general run of US citizens believe
that the destiny of their nation is in the present "business-as-usual" tactics, and to give the
impression that the US has its mission within its own boundaries and can do what it pleases or

what suits its usury economy in other countries.
Marx said (this is not an exact quote, but it is what he meant): "When capitalism is forced
home to its own base [meaning the US, because the big money center is in it] and can no longer
get cheap sources of labor, raw materials and finished products from other countries, then
capitalism will be finished." Marx also said that capitalism would create the contradictions in
itself which would turn the world masses against it.
How true! This is happening all over the world! The contradictions in capitalism are of
itself. Capitalism rose out of effects and is effects. And it has nothing to do with the way of life
US citizens were supposed to live or what the Americans equate as their way of life. The only
thing that's wrong with the American way of life is that the money and productivity of the
people are controlled by people in the US who have world aims that are not the same as the true
aims of the US tribe of Joseph, which Uni-Godhead founded here and gives in prophecy. Any
group that opposes the idea of a communist world is half cracked, and they are in economic
contradictions where they are going to get totally cracked, if you know what I mean.
People could logically, and with reason, disagree with the way Soviet Communists are
going about communizing the world. But in their logic they would have to rise in consciousness
out of nationalism to see the relativity of the situation that exist between the opposites of
capitalism versus socialism, which must synthesize into true Communism. The balance is that,
as socialism grows, capitalism automatically declines proportionately. It is the reaction and
wars that those who are subject to cyborg capitalism are bringing against the people they call
communists which forces the expansion of socialism, and determines the necessity for the
Communists to take over the whole world. That time is coming soon, and ETI space beings
have the power to cause the whole world to be properly communized and not socialized.
The socialist countries and people will not resist the communizing of the whole world, as
it is given in the EG's World Master Plan, because they are high enough in the rising New Age
vibes to stay on top of what's happening all over the world - which is that the whole world is
being communized and brought into a One World Communal Democracy; and not necessarily
by the Soviet or Red China Communists, but by the uniting of many people on the planet into
the one superb IDEA. This is the way the natural laws of the Universe work. The Universe can
only support those groups of people "who love life, its nature and the Universe with all their
heart and soul, and who do unto others as they would want it done unto them." Suppose there
was just one loaf of bread in the whole world. Would you want its maker to sell it to you for
money, so you could eat it all up yourself, while the rest of the people went hungry? There
would be plenty of bread to nourish everyone if it were shared. And soon all things shall be
shared; and not thru any kind of magic, which is just priest-craft, but simply by cultivating land,
seeding it, and harvesting an abundance for everyone. And it is the same with every necessary
commodity!
Looking at things logically and with reasoning, there is only one loaf of bread. And those
people who go on buying and selling it for their own secular profits will end up with no bread at
all. In fact, except for the few bakers who take the pains to bake natural bread from whole
grains - leaving all artificial sweeteners, preservatives, coloring, etc., out of it - there is no real
bread now from profiteers. That is, unless the profiteers have the knowledge of proper nutrition
and, at the same time, have right use of money and live properly. This isn't likely, because to

know one falsehood or contradiction of the system leads us to know them all.
One thing is sure, people under the cyborg beast are educated. Educated in a brainwashing factory that has taken away their natural intuition to KNOW. Now they are thinking,
guessing, supposing and giving opinions. There was a time when education served a purpose,
but education itself is supposed to evolve into actual learning experiences that are in the actual
doing of things. For example, in the building trade, the persons learning engineering,
architecture, interior decorating, furnishings, plumbing, cabinetmaking, electrical work, steel
framing, concrete work and so on, should all be learning these things as a part of the actual
building of people's facilities. In our New World reclamation projects, with the building of
many new cities, this is the way it will be done. The present colleges and universities, and even
high schools and grade schools, will all become part of the New World commerce. Everyone
from school age to adults will be in daily schools of experiences in which useful things are
accomplished for everyone. Constructive recreation is part of the learning experience. Half of
the world's population will be traveling around the world at a time, enjoying their creations, and
the other half will serve them and operate the facilities; and every thirty days they can alternate.
The American way of doing things has all evolved backwards out of error. St. Matt.
21:42-44 tells what the error is. The US has gone along for two hundred years under usury
money, like a ship without a rudder, tossed and turned by every tempest; and even in this late
hour, few people know what the real problems are.
High school, college and university students in America cannot enter into the actual
doing, because the system educates them and provides the only jobs. They would interfere with
trade union workers, private contractors, business people, etc., who are having a hard time
staying on top of it as it is.
We see that the present educational system of the US is not oriented towards teaching
people the real meaning of liberty, justice, equality, pursuits of happiness and the ways they are
obtained. Rather, they teach youth to be satisfied with the status quo, in a theme of "keep
plugging away Johnny and some day you'll be rich."
The real kind of government of, by and for the people has never happened in the US of
Israel. And the Uni-Godhead tells why: "They had all fallen short of the glories of God."
Naturally, as long as they were thinking about a Father God up in heaven, where they would
eventually go, then they wouldn't get down to the real chores of building a heaven on earth.
Getting rich or making the top ten isn't the spiritual theme of radiant Universal Living. It
is to actually have liberty, justice, equality and pursuits of happiness.
The US people don't have these things, because they borrow their own money from
private banks, which keeps them in hock to the company-owned store.
As St. Matt. 21:42-44 tells (and it is the US tribe of Joseph, sent to the North American
Continent, that this prophecy speaks of), the cornerstone never got laid for the right use of
money, which would begin a New Order for the Ages. This would have to wait until now.
As far as God, the Universe, is concerned, It always has been and always will be; so we
need not worry about ourselves or It. We are simply to build beauty in all things and to express
the Uni-energies as they are created in their perfection.
In these later times, it is not that the world people have but two choices: to remain under
capitalism or under socialism. There is a third choice that's really a first choice and a must, and

it is to begin to form communal industries, where all things are held common, thus coming into
true communism, the Kingdom of God. Most people familiar with the Kingdom of God term
think of it as a kingdom brought by a man-God or Father God. And they say "He" to refer to
God, but there is no such man-God as they depict. The Kingdom of God is a state of being, and
that state of being is a kingdom built by people - one that is built to correspond with nature, life
force and the Universe.
Status quo business could not compete with communal industries. In the US, the "Uni's
Truckin' Church" is tax-free. As no one draws wages, then no one pays income tax; nor do we
pay private property taxes. Let the Gentiles go on paying taxes, because it is they who
prevented the men of the Adamen from getting the cornerstone laid - the stone the builders
rejected of St. Matt. 21:42-44 - when the US was founded. So they are just paying for their
error, but we are correcting it. Let the Gentiles become confirmed in the Uni-Christ Idea and
then their taxes will end.
Have you ever wondered why people pay taxes? Most people do not even wonder,
because it seems natural to them that they would pay extra money for schools, libraries, roads,
sewage service, and for county, state and federal buildings, etc.
The truth is, the people are paying taxes because the privately owned FRS (Federal
Reserve System) and private banks have the franchise to handle their money, and so their
government cannot print free cash flow money to spend for the people's, and it's own, needs.
If money is used by a people, then what is the purpose of it? Its only purpose would be as
a medium of exchange, as the US Constitution has ordered that it would be.
If nature's God (RNA-DNA) ordered that the government of the US Israel print the
money and regulate the value thereof through the commerce of the people, then why didn't the
US government do this from the beginning? They didn't because the so-called American Dream
was scuttled when the nation was born. The American people unknowingly turned their money
over to the world banking system, and from then on they have been paying taxes, borrowing
money from private banks and getting insured by private insurance companies.
Here it is, two hundred years later, and all this time the Gentiles have ruled the US Israel.
The US government of, by and for the people has not yet been born.
When about 10 percent of the essential industries of a city or nation are converted to
communal free enterprise, this would cause the rest of them to quit, because they could no
longer make profits.
Also, a status quo government could not compete with communes, because the Unigovernment is amidst communal people. The communes flow with Uni-programming. But the
status quo is into so many mortal-minded, secondary causes - in which it takes them so long to
count their money and bank it and keep track of their checking account - that, in the meantime,
half the world is starving.
In the United States the opportunity is great for the advancing of communal industries
and natural living experiences because, in its Constitution-Bill of Rights, the Uni-Godhead has
prepared for just such a time as this, when the US tribe of Joseph would begin to feel the spirit
and awaken to their destiny mission.
Communal living experiences can freely produce all the needs of the people and begin to
rebuild the whole world according to the master plan, which brings in true communism, where

people all freely give according to ability and receive freely according to need.
Socialism can convert into true communism, but capitalism cannot without dissolving
itself. Capitalism is only effects that evolved out of the wrong social use of material things. It
came out of oblivion and now must return to oblivion.
Some of those people yet under the red dragon (cyborg capitalism), which is only effects
and not an economic system in the first place, are saying they must fight for their "free world."
But the analysis of their so-called "free world" shows that it is only free to those who have
money - many of whom do not supply any essential needs to anyone and just buy their way
around, and around, and around, on the merry-go-round that sells tickets and goes nowhere
important - it just goes round and round. But it is squeaking terribly, because it has "no oil to
light its lamps" (St. Matt. 25:1-13).
This could be taken two ways: either as grease, gas, or oil products in general, to
lubricate parts and heat things. Or as the kind of spiritual intestinal fortitude it takes to light up
your own being-ness with the Uni-Godhead's purposes.
Sound like I'm coming down hard on the Americans? Not really. Because there are no
Americans! There is only a North American continent and its people, who are the US tribe of
Joseph and are supposed to be dedicated to the building of the Kingdom of God - or New Order
for the Ages - on this planet. And this has nothing to do with this piece of real estate, but only
has to do with a people who love life, its nature and the Universe with all their hearts and souls,
and can do free things for other people as they would want it done unto them.
Now, who in their right mind would sell their brethren war supplies for profits; or, for
that matter, would even buy and sell their daily bread? Why don't they forgive their debtors and
mark the slate clean? And then no one would be led into temptation any longer to spoil and rob
those who have been spoiling and robbing them.
Gen. 12:3 says of the US tribe of Joseph, led to this continent by Abraham: "And I will
bless them that bless thee, and curse him that curseth thee; and in thee shall all the families of
the earth be blessed."
It is the Ugly American Nationals who take peace from the whole world at this time and
are now despised by almost the whole world and could not bless anyone with anything good.
But the time has come when the citizens of the US Israel project will come forth, recast the Old
Liberty Bell and ring out real life, liberty and pursuits of happiness for all people of the earth.
And they will not use money or military means to do so, but will demonstrate to all the world
people of Israel how to build a One World Communal Democracy.
THE CORNERSTONE
St. Matt. 21:42-44 puts the US citizens on the spot. It tells that when the US was founded
they would not lay the cornerstone, and they didn't. Can you believe it? The US has gone along
all these years under an error which has caused them no end of grief.
So, finally they come to this time when their sister republic, the USSR tribe of Judah, has
laid the cornerstone, and the US citizens are still without their Constitutional money that is
printed by the government and is circulated as free cash flow thru the people's commerce. The
US citizens must go to private banks or lending agencies to borrow their own money, and the

interest they pay for this hot air supports a comedy of errors and puts them further into debt;
and those who are into the superfluous commodity games have greater control over the US than
the US citizens do.
It's going to be a great surprise to earth people when about 85 percent of all they do now
and have learned falls out of the picture. Even all the words that explain effects will become
obsolete, because all earth people have to do to heal all things is to return to natural food, apply
their gained knowledge in science and technology to the ideals of absolute freedom, security
and abundance for everyone, and reorganize their social environment so that all the world's
natural resources and industries are held common.
The common people thought they had a free press and a government that informed them.
But a few men made secret plans that involved many nations in a great Armageddon - the one
the Uni-Godhead had prophesied would come (Eze. 38). Even then it would not be the end of
Gog’s demagoguery. Ezekiel wrote that after Gog's army had been turned back by the Mountain
of Israel (the USSR Red Army), there would be a sixth part of them left, and there was. They
rose as the American Nationals, still led by the International CIA Ring, and they struck out in
Korea and Vietnam to try to win the world back for their kind of usury and their belief in God's
"promise to the chosen people."
The USSR tribe of Judah (Eze. 37:16) will dwell safely in their land during the battles to
come in the last part of Armageddon; and both they and Red China (the Buddha project) will
come to the rescue of the US tribe of Joseph if they go into their karmic cleansing revolution to
prepare them for their destiny mission with the Spirit of Truth.
None of this needs to happen, if the US tribe of Joseph gets busy and supports me and
those sent to be with me in the part we play in bringing Michael's stand to the Holy People of
the World. The Holy People are the Cosmopolitan World People of the greater World Israel.
They are the "Pyramid Temple Builders," who don't build temples in which to worship a pie-inthe-sky God, but build industries that are capable of bringing abundance to everyone and
condominiums that provide good living quarters for the people.
High people in the Soviet government seem to be the ones, besides myself, who have
great ideas along ETI lines. It came into their heads, just like it comes into my head, and the
only difference between them and me is that that which I write, I write knowing it is true. I am
not motivated by the conditioned reflexes in this planet's akashic records. Earth people are,
however, and that leads them astray and lets harmful conflicting problems arise. Then they only
deal with their effects. They should know that all negative effects are from the people's wrong
causes, and all anyone has to do to eliminate all negative effects - such as war, crime, disease
and poverty - is to go to the causes of them. The causes are always in basic simple errors. For
example, the whole body can be well and feeling great, then a little sliver can get into a hand or
foot and the pain can be terrible until it's removed. A simple operation, but nevertheless, until
it's removed the body cannot be free of pain.
So it is with the seemingly little error of the majority of US declarators, in their not
getting the cornerstone laid for proper spiritual evolution when the nation was founded. Because
it wasn't, the nation has drifted off into all kinds of businesses that make money off of treating
effects, when it's simple to heal all negative effects in ways that do not cost money. The
businesses and institutions that are treating negative effects thru defending against an enemy -

or against an organism, such as with mental and physical illnesses, degenerative diseases and
poverty - are usually the highest paid. Yet they can never heal any of these things. They do give
comfort to people, but in the final results they cannot heal any of the conflicting problems. Only
a World Wide Buyers' Strike can heal them now.
Genesis 12:1-3 is telling of Abram (who is Abraham) who gathered spirited people out of
Europe and led them to form a new nation on the North American Continent which was
supposed to be different from the other nations, because it would not be a nation of usury,
coveting and priest-crafts. But ETI had already given the prophecy that they wouldn't make it in
St. Matt. 21:42-44, and we read that the Kingdom of God mission would be taken from them
and given to a nation coming forth with the fruits thereof. That nation is the USSR Judah.
Now, how did the USSR lay the cornerstone for the beginning stages of a heaven on
earth? They did this by doing away with the ownership of private property, creating socialist
free cash flow money, and operating their industries as workers' collectives in which their
people would work towards one common goal. And the one common goal is to deliver
themselves and all people into true communism, which is the same as the Kingdom of God.
Dear Comrades, we don't evolve into true communism some time in the distant future.
Has world communism risen to this point through evolution? Not at all! It has risen to its
prominence where it's ready to receive the whole world because it just falls into our lap. ETI has
arranged for it that way.
The Universal Mind is at work all the time creating the launching platform for a Great
World Celebration by leading progressive legislation in these latter days to build community
colleges and universities, creating a new kind of objective rehabilitation of law breakers and
giving welfare and SSI (supplemental security income) to people. They have also tried to rectify
the housing situations of slum areas through federal guaranteed loans, which is a hard nut to
crack in America because it steps on the toes of the private bankers, who seem to have more of
a voice in the government than the progressive legislators.
All of these things can be held up as achievements. The progressive legislators have been
preparing the US socially for this time of crisis. Many people are experiencing the gift of free
commerce, and at last they have something to defend, if need be, besides old American national
traditions. Loans from private banks are not a gift, but are actually promoting violent
revolution. The gifts to the people did not derive from American capitalism, but rather from that
little part of government that serves the people. The dilemma in the US government stems from
the "stone the builders rejected" when the US was founded - the most important plank in the
Constitutional platform (which was never laid) regarding the right use of money.
Imagine a people creating a government and then leaving out the most important plank!
Of this, Amschel Rothschild said that he didn't care who made the laws, it was who controlled
the money that counted. So far he has been right. But let's say the old European Bankers that
have kept America under usury money have just been filling in until the 'Lord' came to set all
things upon the right path, and then even they would rally with him, if for no other reason than
that they were left with no other choice.
The US pioneers of a "New Order for the Ages" had only to lay the kind of governmental
foundation that legislated the right use of money, then the US would have grown strong in
positive ways and, in its first hundred years, would have changed the whole world to the same

kind of economic system that the Soviet Union has now.
In the Uni-Godhead's giving of the prophecy in St. Matt. 21:41-44 - hundreds of years
before Christopher Columbus came to the American continent - we might ask why ETI could
not have gotten the cornerstone laid thru Abraham's group or thru Its men of the Adamen.
We could just as well ask why Abraham Lincoln came a hundred years later to keep the
US Union together in its so-called Independence, which the Americans thought they had won in
1776. And we could also ask why Prophet Marx hadn't arrived with the ABC Gospel about
money, property and materiality until after the US had already been taken over by private
banks, which would, of course, lead to private money and private property. This was all due to
the Uni-Godhead's timetable for the rising of knowledge and consciousness, and the sending of
later prophets to tell what money and property are.
The majority, then and even now, of US Senators and Congressmen had never
experienced money - to be without money or to be without property. No one can find a thing
until first it is lost. And until a person 'loses their self' in the mass of human conflict, they could
not possibly rise out of duality to be of service to anyone. If US money were used properly, then
value wouldn't be in money or property.
WORLD COMMUNIST MOVEMENT - TRUE CHURCH OF UNI GODHEAD
It has taken all this time to bring forth a group of people with the tolerance and
understanding to represent the Universe, Its nature and creative life-force to the world people and it is the "World Communist Party". I'm not omitting the Catholics, Protestants and Jews
from the church of the Uni-Godhead. The persons who formed the beginning Communist
Movement came mainly from Catholicism, Protestantism and Judaism. The difference is that
the Communists have 'oil to light their lamps'. As we noted before, this can be taken two ways:
one would be material needs and the other would be spiritual needs. Socialism (property,
industries and natural resources operated collectively by and for the workers) leads to true
communism, but capitalism cannot lead anyone anywhere except where it's going: oblivion!
Those who remain in 'the faith', or religions of Catholicism, Protestantism, Judaism, etc.,
stand in judgement and have yet to prove their faith. The Communists have proven theirs. They
have a hammer and a sickle! The church and temple Catholics, Protestants and Jews do not have
a free hammer or sickle. All they hammer out is controlled by Gentiles, and what they cut down
for the state is coming back to cut them down.
At least this is what it says in Rev. 6:9-11 about the righteous ones who died in the WWII
Armageddon. They rose into the etheric heavens, were reprogrammed, and since have returned
to the earth plane as this generation of New Age flaming youth, who are carrying on with the
Uni-World Revolution, or the IDEA whose time has come and cannot be stopped. They are not
going to be deceived again. Let all the nations fall. Who cares! We are going to get rid of
national boundaries anyway!
The whole world is in Communist hands, and "upon whomsoever this stone falls it shall
grind them to powder" (St. Matt. 21:44). Those people who are yet subjects of the satanic
cyborg beast (under capitalism) are only furnishing the reaction to force the Communists to take

over the whole world. And ETI will see to it that the planet is not brought under socialism, but
true Communism. The true church of the Uni-Godhead will carry the world people on into true
Uni-Communism, or Christ Communism. It may not be the Soviet or Red China Communist
parties that do this. Maybe it will be the US communal people who do this. Anyway, the Soviets
and Red China have their hands full, trying to support the revolutions of Israel people in many
nations, while maintaining themselves.
The new youth are not indoctrinated with Marxism or Maoism, but they are intuitive
dreamers of a New World Paradise. Why not?! Why peddle anything except the vision of true
Communism. This will become clearer to Communists when it is apparent that capitalism is
falling out of the picture of itself. Then the Communist parties will say, "Oh, we didn't expect it
to happen this easy," and they will scramble to teach and practice True Communism.
The last part of Armageddon coming up isn't a war in the sense of wars. It is more of a
big freak-out, where predator robot bodies suspended in the New Age incoming energies are
mesmerized into exorcisms. Of course capitalism is all an exorcism. The last days of the
Vietnam situation, in which the Israel people took over Vietnam out of necessity, proved this.
The basis of our New World Government, which is rising out of the revolutionary
Cosmopolitan World People of Israel, is a world wide Communal Democracy in which every
person has absolute freedom, security and abundance. All the national governments are
dissolved by means of their obsolescence, and the New World Government that comes will
have no power over life and death. And it will be exactly as it says in the New Covenant-World
Bill of Rights: "Let the government be of the people, where the people are self-governed; by the
people, where the people enjoy perfect freedom; for the people, where the people give
themselves abundant living. Let the Government seat be only the storehouse and inventory of
the people's products."
Government should have managed the necessities of life all along to produce liberty,
justice and equality for everyone according to ability and need. But national governments do
not do this. They manage a privately owned Federal Reserve System and the people are in
business against each other.
The Roosevelt Administration saw this clearly, so they put the people's government into
big businesses for the people. They couldn't buck the FRS without changing money all over the
world, outside of the Socialist nations. The Socialist nations had already made their money free
cash flow to nourish their people according to ability and need. Socialism's use of money can
liberate the people, because it is not under the interest-bearing notes and taxation of the
Gentiles' FRS-CIA system.
But capitalist money is all interest-bearing and taxed, except for the Uni-Godhead's
Constitutional Church, which is financed by ETI. ETI is of the righteous ownership of all things
(righteousness is right-use-ness). When we own all things "by right" rather than "by might,"
then all things are shared and there is abundance of all things to go around to make every person
a king. In the literal meaning of king, though, who wants to be a king? Normal people simply
want to be free to express their creativity and go and come as they are inspired. In our New
World every person will have all things at their fingertips: food, clothing, shelter, care,
recreation, transportation, communications, utilities and all kinds of creative industries that
produce all the art, drama, ballet, music, etc., for all the people.

No money will be used in our New World, and there will be no form of military or penal
establishment. Our space comrades of ETI have no kind of military or penal system, and use no
money. And their social science is so far superior to that of this planet that earth people cannot
hope to entice them to change to their ways. Plus the technology they have is so mighty it
completely dwarfs anything here. Yet it is within the comprehension of the high people on this
planet.
Let us let go with our hunches, our intuitions now, expressing our real feelings about the
Uni-Godhead's Space Angels. The whole of the Scriptures is about space beings, communism
and the Kingdom of God. The Bible is a book, part of which is the Uni-Scriptures, and it was to
lead the "heart people" of the earth elsewhere. You can see they will be the most difficult to
change. They will sacrifice themselves for the religions they created around Jesus. But so far,
no sacrifices have produced anything real for anyone. It is more like Jesus got nailed to a pole
in the form of a cross, not for the remission of sin, but because people believed in sin and
executed him! Why didn't they see their errors or transgression against nature, life and the Uni's
natural laws in general? When they do, instead of a penal system, every person will be
objectively helped, loved and lifted regardless of what they have done.
The penal system is only an illusion, glazed over the real, pre-existing spiritual truths that
the people should put foremost in their ways of living. The murders and robberies in society are
no different from the murders and robberies that ostensibly take place legally in wars, where
soldiers obey the illusion of a state which has erroneously taken power over life and death.
For those who believe that human nature will be changed without the proper social
environment in which people are free - according to a master plan that is all for their benefit let them forget it, because without it people only go on reaping what they have been sowing in
mental seeds, and are still sowing because they do not have a social environment in which they
can live according to Uni-natural dynamics and record right experiences.
Usury money only lets infidels and fools rise to the top of status quo doings and play silly
money games with the people, who in turn are spoiled by false religions, false education and
false government.
The existence of many conflicting social, religious and political groups, all claiming to
represent the world people's interests and those of the working class, can be seen as representing
a particular stage of the World Revolutionary Movement. As Prophet Marx observed, "The
development of the system of socialist sects and that of the real workers' movement always
stand in inverse ratio to each other." Notice the words Marx uses, "inverse ratio."
Where does the word socialism apply, and where does the word communism apply to the
World Revolutionary Movement? Socialism derives from a society that is sociable, and
communism derives from the idea of holding all things common. The amount of conflict
between different national and social groups is in inverse ratio to their knowledge and vision
about the task at hand. The Universe knows what the things are that need to be done here, and
can tell anyone about them who wants to know and has the heart and mind to carry out orders
that are for everyone's freedom, security and abundance. Any limitations expressed are the
limitations of the person expressing them. And it only derives from the desire to maintain a
status quo where some people have special privileges.
All the good things that people have who are under capitalistic effects are of communism,

community or cooperation. Their libraries, schools, welfare, social security, and even the
structure of the family unit and the military is communistic. Those facets of society that don't
function in cooperation are controlled by the usury money of private banking. Alot of people
are employed in the exorcisms of capitalistic effects, such as people in banking, insurance,
government paper work, the Internal Revenue Service, and all people associated with business
as usual. When the ETI Communist revolution came in Russia, where it was chosen to happen,
all these kinds of jobs ended. And a workers' collective came forth that eliminated private
property, interest-bearing money and taxation. The Soviet people became the government of, by
and for the people.
Let's be realistic and altruistic… Did the Communists really inspire the Soviet people to
overthrow the ruling class in Russia in order to build socialism there, the step the World
Communists would take before the whole world was communized? It was, in one sense, a
spiritual group on bloody Sunday that gave the Russian Socialists the backbone in dialectic
discussion to begin the uniting of many people to rid Russia of its old ruling class. And there
never was any other idea to change anything into except pure communism. But the stage of
socialism had to come first, because no people in Russia had ever lived the communist lifestyle.
Therefore, there were no mental seeds sown for it and recorded in the aura of Russian cities or
the collective aura of Russia in general.
The One World Family Commune, since its origin in 1967 in San Francisco, has sown
the mental seeds in the planet's aura of its ways and means. So in reading this World Master
Plan of true Uni-Communism, many people will get hooked in telepathically to its knowing
ways and means, and doubts about it will leave them.
When the appointed ETI scientists, who have built the big electronic scanners to pick up
messages from higher celestial centers in the Universe, add a kind of speaker and television
tube to their light show, then they will pick up messages that read allegorically just like the
messages that are already given in the Scriptures. The prophecy I reveal at this time has been in
the Scriptures under your noses all along. But only appointed writers like Thomas Paine, Adam
Smith, Joseph Smith, Marx, Lincoln, Mary Baker Eddy, Lenin, and the writers who brought
forth the Jehovah's Witnesses, the Latter Day Saints and The World Tomorrow programs
(Herbert W. Armstrong), and so on, have progressively revealed unfolding prophecy. Of course
there are also those scientific and philosophical writers who have furthered the Adamen world
movement, notably Albert Einstein. But now in this Everlasting Gospel the Universal Mind is
laying the whole trip on you, through my channeling of these writings.
The underlying factor is that, in the truth of progress here, there was only one path at the
beginning of this earth dispensation; and at its ending there is still only one path. But as the
world people progressed, they divided yin and yang according to their words spoken and acts
done. Their material progress was recorded in matter, as well as in the space atoms about them,
which reach out to form the planet's akashic records in the planet's aura. This is the collective
consciousness of all the entities of this project.
The fact that increasing wars, crimes, diseases and poverty go on ravaging the planet is
proof that the leaders who formed the false religious groups mentioned didn't remove their
followers from duality and inspire people to build a heaven on earth. This could have been done
by the churches pitching right in to raise food for people, and sending out missionaries who

would lead the people into the kind of industrial communal projects Jesus was teaching about in
the days he treaded the dusty paths of the Roman provinces. I realize, as I say this, that it wasn't
possible then, because all human life on the planet is subject to the akashic records which have
collectively been recorded thru many incarnations.
For example, Herbert W. Armstrong, with The World Tomorrow radio and TV
broadcasts and the colIege facilities and offices they have established in the US, England and
other places, couldn't have come forth without people of wealth contributing to his cause. Had
he shown any sign of liberalism towards communism he wouldn't have gotten to first base in the
US. Now they are in a position to take this Everlasting Gospel and fulfill its truth, which is the
real mission they have been building up to.
So then, the Everlasting Gospel is really putting on the spot what I would call progressive
and powerful religious groups such as Jehovah's Witnesses, Latter Day Saints, Unitarians,
Baptists, Presbyterians, Methodists, Quakers, the Herbert W. Armstrong group, and others.
They could all accept this "World Master Plan," put it up front as the main topic of news, and
have it all over the planet in 90 days with their present facilities. They wouldn't have to accept
or reject political communism. All they would have to accept is the Kingdom of God, here and
now, thru the promotion of a World Wide Buyers' Strike, which can do all the things right now
that socialism couldn't do in even a thousand years.
So what if we solved all the problems of materiality and had our material needs fulfilled,
but we still hadn't fulfilled our spiritual needs for real freedom, security and abundance in every
way? What is it that drives us on in the face of utter stupidity in regard to nuclear war? What
causes us to cling to beliefs we have had for fear we'll lose out on what religious people claim is
their God fulfillment? And what causes many people to pursue the socialist challenge? Where
does the common ground lie to which the Creative Intelligence of the Universe has been leading
us? It lies in the uniting of all people to fulfill their destiny mission for all humanity, according
to the Uni-ways and means of the EG's World Master Plan.
What is the book the Scriptures speak of that is opened in this end time, out of which all
the people are judged according to their works? They could not be judged according to the
things the prevailing religious hierarchies made out of the teachings of Moses or Jesus, because
they are not complete. The book is the planet's akashic record, and the world people can only be
judged according to their acceptance or rejection of the EG's World Master Plan. They are not
judged by anyone's speaking. They are judged in the finals as to whether they rallied with me to
build the Kingdom of God now, or whether they dilly-dallied along the path of duality which
must synthesize into a true World Wide Communal Democracy.
The fact that a great army under the Communist Party has risen in every nation that has
been invaded by Gog's army makes them the most important and potent force on the planet.
Zionists feel their last hope is in the nuclear weapons that they believe their man-God up
on cloud nine has given them to be used against the forces of evil. But the untamed, evil forces
have only risen out of the Hebrews' beliefs that are, if anything, teaching them to be true Jews.
But to them, God has used 'atheistic Communism' as a prod to force the Hebrews back to true
Judaism.
Naturally, the Zionists, the Latter Day Saints, the Jehovah's Witnesses and The World
Tomorrow people still cling to their original error, which is the idea of a chosen people, the fall

of mankind in the Garden of Eden, Satan as a person, Jesus as a world savior, and so on - which
is all one grandiose illusion! They cling to these crutches because to come right out in the open
and seek first the Kingdom of God, which is in nature and the energies of the Uni-Godhead,
would make them Communists.
They have said they would rather be dead than red. They spoke it, so then, unless they
change their ways, they will be dead. All the world religions could be gone in one day after the
system of capitalism falls. By this I mean that after those people mentally subjugated to
capitalism lose their ability to make war and it is demonstrated that they can't win with nuclear
weapons because ETI controls them, then where will the religions be? .
If Jesus comes for his church, then they will be taken up into the heaven he has prepared
for them. This would only be a small percentage of the people on the planet.
It's a real problem, as those of you who are open-minded free spirits can see. The
Scriptures tell of the time when the Israelites cast in their sickles and reap the world. They cut
down the bad wheat. Not really bad, just too stubborn to try something new and different.
This is done at a time of great upheavals in every nation as yet under usury money. The
Uni-Communists, who are the real spearhead of Judeo-Christianity, will have the power, and
they know if they don't make a clean sweep of it while the opportunity presents itself, then the
setting up of the New World could drag on for years.
If a phony peace came before all the religions had ended, along with the other institutions
that foster world ambitions and the old ways and means, then this would not be a total
conversion of all people into the Uni-Christ Idea.
Now - so that some people will not call me this, that and the other thing, or vainly think
that I am setting things up to be the big wheel - the Uni Godhead has settled all of this in
presenting the highest goal to be achieved as absolute freedom, security and abundance for
every person. This is the high spiritual goal. There's no place in it for religion or politics or any
kind of power, except just plain every day serving the Uni-Godhead's creation with all your
heart and soul and serving your brothers and sisters as you would want to be served. This in no
way stops anyone from believing in the Universe and Its nature, life and spiritual drive within
them. It causes people to be omnipresent in God's purposes. But it will not tolerate any sect that
sets up a religion to tell superstitious people stories about a God that supposedly gives them
more than the Universe Itself gives.
The facts, relative to the battles since 1914, reveal that the Communist party didn't have
to export soldiers to any area of the world to win the territories they have. They held out against
Gog's armies (the Axis powers) in the new Soviet World Nation of Israel thru the Soviet people
who rallied with the Communist Party. They held out in Korea in the same way with people
who wanted changes. They took Vietnam in the same way and are winning in Africa and India.
And as the Middle East, South America and the US come up, they will win in these places also.
Why must they win? Because the masses of people all over the world will throw off the
old status quo yoke when the opportunity comes to them. There's no returning to the old, there
is only true communism to build.
I haven't said much about the Catholics or the Vatican in Rome. The Catholics were
tamed long ago, in the 15th and 16th centuries, thru the democratic opposition they ran up
against because of the big power trips the Vatican laid on entities like Copernicus, Galileo,

Luther and others. These entities were all of the elect, of the one in command, bringing forth
knowledge that would lead the world people into the scientific-technological age. This was, and
still is, more important than all the religions put together.
We could say, and rightfully so, that the Catholics, as well as other religions, have only
remained this long in their worshipping a Father God image of themselves because, in the UniGodhead's giving of the US Constitution-Bill of Rights, religions were given freedoms that set
them apart from the state. This set the pace for the whole world up until the time of the
communist revolutions in Russia and China.
The reason the Uni-Godhead set things up this way was because the Messianic Complex
would be set down in the US Israel. That is, it was from the US melting pot that I would rise,
along with those chosen to be with me, and bring forth the Universal Industrial Church of the
New World Comforter that would have the World Master Plan and bring forth the books of the
Everlasting Gospel that would fulfill the Uni-Godhead's purposes for all humanity.
These elect and I have rights in the US now because we had them established in the US
Constitution when the US was founded. The US Bill of Rights has shaped the nation - not its
people or even its religions, even though they have had the freedom under the US Constitution
to bring about the Kingdom of God, which I'm sent to bring in now. As people of the different
religions read the EG and see how easy and ideal it would have been to set up the Kingdom of
God on the planet before this time now, when it's a must or else all flesh could perish, they will
say, "Gee, why didn't we set up communal free enterprise before and hold all things common?"
I have spoken to you thru this Gospel and shown you, in the One World Family
Commune, the ways and means of the Kingdom of God, your heaven on earth; and so far, no
people or government has come to aid us in our greatest of all causes.
But as the karmic cleansing closes in on the US citizens - as the ultimate state of Fascism
rises again - the man child, who is to rule all nations and is of the Uni-Godhead's throne, and his
company of radiant persons will be taken into a land where we have a place prepared by God,
where we can live during the 1290 days of planned tribulation. This period comes before the
1335 days told about in Daniel 12:1-13. If Allen Michael and his comrades can't lead the US
tribe of Joseph, in the first part of the 1290 days, into a World Wide Passive Resistance
Movement which entails a World Wide Buyers' Strike, then we shall be taken out of the US as
the karmic cleansing closes in, and be in a safe place until it is over. We will then come forth to
set the whole world up as a great One World Communal Democracy. By then most people of
the world will know that what I gave turned out to be true.
In other words, I, Allen Michael - the one destined to unite all nations - and those of my
company of the 144,000 (Rev. 14:1-20), placed among the US tribe of Joseph to lift them, won't
be the ones behind the eight ball, so to speak. If the citizens of the US cannot be rallied by the
EG's World Master Plan, which was circulated in the first book of the EG that went out in 1974,
then there is no need for us to remain here and go on thru the US karmic cleansing.
It is the truth that makes all of us free, regardless of race, color or creed, and not the work
of the Orthodox Jews or Christians, or for that matter the Moslems, Hindus, Buddhists, etc.
Only the World Communist Movement is in a position to receive the whole world or to
bring about the kind of detente that will end the tribulation period and bring in the New Age
now. All the rest of the world people under the cyborg beast have bills to pay. The communists

have no bills to pay. They are economically into the natural law of supply and demand. Their
prices can't go up so that they would boom and bust, boom and bust; nor can the workers of
socialism ever be out of work. They've got plenty of work to do to rebuild the whole world,
which they can do because they don't need money to do it with and they have plenty of natural
resources, industries and willing hands-hands and voices rising all over the world. "Glory to
Christ Communism!"
THE NEW WORLD COMFORTER
In St. John 14:16, 17 and 26, we read: "And I will pray the Father, and he shall give you
another Comforter, that he may abide with you forever;
"Even the Spirit of Truth; whom the world cannot receive, because it seeth him not,
neither knoweth him, but ye know him; for he dwelleth with you, and shall be in you.
"But the Comforter, which is the Holy Ghost, whom the Father will send in my name, he
shall teach you all things, and bring all things to your remembrance, whatsoever I have said
unto you."
I AM the one sent by the Uni-Godhead to fulfill this prophecy. And my mission with the
elect of the 144,000 is to establish the Kingdom of God now, and not after a thousand year
millenium.
I'm not sent to just bind Thatons (Imperialists and reactionary people) for a thousand
years - a millenium in which the world people would be under socialism without ridding the
world of money, or the judiciary, penal and military systems - but I am sent to bring the fullness
of the Kingdom of God in at this time. Read Daniel 2:44 and 45 and you will see what I mean.
ETI is of the Uni-Godhead, and we go right on past the Father God to bring in the
Kingdom of God now. The meaning of my being the Holy Ghost is that I am a well-trained and
experienced adept in satanic matters, but I am the full representative of the Holy Spirit, or Spirit
of Truth. As I seek no world throne or to have anything other than that which I would share
with everyone, then I cannot be led into temptation to cash in for anything less than a true
communist world now.
For those of the antithesis, who oppose Uni-Communism, their contribution to the New
Age is that they formulate of themselves the contradictions and repressive situations that cause
the reaction which forces the world people into the Kingdom of God, whether they want to go
or not.
However, the two opposing world forces at this time are free enterprise versus socialism
(leaving capitalism out of it because it is only effects and has already fallen). The leaders of free
enterprise will fit into the communal state, but not into the socialistic state under the present
communist dictatorship that was necessary up until this point. But now detente calls for the
Communist Party to begin planning for the true Communist World.
As I am fulfilling the work of Marx, Lenin, Eddy, Lincoln, and all the other inspired
persons who contributed to the Messianic Complex - all who were acting as ETI cosmic
channels of the truth - then the Communist Party and those of Judaism, Protestantism and
Catholicism must confer with me. The early Communists conferred with Lenin, the Catholics

confer with the Pope, the Protestants with their head Bishop and so on, so then why shouldn't
they confer with me? Of course, I know what the problem is. All the others proved themselves
in time, whereas I precede time. How could ETI prove its worth in time, when it was here
before so-called earth time began. I am ETI, comrades. Check me out and you'll see!
I ask, "Why are they so timid about inviting me to sup with them and to talk about how
we shall lead the world people into the true Christ Communist state now?
Do they believe that if they give me an inch I will take a mile? This is foolish! They
judge according to their feeling and not according to the truth, in which every person who
channels for a New World should be up front and in the world news, telling about the ways and
means of our New World and demonstrating them.
As far as my taking a mile, I already have the complete ring; so if they give in an inch,
then we can all go the last mile together.
This is the period of detente. Let us use the real affirmations of truth now, because when
the Middle East erupts, then it will be too late to plan civil social action. Then, when the Middle
East is occupied by Christ Communists and the US tribe of Joseph has risen in the US, the
world will be ready to accept the EG's World Master Plan.
If the EG's World Master Plan is not put into action until the last part of Armageddon is
over, this only means that millions of people who went on in their old ways - vainly believing
that the world problems would resolve themselves or that their politicians would take care of
them - would be put down because they were blocking the birth of the New Age Child that is
travailing in birth to be born now. Read Rev. 12:1-8 and you will get a picture of what's
happening. The woman with child having a ring of 12 stars over her head is symbolic of ETI
space beings who bear the New Age gift to their long lost comrades of the earth plane.
The books of the Everlasting Gospel bring to all people of the earth the ways and means
of the Kingdom of God. It only seems like those people mentally tied to cyborg capitalism are
fighting for their free world. They are only fighting according to their beliefs; and the result is
that they are forcing in the New World over their ruined selves.
If the reactionary people who haven't real faith were going to stop me, they would have
done so by now. The point is, can they stop me? It would seem that the destruction of a body
would end the campaign of a spiritual person. Some persons, who have been shot through or
imprisoned or disposed of in other ways, have been removed for a time, but have come back
and carried on. All the great persons of the past have incarnated now and they are getting their
stand with me ready now; and they will receive these messages because I am here in the flesh
and also sounding in their head/radio-TV transceiver (St. John 14:17).
No one can touch me as long as I do not get scrambled up in my head. If I were to take
sides or act outside of the "one idea," or wear my heart on my sleeve for suffering humanity,
then I would become their idol of worship. Then they would never know that I am them and
they are me and what I do is purely to have the freedom to express my creativity along with
everyone else, where we can all develop talents and ability. We are not to take thought of what
we will get in return, because any person can see that when every person is giving to the
common needs of all people, then everyone's cup runneth over with all the things they could
possibly need or use. But when people are getting for self first, as they are under usury money,
then they are trying to cut their piece of pie out of the middle, and only those who play their

game get pie and the rest of the people get the crumbs.
Enough blood has been spilled trying to maintain illusions. So let us unite together and go
the rest of the way into our New World thru real logical reasoning and thru the democratic
means that are in our hands in Constitutional Law. And by this I do not mean thru legislators.
There is a government of, by and for the people and it is only in the people themselves. The
legislators can legislate into being the ideals of the EG's World Master Plan, but only the united
people can carry it out, and whether the legislators act in behalf of the Kingdom of God doesn't
matter, for the power is with the people.
Who can disarm the world? Only I have ordered it in a realistic way, and only the truth
makes it so. Who controls the nuclear weapons and for what purpose can they be used, if at all?
The Uni-Godhead's angels of ETI have control of all things here that can harm life and this
planet. There are undoubtedly people who think they are life because they live. But there's more
to life than just being born. People who cannot see the eternity in all of it have been the blind
leading the blind! They fall into the ditch, but they don't have to. Some people fall into the
cursings and others receive the blessings. And this is already predetermined by their past
conditioning. Naturally the past is gone. Each moment that clicks off on the tape can be eternal
for those people who are not moved by time. All things in the Universe move and keep going
thru eternal cycles that have no time.
I don't have to gain eternal life in the Universe. I already have eternal life - not in a body,
because who wants to stay in one kind of body when bodies grow all over the place in Uninovas; and entities can select their own cloak and be male or female just by living spiritually
and planting the mental seeds of higher imagining, which go into mental causation and create
what you program from the cosmic life force (which is, of course, already programmed to have
perfect health, vitality and abundance in all ways). All things come from the Universe, even the
ideas that advance science to the point of knowing. Then science stops thinking, because
everything is known. Everything! All things already exist in perfection with the high space
people, who live on planets or in space, and in or out of bodies at will.
For example, my consciousness is Universal. I am everywhere I need to be in the
Universe to have all knowledge that is needed for whatever assignment I am sent on. I give a
World Master Plan which comes from the only authority there is, the Uni-Godhead, and is full
life, liberty, equality and pursuits of happiness for everyone. Plus it is full of freedom, security
and abundance for everyone, which goes way beyond the former.
No one can put it down! They can only add unto it by entering into its ways and means.
No entity is ever lost for very long. Eventually they are all recovered, because the Universe
restores all of us. It has no waste or byproducts. All is continually recycling. Special energies
are provided for entities in bodies to stay in, and there's no need for a body to be in nature's
disposal system (degeneration) while an entity is in it.
I am giving you the vision, without which you are perishable. It makes good sense to
return to the vine of life for all your food and to no longer depend on dead things for food.
The persons who have the best products to sell, so to speak, don't nave to push them. I
cannot be personal about your beingness. I can only tell you of the path that returns you into
eternity once again. I AM an example of that eternity. Not my body, though, because it is
subject to the energies of this planet.

I'm a very patient person. I have been here and about for over a million years with other
ETI personnel for only one purpose, and it is to see this planet and its people thru into the
Kingdom of God - ETI organization - which comes through the observance of the right ways
and means in which we are loving and lifting all people.
There is a hot line of energies we will call the PSI synthesis that runs through the whole
maze of things, so get on the "Hot Line" with Michael - that's me - in the stand I am making
with the Holy People of the world. The prophecy in regard to Michael's stand with the Holy
People (Cosmopolitan World People) is in Dan. 12:1-13.
The Kingdom of God comes not thru intellect, but thru intuitive psychic knowing. The
Kingdom of God is coming thru people who hear something else in their heads besides the
razzle-dazzle of the smart set.
It has been creeping up on us for a long time, causing us to come out in the open and
express ourselves - Hallelujah! - to know that we are together and each of us can say, "I AM."
Affirm to all people with joy that this is the TIME, and we are the people, and I am the
one sent to bring to everyone the Everlasting Gospel (Rev. 14:6) and its World Master Plan,
which all people can cooperate with to bring in the New World - now thru world-wide
organized passive resistance-civil disobedience.
I want the same things I would grant to everyone and everyone would grant to me.
I want absolute freedom to express my creativity.
I want absolute security in a world where there are no prisons or military and no money
hang-ups.
I want absolute abundance, because the planets I live on are abundantly rich in all
things and there is no lack of anything because all things are shared!
I am you and you are me and each of us is the Christ for whom we seek. There's nothing
to be 'saved' from except ignorance!
THE LAST WAR FOR THE WORLD
As I have told you, coming up in the Middle East and in the US is the "Last War For The
World," in which it would seem to those under capitalism that they could at last win the world
back from Uni-Communism. This would really be going backwards!
War is the only way the Thatons, or Gog's Army, can maintain. But they cannot destroy
Christ Communism with nuclear missiles. Should they try, ETI space beings have control of all
nuclear warheads and could fire them and direct them all into the "valley of passengers," the
route between the Pentagon and Wall Street America, where Gog's Army is at last buried.
Ezekiel, chapters 38 and 39, tells about this fantastic event and its outcome, and so does
Revelations, chapters 17 and 18. "Babylon" is the usury money system of the American
Nationals and the part of the world that is yet directed by them.
Psychologically, what is being said here about the American Nationals? It is this: As
American nationalism falls, then all the people who thought I was talking about them suddenly
become citizens of the US of Israel. In other words, for the people who do not know the
difference between being property, which America refers to, and being a Nation, which the Uni-

Godhead has chosen "to be a blessing to all the families of the earth"; they had better learn real
quick about the destiny mission of these people. Are we to suppose that we are going to stay in
America forever and defend it against its enemies? From the looks of things, in the hearts of
other people over the world, they would feel that it would serve the Americans right if war
came to their own backyard.
But war on the North American Continent is not going to hurt. In fact it would liberate
US citizens from the ladies and gentlemen (gentiles) not confirmed as yet into the real Christ
mission on this planet. Naturally, the American gentiles are good people in their own right; but
as Lenin led Russians into the USSR, now I lead the US tribe of Joseph, the sister republic of
the USSR Judah, into a United States of the World. People who are still thinking of themselves
as Americans, Germans, Japanese, Chinese, Russians, etc., and allow themselves to be property,
do not have any identification with reality.
According to the Uni's numerology and its ETI absolutes, numbers, no matter how used,
begin with zero and go up and down the light spectrum scale and always come back to zero. So
then, the US citizens under usury money have been going up and down in number games to
boom and bust, boom and bust; booming for a short period, and afterwards busting with
depression and inflation - then off to wars to fight the enemy that isn't there. Prices are soaring,
workers are being laid off and there is no capitalistic remedy for it. Babylon has reached its end.
But this is great! Now the US citizens can go on into true Christ Communism, while the Soviet
Israel holds down the drawbridge to help them pass on thru.
Usury money has attached the people to numbers, so the people themselves have become
the livestock, so to speak, of the Stock Exchange, who are sold to the highest bidders on the
stock market.
As things are now, the US Tribe of Joseph is controlled (hog-tied) by the last of the old
Gentile Order, which has run America (not the United States of Isreal, but America) for the last
two hundred years. They involved the US citizens in the World War Two Armageddon, out of
which much of the world's land mass and population was brought under socialism. They
involved the US citizens in the Korean War, out of which half of Korea is under socialism. And
still again Gog's Army struck in Vietnam, and the result of this demagoguery was the taking of
all Vietnam by an army that rose out of the people and was supported by the Socialist Bloc.
The US citizens, at this time, shouldn't wait for the ten percent who are going broke to
lead them off into what wiII be the "Last War for the World." If this happens, the US citizens
will be rescued by the Soviets and Red Chinese; but not necessarily from capitalism, because
capitalism rose out of error as a cyborg beast and is fed by past karma. When the karma that
makes Americans fight out of fear of duress by their own establishment is depleted, then the
error is gone and so-called capitalism automatically returns to oblivion from whence it came.
The world center of the stock market plays number games with the workers and their
products and the food they produce. Ezekiel calls it Magog, and John writes about it in
Revelations as a beast with seven heads and ten horns.
Chapters 17 and 18 of Revelations are all about American Babylon, and tell of its final
judgement, in which Magog, which is New York City, is utterly destroyed by fire (Rev. 18:10).
These chapters read as timely fiction when understood; but when the truth is told about them,
they cause the people to act upon a timely reality that will not let this prophecy happen. Such

negative prophecy can be offset by taking the kind of action I propose in the big promotion of a
really far out World Wide Buyers' Strike. This is the only feasible way of preventing the
calamity that otherwise is sure to come.
The EG's World Master Plan went into world circulation in early 1974, and as yet hasn't
been brought forth by the Zionists, Catholics, Protestants, Masons or Communists (but the
Communists are the first to respond to me and my elect). Therefore, there is as yet no World
Master Plan thru which the big argument can be resolved as to who will rule the world or how
the planet shall be run. So the Zionists, Catholics, Protestants, Masons, Communists, and all the
people, must go on to the end of the road to witness the big display of fireworks that comes to
Magog when she is utterly burned with fire, destroyed by nuclear missiles made in America, but
guided by ETI. Our World Wide Buyers' Strike is the only sensible spiritual way out thru real
democratic action.
The Godhead's judgement of Gog and Magog utterly destroys Gog's Army in the Valley
of Passengers, which is the route between the Pentagon and the New York Stock Exchange that is, if they don't do better with these next books of the EG than they did with the first book,
which was mailed free to all nations and hundreds of prominent media people and religious
leaders in the first part of 1974. So get these writings into the forefront of news topics, and then
we can have real things to talk about and unite people behind to build our New World, and not
go on with this old dying order.
The judgement of the Uni-Godhead on Gog and Magog is in no way an arbitrary
judgement of a personal God or man-God. It is a technicality the Universe cannot change
without changing Its own natural laws, which It cannot do without changing the whole
Universe. Its governing law, built into atoms and our conscience, is cause and effect, karmaretribution. Uni-Godhead never punishes. The people are punished by their own unrighteous
doings.
The soldiers of the world will unite and save their hides from the cyborg beast - the
mental seeds they have sown into their planet's collective aura; either that or else this dragon
will go right on dragging them through the tribulations until they have all killed themselves and
ravaged many cities. For once let them use natural logic and reasoning.
The soldiers can use the media and bring unity among themselves. I have talked with
people in the military and they always agree with me, but they think it's unrealistic that soldiers
(because of the duress they are under) could ever agree that in battle they would not fight each
other, but would simply go through the motions of pretending to fight.
In the past the kind of World Wide Passive Resistance Movement that I am promoting
could not work, because the past karma that fed the wars with its paranoia was too powerful.
But now many people are feeling the tugging spirit of the mind energies that the Spirit of Truth
radiates, which open up the vision to them of total changes that will come.
All of this past struggle since 1914 has nothing to do with what people want or what seems
right to body senses or mortal mind. It has only to do with those eternal things that UniGodhead, thru Its ETI space beings, has ordered for earth people. The destruction is what they
bring upon themselves.
It is obvious that there is only one army on this planet, and it divides yin and yang to go
to war only because its leadership is divided yin and yang - or antithesis versus thesis, which

evolve one upon the other into the Synthesis. If the opposites finally synthesize in the "Last War
for the World" - the last part of Armageddon told about in Ezekiel 39, which erupts in the
Middle East and spreads to the "valley of passengers" in the US - then this only means that the
words were not spoken and the necessary deeds were not done that were before the facts.
As far as an accidental nuclear war is concerned, all people of ETI know it is all under
control. Atomic bombs were not used to destroy Hiroshima and Nagasaki. ETI, simultaneously
with the CIA charade bombings, exploded the aura of these cities, which rebalanced Japan's
aura. This is why they took off on the fantastic industrial undertaking they did. But they did not
change their economy to match their new technological revolution. So now they have built up
the same karma all over again, which is causing paranoia (mental toil and strain) to lead them
into the same war all over again.
All wars down thru the ages have been the same war. The wars in themselves are only
karma. The truth, in words and deeds, that ends war forever, sets up the kind of world social
environment in which true exchanges of all things come about naturally, without taking thought
of the things in themselves.
The trade deals, as they called them, that the Soviet government set up with American
businessmen are doomed to failure. So are any papers signed to prevent nuclear war. If the last
part of Armageddon is played out and, in paranoia, the American Nationals fire nuclear missiles
at the Soviet Union, then ETI can intercept all nuclear missiles and burn them up in the sky, or
lob them into the ocean and then explode the aura of Magog, which is New York City. This in
itself will so shock the whole world that all useless struggle will end right there.
In the meantime, the Israel army of the Soviets, called the "Red Army," will have
occupied Arabia, Egypt and the Hebrews' Israel. They will have come in support of the Israel
people in these nations and also to the United States to end the useless bloodshed there.
When cyborg capitalism goes in the US, then it goes all over the world. Everyone who is
literate to telepathic communion is ready to give up capitalism now, but socialism isn't the
answer that the inner soul seeks. Naturally, when all resistance is gone to the "idea whose time
has come and cannot be stopped," then there is nothing left but to build true communism
worldwide.
Then the Soviets will have a real problem on their hands. It will be how to build the true
Communist World.
The World People shall unite with me and the 144,000 now to carry out a fantastic,
realistic, altruistic World Wide Passive Resistance Movement to offset the Last War for the
World, if it comes to that, in which the World Communists, out of necessity, will be forced to
occupy every industry and institution on the planet and set them up communally.
The CIA demagogues are just acting out a part. They don't really care whether they win
or lose and do not even know the difference. They are just programmed into what may seem
like adventurous parts to them, and they just go on playing out their roles (which really amounts
to the tripping up of the people who lag behind because they depend upon governments to make
policy for them).
There is man's kind of government, in which he simply plays with material tinker-toys.
There is Universal government. And the Uni-Godhead does not play games, but thru eternity
has been known by trillions upon trillions of righteous beings throughout the Universal Family

to operate an omnipresent, omnipotent and omniscient Universe.
As our purpose is to change people, and at the same time set up the right kind of social
environment in which people can be free and have real security and abundance, naturally we are
not going to fight with the so-called bad guys. The CIA guys and gals will set up the war games
for those who want to fight wars, and the World Army of Israel will be on hand to occupy all the
territories after those who fight have killed themselves. What better way is there to rid the world
of persons who will fight for illusions? Now, you know very well that I'm not the kind of
general that tries to get a paper peace signed by men. It isn't worth the paper it's written on. The
peace that is everlasting comes because there is no one left who would fight for any secular
gain.
BEYOND MORTAL MIND HALLUCINATIONS
The old world people, with their old world religions and politics, see Communism as
anti-Christ and anti-God. This is because they are yet in mortal mind. They see Jesus as Christ,
but Christ is Universal Consciousness and there is no man-God. There is only the omnipresent
Universe sounding all around us and in us, audio-visually, from atoms.
Space atoms become a television screen on which you can project monsters and villains
that manifest your exorcisms so you can have shocking traumatic experiences. Even this
eventually leads the blind back to a point in reality.
On the same space TV screen, you can command energies that will show you pictures
and give you details of a workable hypothesis to solve all problems conflicting people.
It is for us to know the difference between that which is real and material, and that which
is unreal and not a materialization of actual physical things. This is simple to know, because all
things and all associates with you have but one common problem and purpose, and it is to make
life here as joyful as possible for everyone. There is only time being wasted on people, and by
people, who need more time to make up their so-called mind. Time runs out! And in reality,
people have no mind to make up. The One and Universal Mind is already made up, and they
had better learn to accept the things that are real and stop pretending that their hallucinated heGod is real, that capitalism is real, that religion is real and that science is real. For none of these
things are real.
I realize that for people to begin seeing themselves as eternal entities, and not as bodies
or of a race, is really advanced truth for some people. However, most of the people of the East
know this, and it's high time that the people of the West have this realization also.
The American Nationals celebrate on the 4th of July with fireworks and go to
McDonald's and eat the hamburgers that come from the slaughtered cattle, which of course
gives them enzymes to go right on with the slaughtering. But soon all the Big Macs end and we
all become vegetarians, because in our New World, people will no longer be exploited by false
ideologies or even false health beliefs.
The end of slaughterhouses comes when people are totally liberated, as they shall be.
Then who is going to raise the livestock and run the stock market? Who is going to want to
raise livestock, slaughter it, butcher it and serve it on platters?

Looks like the meat eaters will have to start a "beef club" and set up shifts to do all these
messy things themselves. And this alone will change their animal nature, which comes from
eating animals, fowl and fish.
The only things that are real are nature, life, and the Universe, and they are all the same
thing - they are all basically energy or spirit. In scientific terms, the Holy Spirit is PSI-ETI, and
the Holy Ghost is the sounding board of space that causes people to be logical and reason about
things.
The earth doctor says: "The operation was highly successful, but nevertheless the patient
died." ETI beings say of their Placentia project here: "It is a total success and no one was lost;
some people just couldn't be contacted at the time to be of the delivering energies." This is not
usual in these kinds of project planets. But those souls who don't make it at this Cosmic
Initiation can be put into the aura of another similar planetary project upon leaving their bodies
and carry on there, with their wheeling and dealing, until the synthesis delivery energies build
up to the place in them and their respective planet's aura so that ETI can come in and be
recognized by them and fulfilled thru them.
I'm sure that every person who reads these channeled words from ETI will ask: "What
can I do to be in the harvest at the end of these days?" This question was already asked of Jesus
by Nicodemus, and Jesus replied that he must be "born again of the spirit." To this Nicodemus,
in mortal mind, wondered how he could go into his mother's womb and start over again. Jesus
was relating to Nicodemus that, in this life, he should be doing all the things that are building a
heaven on earth for all people, and that its ways and means are thru holding all things common,
as taught in Acts 4:32-35.
The reporters who wrote the stories of the old religious hierarchies of earlier times wrote
the stories surrounding Jesus' teachings to relate to the person Jesus, instead of the truth he
taught as a revolutionary who threw the money-changers out of the world.
Chauvinistic men entered into the picture. They had framed Eve in sin and put the oak
leaf over her lower solar plexus to make it appear that sex not controlled by the state (the state
of confusion) was sin. The real revolutionary Jesus has been hidden behind the oak leaf, so to
speak, so that people would seek out Jesus to be saved from sin and wouldn't see what was
behind the oak leaf - the state of confusion itself, which the Christ Spirit in each one of us who
is real will now cast out, not thru violence, but just thru having fun.
The Kingdom of God for earth people, or the entities of this project, has never waited for any
special time. It could have come at any climactic period in history, such as when the US was
founded. Or it could have come when the Communist revolution took place in Russia, if leaders
had talked about one idea that contained real freedom, security and abundance for everyone. All
that was needed to start it was the holding of all goods and services common among all people.
Had this come about in the beginning of the US, it would really have been the government of,
by and for the people.
WORLD WIDE BUVERS STRIKE
Science and technology has already surpassed the status quo and is destroying the people,
but at the same time it could liberate them, if they would now surpass science and technology

with the super wit and vision that would make it the servant of the people, instead of enslaving
them. So, let's carry out a fantastic, fun World Wide Buyers Strike - WWBS - and cause all that
is superfluous to fall out of the picture. Put all those people on vacation who are not producing
things that are part of New Age living, until they can be absorbed into first cause love services
for all humanity. No one will lose anything of value, but everyone will gain everything: life,
liberty and the pursuits of real happiness - absolute freedom, security and abundance for
everyone.
Since I have spread the ideas in circles all over the planet about a World Wide Buyers
Strike, I have received argument as to its seeming extreme ways. But a World Wide Buyers
Strike is not actually extreme at all! It is the only sensible way to end the old world and, at the
same time, be building the New World, which is set apart. World leaders will come to see that,
according to the present psychic and psychological make-up of people of both the right and left
and their extremes, only a World Wide Buyers Strike fits the bill.
Our World Wide Buyers Strike can change the whole world in as little as just 90 days
after it really gets into swing. The people will discover that it is more good, exciting fun than
they have ever had, and will maintain nonviolence.
It is as if we ourselves decide to spoil all that we have been doing commercially to
receive our daily needs, and it's all Constitutional; so no one can legally stop us or use soldiers
and police against us.
The soldiers and police will just go thru the motions of pretending to serve the Thatons;
but all the time they are part of the world people's democratic movement for the Kingdom of
God and they keep the peace. The police stop drumming up business for lawyers and
bondsmen, and the soldiers stop going into battle to shoot at each other.
They are all the same soldiers and from the same people all over the planet, and it is only
the military leadership that makes them fight for those things that are already dead. People of
the Thanatos nature fight for private ownership and money, and people of the Eros nature
defend what is already theirs - the whole planet. Why should soldiers fight for crumbs when
they can all be Universal Soldiers of the New World Israel Army, and finally get total freedom,
security and abundance by not fighting at all, but by just causing business as usual to deteriorate
to the point where it all goes broke. Then, of course, all superfluous or unnecessary jobs and
kinds of business will end forever; and we will abolish work as we know it now and all begin in
New World communal industries - schools of creative experiences - to produce unlimited goods
and services to be held common by all of us thru our common marketplaces in each community.
Our World Wide Buyers Strike puts all people in the same boat, so to speak. If the
workers don't have food, then no one has food; and the same with all the other necessities of
life. So all people will cooperate to see to it that the essential services continue.
Just go ahead and plan our World Wide Buyers Strike, and figure out all the jobs people
have that will end and begin mailing out circulars to them of the new things that will open up
for them. About eighty percent of the jobs that people under capitalistic effects now have will
end. All things will become free, but will have to be structured.
If a rush comes with some people to buy up things before our World Wide Buyers Strike
takes over, pay no attention to it. What they try to horde will be useless to them and will choke
them.

The vision to hold, in which you will receive the life energies to be cared for, is of a
paradise world, where half of the people at a time go on thirty day exchanges, to be free, to be
served and to travel all over the planet wherever they want to go.
The other half of the world's population will keep the world supply lines moving and the
services operating. All airlines, hotels, resorts, etc., will be kept booked solid, with all people
sharing in all things. Thousands of new kinds of resorts will be opened, and as we pass on into
the remodeling of all present cities, the automobile will be discarded. Most city streets will be
obsolete.
There will be no money to deal with any longer. Everyone will oblige the city planning
commission, who will draw up plans for the total renovation of cities. No cost-plus to figure,
the sky's the limit!
The idea will not be to create jobs for people. The work-a-day world as we have known it
ends. All thought automatically changes to the needs of the people. What each person will be
doing, from then on, is for themselves and everyone. The people will clearly see that they can
have whatever they want and they can build it.
Real talent and ability and individualism will be expressed to their fullest potential. No
more false standards to try to make it to the top. Everyone will be at the top, with full use of all
things at their fingertips.
All negative effects will automatically heal when all things are shared. Our World Wide
Buyers Strike will bring about the sharing of all things.
No real progress can be made on this planet until all people know what they want. And in
what they really want there can be no argument, because they are things that are right for
everyone - every person having everything they can imagine that's natural at their fingertips.
Whatever a person imagines is true and is happening somewhere. Even hallucinations can
be unraveled and taken back to the point of reality they sprang from.
In other words, in the World People's Government, of which the people themselves are
the main body, they do not vote. They build into everything real freedom, security and
abundance for everyone, and don't sponsor anything that is not natural. Anything that is a
perversion of the Uni-natural law will be taken away; and, as the Uni-Godhead tells in
Jeremiah 31:31-34, in giving Its New Covenant, Its law will be written in everyone's inner parts
and they shall all know God (their Universe they have their being in) and they shall all be Its
people.
There are no dual decisions left to make or negative effects to treat. There is only to build
new cities, remodel the old ones and furnish the highest standards of food, clothing, shelter,
care, recreation, transportation, communications and utilities for everyone.
Even on this planet, if we trace every negative effect back to its cause, we shall see that
the cause is in things that seem harmless. The buying and selling of merchandise for secular
profits seems perfectly harmless, as does the running of a private bank or the commercial
processing of food; but it is these things that are the direct causes of war, crime, disease and the
possessive character of many persons that results in greed, bad temperament and degenerative
diseases. So then, in knowing the truth, what do we do? We carry out a World Wide Buyers'
Strike that will end the whole thing and start us over again with the proper foundation.
We will have no trouble winning the world masses of common people into a real passive

resistance-legal civil disobedience movement. Thru our World Wide Buyers' Strike, we need
only to prove to the people who think they are going to continue owning property, that they
cannot use it without workers; and that the property they seem to own has become part of the
world property of all people, and that all things will be shared. We leave the establishment
unable to enforce laws or to make war. All power comes into the direct hands of the people who
are no longer responding to duality government, but who, because of their direct spiritual
action, have become the real government.
During this preliminary period, every person beginning to open up to the vibrations of the
intuitive, telepathic Universal Mind would be led to do great things in whatever field they
pursued. None of this was wrong. It was expected, in this kind of a restoring planetary project
where entities incarnating here are building a new aura, that many of them would rise to great
ability in some fields and fall back to the bottom again in disease and poverty many times,
before, through suffering from their own wrong doings and dealings, they could reach the
common ground of first being a "worker of the world." The world needs servers, not bosses,
managers, financiers, and all the other things that are just effects of the people's inability to
continue the world reformation without bloody revolutions.
The workers of the world can rise now together and carry out a well-planned World Wide
Buyers' Strike that, in as little as 90 days, would completely end all struggle on the planet. Then
we start this civilization over again, losing nothing positive that has been gained, and adding
unto each person untold blessings! And to top it off, the old world establishment couldn't do a
single thing about it, except throw in the towel and become workers of the world themselves.
Every communist would talk just like this at top level meetings now if it weren't for fear of
throwing the mentally subjugated people under the cyborg beast into reaction to use their
nuclear weapons. ETI space beings of the Galactic Command Space Complex will soon prove
to the whole world, in a very dramatic way, that they have control of all nuclear weapons and
can prevent their use by any group, or even turn them back against the people who would try to
use nuclear warheads to destroy their so-called 'enemy.'
Entities of this planet need a new heart and mind, a positive aura that can operate in space
and in an eternal body. This is the great prize, so to speak; and cooperative establishment of the
right order in material things is the only way it can be accomplished.
All bills will end. All debts will be paid and we'll start over again on a clean slate. The
Uni Godhead will bless our undertaking and help us to rid the world of money altogether. Let's
fulfill the Scriptures by everyone repenting of their sins - ha! Then the religions of the 'father
God' up in heaven will come to a happy end, and the Universal Godhead that's omnipresent
everywhere will become the real life in everyone's heart and mind.
There is only one other way the Kingdom of God can come in now short of a severe
tribulation; and that is by the world people of Israel, for the first time in history, making a
united stand with the ideas the EG's World Master Plan lays out, thru the kind of World Wide
Passive Resistance Movement I am given to bring - which surpasses everything else in doctrine
except for the Lord's Prayer, and the Lord's prayer is what the World Master Plan fulfills right
now.
The mortal game is that each person has an individual brain, and with this individual
brain they are supposed to figure out what the Universe, Life and Nature are all about. They

also believe that they can educate this brain of theirs, which is already their natural mechanism
for channeling the Uni-Godhead's super intelligence.
Obviously, their game is thinking, guessing, supposing and opinions. The records of their
pursuits of happiness testify that, as yet, they haven't even found out what mind force is.
Socially, the people haven't changed at all. They still have the same money games,
churches, schools, governments, likes and dislikes, etc., as always. The only thing that has
changed is that science and technology have improved their material environmental envelope.
But basically the same quarrels are there around materiality. And the environment in nature is
degenerating out of the same ignorance.
So then, why quarrel over material things when the psychic, intuitive scientists and
technologists and the workers have already created the world of abundance for everyone! Now
is the time to set up the world of true sharing. To have this, we need to unite the workers,
soldiers and students into a real movement dedicated to the service of all the world's people.
By carrying out a World Wide Buyers' Strike now, no one loses anything of value, there
need be no bloodshed, and everyone gains all the wonderful things they could ever dream of or
imagine.
ETI SHAPES FUTURE - OPPOSING FORCES RELATIVE
Do the means of transformation of the people fit the ends, or do the ends fit the means?
There's only one absolute thing that can happen here on this planet and it is the fullness of the
Kingdom of God. So then, why the concern about who controls what or what nations fall and
what nations rise? Is this not all the work of Uni-natural dynamics?
Why do some people resist evil when what they call evil might be good? And why do
some people cling to that which they call good and use evil to keep what they have? A
perplexing question to ask? The answer is that they haven't been taught the ways of the Lord or
the ways of civic social democracy. Most all is vanity, vanity, vanity! We are now entering into
the critical time where all opposing forces, which have been evolving one upon the other into
the Christ Synthesis, become relative to each other.
The War of Intervention that took place from 1919 to 1921 in the Soviet Union seemed to
be a plot to end Communism then in Russia; but as it turned out, the War of Intervention was a
karmic cleansing to prepare Russia for its world destiny mission with the Uni-Godhead's
truckin' communist church. The war was ended finally when the news about it got out to the
world people, and their indignation demanded that the foreign troops leave Russia.
So it is at this time, with the covert operations of the International CIA Ring being
exposed to the people. The Uni-Godhead has told that in the end time, before the Kingdom of
God came in: "all that is hidden in secret chambers shall be exposed to the people," and even
that which is hidden from sight shall be uncovered. Eric Van Daniken and other ETI personnel
have been busy doing this. Orthodox science must fess up to some serious questions about all
those "impossible" records of advanced developments that date back to periods of 20 to 30
thousand years ago, and even several millions of years ago, and even before then. Soviet
scientists ask: "If some ETI repeatedly visited our earth over such a long period, why did they
stop coming? They definitely have not come for thousands of years, or we'd know for sure."

Then they say: "ETI could be here right now, on earth - everywhere, but in a form not
noticeable to us. There could be some kind of robot sent here by the real ETI (Iiving somewhere
else out there). It is not impossible that living robots - perhaps even microscopic things - could
exist here on earth and transmit to their 'masters' all required information."
Here's the pun. The Soviets say: "The CIA, we hope, hasn't worked on this yet! We'd
never know."
Here's good news for Soviet people: The inspired scientists among them - men like space
pioneer Tsiolkovsky, Dr. G. E. Pokrovsky, and Dr. V. B. Kudrine are a few of the people in
question - are closer to the reality of ETI all-knowing than the robots of the CIA. Soviet ETI
personnel determine the action of the CIA robots by what they say and do. In other words, if
Soviet leaders try to destroy CIA action that's aimed against them, then with what force they
meet Gog's army, in that is it measured to them again. History shows that in all the wars since
1914, those of the thesis won, but they never took the next step ahead to prevent the next war.
So then, what did they really win? Just time until the next war.
Gog's army only creates the contradictions that the Soviets and other Israel people have
to defend themselves against. They shouldn't resist them at all with words, or fear them. Rather,
they should use words to describe them, and then act to save them and all the people who might
be buried with Gog's Army in the Valley of Passengers (Eze. 39: 11-16). ETI has arrived in
quite a few heads of the earth realms. These people are before the facts, but it seems customary
to say, "I think," rather than, "I know." It seems earth people don't know how to prevent horrible
catastrophies from happening, because so far they have always arrived after the facts, licked
their wounds, cried over the great sacrifice they made, and praised the great victory they won.
These are normal emotions, but absent before the facts.
We can all be sure that ETI "is real." Soviet scientists wrote about ETI, so it must be real.
Soviet leaders are in high vibrations because of their perseverance of right-use-ness as applied
to all social and material problems. So then, they know the difference between that which is
only partly real and that which is totally real. But when the writer of "The Hand of God? Man?
ETI?" said, "The CIA, we hope, hasn't worked on this yet! We'd never know," he was denying
his own ETI hypothesis. The CIA now knows about ETI because Soviet scientists informed
them. The CIA has existed all thru the ages. It is formed of psychics. For example, Adolph
Hitler was a psychic. He talked with spirits, but they were of the astral plane, or Holy Ghost.
They even had seances and took directions from the spirits they were in rapport with. The point
here is, why is it that people of the occult, astrology and alchemy - who were of the most
tormented nature themselves - have brought the greatest gains in science? Or why is it, with
people who do what seems to be the greatest evil, that it turns into the greatest good in the long
run?
You see, in the planet's aura there are two heavens where entities go between
incarnations. The area out to the moon's orbit is the astral plane, and it is the heaven of those of
antithesis. From the moon on out to the ring of white light (the balanced energies in this planet's
aura or akashic records) are the etheric heavens, where those of the thesis sojourn between
incarnations. Put them all on a line that follows the light spectrum from infrared to X-ray,
according to their soul evolution, and you have entities functioning at different vibrational
frequencies, between solar plexus (antithesis), heart chakras (thesis), and a few at the top of the

scale with opened head chakras who are of the ETI synthesis.
The three main intelligence centers of our nervous system are in our etheric body, and our
material body is constructed from our etheric form. Our etheric body is called soul in the Bible
and in esoteric truth teachings is called microcosm. The Universe is called Macrocosm.
I'm taking you beyond material science into metaphysics, or the cosmological order of
things, which 'book taught' material scientists reject. They reject UFO's for the same reason.
They reject everything that would interfere with their status quo position and pay.
Right and left wingers are halves of the same nature, but heart chakras win out over solar
plexus; and opened head chakras of the synthesis between the two win out over both right and
left.
Our conscience is in the neutron centers of the atoms that comprise higher life forms. We
have Thanatos and Eros natures as well, which correspond to protons and electrons in atoms. In
atomic science, protons and electrons have a different meaning; but here the word proton refers
to matter or body, and electrons refer to the neuro-electrical or energy part of body and soul.
The protons and electrons are governed by their neutron centers. This is the natural, balanced
state of opened head chakras correlated with solar plexus and heart chakras. Through our
conscientious actions in service for the common good, all distortions of character are balanced
out in our aura. And as the Uni-three-in-one synthesis energies channel thru us, our real
spiritual nature returns unto us.
Right-wingers are Thanatos characters, because they are predominant in solar plexus
energies, and have not opened up their heart chakras to begin to take heart of the human
suffering. Eros characters are predominantly of heart chakra, and are usually wearing their
hearts on their sleeves trying to feed the poor starving masses through charity - which is false
charity amidst plenty. Of course, some charity is better than no charity at all. But the Christ
Communist is of the Synthesis; not trying to feed the starving masses through charity, but
building the kind of world order that, when completed, will no longer have any starving people
or people in need of anything they cannot obtain freely.
It is obvious that there are right wingers, left wingers and liberals, but why is this so?
Because the persons under these labels are in the corresponding thought forces of alpha, beta
and gamma rays of their soul evolution. But it's not that some of them are 'good' people and
others of them 'bad' people. Their actions and morals are governed by past conditioning, and
their ability now to come out of the past and be omnipresent.
I have told you that if earth people really want to find out what causes the negative
effects they call evil, such as crime, then they must look and see what is lacking in what they
call good. That which is lacking brings wrong-doing and causes negative effects. All so-called
evil can be traced right back to the improper social environment; and until the errors in the ways
people receive their daily needs are corrected, then the perpetrators of evil, although they are
innocent in themselves, will suffer the cure and the righteous people will also have to suffer
along with them until the proper foundation for spiritual social living is laid.
The Thatons (Imperialists and reactionary people) fear the Communist ideals of the
Soviet Union and Red China, simply because their perverted nature cannot let them be part of a
collective people all working together for the common good of all. Thatons, or those of the
Thanatos nature, are hung up in the Van Allen Belt and astral plane, and can only play out

exorcisms until at last their kind of world is taken away from them.
They may all be killed in the Transformation, along with the soldiers they control who do
their fighting for them. And in this they can go on playing out their karmic parts. If their karmic
parts were of natural soul evolution and, thru their kind of ways and means, they could evolve
into natural people, then there would be some sense to stringing along with them. But as the
saying goes: "Satan cannot cast out Satan," and the satanic laden people will just do themselves
in.
Satan is only satanic power collected in the Van Allen Belt. As I am the Comforter, who
can represent the Holy Ghost (St. John 14:26), then I can explain what Satan is. Also I can
formulate the plan to cast 'Lucifer' (which is only a symbol used by people who deceive other
people) into chains. This means, simply, to end demagoguery.
The Van Allen Belt is between 'the astral and etheric planes of the planet's aura. It is the
area in which heavy atoms, or negated atoms, have collected because of the evil acts of people
who are more into aggressive warfare than anything else. The trend of evil began not with Eve,
who biblically represents the first woman, being led to sin by a being called Lucifer; but it
began because, after the root races of bodies were colonized here on different parts of the planet
and individual entities began to incarnate into the bodies, they still could not follow the plan
that the ETI personnel among them were Ieading them into, which was always of a communal
nature. They proved to be secular in their ways, and what is called greed, selfishness, vanity,
etc., began to evolve. All because their secular ways could not produce abundance for everyone.
Society uses laws that business people make to run business as usual, thru which they are
trying to eradicate what they call crime. But their laws are not based on the reality of Uninatural law. They are made for their own secular conveniences and their exploitation of other
people. Of all things, they buy and sell our daily bread for their own secular profits and ways of
secular living.
Are ye not all, who buy and sell for secular profit, criminals in the eye of truth - robbing
Peter to pay Paul? The Christ Ideals do not judge you for this; they only teach you to do right
things in regards to those led into temptation to do covert things. But what does society at large
do to those they accuse and judge as criminals? They try to punish them, vainly believing that
this will stop crime. But in the final run, that part of society that accuses and judges by its overt
means is judged by what judgement it has judged.
If the few people on the planet who are in the synthesis energies were leading the world
people, then the line-up of people would never divide yin and yang, or antithesis versus thesis.
The contest is for the people to rally with leaders who are of the ETI synthesis.
The CIA has personnel who read everything pertaining to the World Revolutionary
Movement and the scientific developments thereof. They are of the Holy Ghost, but Soviet
Intelligence is of the Holy Spirit. Those of the Holy Ghost are in the echo chambers of negated
atoms, where all is ghostly and ghastly fearful. The things they fear motivate them, whereas
those of the Holy Spirit are on a direct course into the Kingdom of God, because their dreams
and visions are of the final restoration of that which is real.
Lenin felt the torment and wickedness of his own soul, and said about wickedness that
everything would be understood - everything!
Stalin, carrying a heavy load of world karma, sent many of his comrades to concentration

camps. Had he known that what was happening in his head radio-TV transceiver was only his
computer - extra sensory mechanism - calculating the aura of another person as relative to all
karma, then he would not have been possessed to react as he did towards the people he
suspected of being the enemy. He would have put right thought and action in place of acting on
paranoia.
The Soviet Israel couldn't have lost the war. ETI had it calculated so that the World
Nation of Israel would hold out and turn Gog's Army back, and they did. Naturally at that time
the Soviets couldn't know this.
I tell you these things now so that if the world people cannot rally with me at this time
because they cannot move against world karma and the last part of Armageddon is fought out,
then let not Soviet leaders be concerned with victory over the so-called enemy, which doesn't
really exist; but let them carry on thru to the occupation of the whole world. ETI personnel will
see to it that the Communists communize the whole world and not socialize it.
Had the Soviets known, as they drove the German army (Gog's Army) back to Germany,
that there would be a sixth part of Gog's army left that would rise as the American Nationals led
by the International CIA Ring - and also that atomic weapons couldn't be used against them then they would have rallied US Israel troops with them and swept across Europe to occupy all
of it. The Roosevelt Administration would have gone along with them. But as the Scriptures
tell, there would be a resting period. ETI ended the war when they did and as they did because,
at that time, the ideals of true Communism hadn't evolved far enough so that communists would
communize the world instead of socializing it.
Since it was a karmic war and was fed by the mental seeds earth people had already sown
into the collective consciousness, then the war consciousness was rising. And at this time the
energies are completely different than at the time of the WWII Armageddon. "Know the time
you are in!"
The paradox on such an overcoming planet as this, inasmuch as ETI only moves forward
and carries progress, is that those of the Holy Spirit (opened in solar plexus and heart charkas,
and coming into ETI head chakras to be intuitively all-knowing and allaffirming) cannot make
aggressive war.
How were lords of karma like Adolph Hitler made? They were people who in their past
incarnations were always kicked out, beaten up, not allowed to be heard, penalized for their
kind of revolutionary drive. They found peace in their astral heavens because they were all of
like vibrations there. Those who led the astral heavens, upon reincarnation back into their
strains of bodies on the earth plane, received great support from their corps of astral beings.
Rev. 12:3&4 is telling of them. Rev. 12:1&2 is telling of ETI space beings, and Rev. 12:7&8 is
telling how ETI at this time has to shake up the astral heavens, or else, before the Kingdom of
God comes in, they would raise more useless havoc here. Rev. 12:5&6 is interesting because it
is part of the original Bible. These other verses I have shown you are those that ETI put into the
Scriptures at the time of the King James revision. We did this all thru the Old and New
Testaments so that we could reveal the truth now.
Without stumbling blocks to cause Israel people to stumble into the Kingdom of God, the
state of true Uni-Communism could not be manifested, since they would not unite to receive the
Kingdom of God thru their good works. That is why the CIA decoy is necessary up until the

time that Israel people unite. When they unite, then Gog (demagoguery) is turned into a pillar
of light. If they don't unite, then Gog fulfills his last act.
The Uni-Godhead tells that, in order to put this planet on the right road, a great sacrifice
has to be made. In the light of eternal reality, what would seem like a great sacrifice - of one
third of the population and possibly many cities - is an everyday occurence somewhere in the
Universe. What happens if a person is grounded and gets connected to electric wires? If they are
discreet they may only get knocked to the ground, or they could burn up. Nearly everyone
knows about what electricity can do to them if they do not handle it properly. So then, let's learn
what atoms that make up an aura can do with you if you short-circuit them. It's easy to do. All
you need to do is to answer questions in the vernacular of saying, "I think, I guess, I suppose,"
and then sum it up with "my opinion is this, that or the other thing." Then it must follow that
you get burned if the lesson isn't learned in at least your first three contacts with reality. The
reality in this case is the person or persons you're talking with. Why not tell them the greater
truth realities?
You mean you don't know that the Intelligence, which is responsible for Nature, Life and
the Universe, centers, surrounds and fills all things?
And there is no death in the Universe, as all things go on being recycled back into planets
and bodies. The entities in bodies have always been eternal and can't die, so all things are
always healing, no matter if they go up or down the energy scale or zig-zag across the echo
chambers. All yin and yang thought and the pro and can argument that creates sides is simply
bouncing off walls of atoms, which is causing static in the planet's collective conscience.
Entities lie in limbo until they spring back into Uni-activity, usually from boredom, to the
enlivening of their spirit again.
So then, the sacrifice the Uni-Godhead makes here, which ETI space beings set up, is no
more than taking entities out of a bad situation they cannot do anything about. If ETI could be
doing any more about healing the planet and people, they would be doing it.
In this final run, true communism is only a gracious way of life that people live. And
when they begin to live it, then they have it and it is real.
The leaders of nations can only do so much for the people. They can only take the people
so far. They can help the people in the letdown of unfolding karma into the New World, but
neither they nor anyone else can do "IT" for them.
Those of the Holy Spirit energies will defend communist goals, and those of the lower
Holy Ghost frequencies of energies will automatically drive the people into war until some
people somewhere make noise of definite protest, with their voices and positive action, that
rings out the good news of the Kingdom of God.
It's a case where the world people of Israel must begin to celebrate the Kingdom of God
now, before they have it set up in their social environment.
Obviously, what is real has to arrive in mind, pre-facts, before it can become fact. The
event of another war is not fact, but fiction. Nevertheless it happens, but only as earthlings bring
their fiction to life.
If the last part of Armageddon is played out karmically, then there were no pre-facto
people in control of the world news media and they let the whole world go down in the cellar to
eat more sauerkraut.

As we come to the end of this old dying status quo world, everyone that has eyes to see
and ears to hear should be able to see and hear clearly that the Kingdom of God is a way of life
that, when lived by people, adds all things unto them.
The world struggle, on the higher level, is simply between two ideas, and one of them is
the superior idea. The first idea is that people can have the good life by letting money regulate
it. The other idea is that people can only have the good life when all things are held common.
So is it really a contest to see which side will win out? It is not a contest at all; it is simply for
the Israelites to rise and begin to set up communes in every industry. Then all things change
from superfluous head trips, in which mortal-minded baboons give their silly opinions, into an
all-knowing government not separate and apart from the people, but totally in the activities of
the people fulfilling life to one another, all on the same high standards for everyone - much
higher standards than even the most well to-do people have had to date. The dictatorship of the
Communist Party then withers away, because all the necessary controls are built into the world
social environment.
Many people that have heard me express the idea of absolute freedom, security and
abundance for everyone are blown out by such an idealistic-altruistic concept. Right away they
think: "O, with people the way they are, it's impossible."
When we have the combination of a properly planned world social environment - in
which no money is used and where all things are freely at everyone's fingertips - and real
freedom, security and abundance existing for everyone, then everyone is in the aura of three-inone balanced energies, where there is no escape from Uni-conscience.
NO MILLENIUM MESSIAHS
As we see in these times, the beings of Jupiter have produced their new Bible in the
Urantia Book. It shows exactly where they are at in their thinking about what the problems are
here. UPO beings of this solar system reported in their original Bible that the first woman of the
Earth planet was made out of a rib taken from Adam's body. They called this planet "Urantia"
(the word means a planet wrenched out of their hands by Luciferic beings).
They are going to bring Lucifer before their government and try him for his evil deeds.
Rev. 12:1-7 has already prophesied what the results of their forts will be. The war in heaven
described there is not a physical war fought with weapons. It is simply a mental war in which
the beings with the higher mind radiations (ETI beings of the Central Sun of this galaxy) send
UPO beings back to their base on Jupiter until this planet is delivered, so we do not have any
millenium messiahs coming in here to set up the same old religious hierarchies all over again.
The personal intentions of UPO beings are good, just as the CIA's personal intentions
seem good to them; but the Uni-Godhead tells that "there are ways that seem right to thinking
people, but the ends thereof are disastrous to all."
How could UPO beings bring Lucifer to justice when there is no Lucifer? There are only
luciferic energies, which have formed in the planet's aura in the big 'spare tire' around the planet
which ETI gave their team here to name the Van Allen Belt.
Is it just a coincidence that your Comforter is of the Holy Ghost and my space name is
Allen, which means "all in one"? The last name of this body I am seated in now was Noonan,

which means "high noon" and refers to the high time. Thus, when I was seated in this earth
body in my 1947 UFO experience, I was given the name Allen Michael because I would be
carrying out Michael's stand with the Holy People of the Earth Planet (Dan. 12:1-13).
ETI beings, thru their high strain here, can put doubles in bodies being born here. Then,
when they need to flash down a higher entity for a special assignment, the high entity doesn't
have to go thru the process of growing up in an earth body. And the doubles are of a vibration
that they can be brought up into our spaceships and put into eternal bodies, while we are taken
out of our eternal bodies and flashed down to the earth plane for special assignments. These are
some of the really good things ETI has worked out for all the people who want to be space
travelers.
UPO beings of the 7th density, in their observation of what was happening on this planet,
would naturally think that the high ETI beings of 12th density were evil beings and the cause of
the fall of the people here; just like the third part of the earth people who are of the red dragon
think that communism is the cause of the earth dilemma.
UPO beings gave earth people religion, which isn't what they intended. It was only their
psychological approach to the problems here, and it resulted in the religions of the Old and New
Testaments. And as I have told you, ETI loaded the Scriptures with some real signs, symbols
and allegories that are being revealed now in these writings.
At the time of the King James revision of the Old and New Testaments, ETI didn't
change any of the writings of UPO prophets, but only put the synthesis ideals into their
chapters. Anyone reading the Old and New Testaments from an open-minded, impartial view
could see thru the duality that UPO beings were in, which taught earth people to sacrifice
themselves rather than to form a people's army to defend the truth. The factions UPO beings
have formulated here on the earth plane, which are the present denominational churches and
temples of the Old and New Testaments, have absorbed from the Bible mainly an escape to
heaven. And as the Hebrew race was the advanced race of earth people at the time UPO beings
appeared on Mt. Sinai to Moses (who had formerly incarnated as Merk, and then later as Jesus),
then the Hebrews carried on with the idea of a kingdom built upon this planet. Thus, it would
follow that thru their kind of wit they would get control of the money, which was and still is the
predominant factor of progress - except in China where human resources have become capital.
ETI beings come in on any light that lights up here, and in this way they infiltrate into every
organization. For example, they put Pope John right into the Vatican chair and he started a great
left-wing movement in Catholicism.
Soviet Socialism is the advancement of Judeo-Christian progress, but now ETI has
infiltrated Soviet Socialism to cause it to turn to true Uni-Christ Communism. Both the Soviet
and Red China projects are the fulfillment of the spiritual teachings given by the "twelve cosmic
masters," with whom I was the first to incarnate into an earth body as part of the thirteen, who
came to the earth plane from the 12th density and took up life here in the advanced hybrid
bodies that could finally carry our energies. It is apparent to persons who study the Soviet and
Red China ETI projects that the Soviet Communists have evolved more out of the Old and New
Testaments, whereas the Red Chinese have evolved out of the teachings of the Buddha and
Confucius. Also, both projects are compatible with the truth in Hinduism, Brahmanism,
Zoroastrianism and Moslemism. And we will see the blending of Western culture into the East,

and the East into the West.
As the western climates, so to speak, were more conducive to industrial-technological
progress, then many persons advanced in these facets were led to the Western world to begin
the great scientific-technological feats that would at last deliver all people into a world of
abundance and beauty for everyone. The Yoga Masters of these times have come from the East
to the West to teach a new generation cause and effect, reincarnation, mental causation and so
on. These are the old standards of truth of the descending Cosmic Masters. It should be noticed
with these yogis that they are like new babes coming into the energies. Many of the new youth
are actually older, experienced souls who have already evolved yoga into its high forms of
inventive genius in music, art, literature, science, ballet, opera, etc. And this, with the
application of higher computer electronics, has given rise to electric bands, modern art and
dance, movies and so on, to bring this generation of flaming youth out and upon the world stage
to declare the New World for themselves and all generations to come.
In this kind of a planetary project, entities just arriving or opening up to the beginning of
psychic reality would lead those who already have ETI capabilities back into mysticism, instead
of on into Uni-Christ Communism. Take the instance of Soviet scientists writing about ETI, not
knowing they are ETI themselves and are fulfilling the Scriptures as the forerunners of the
Judeo-Christian campaign for a Heaven on Earth.
Then there are the Uri Geller breed of psychics who come forth at this time still trying to
solve the mystery that is in the TOY, so to speak. Now, he can repair watches and bend
silverware without human hands, but still can't explain why he can do these things. How do Uri
and other psychics do such things? They are teamed up with etheric beings from this planet's
high heavens who can act with them and, of course, are invisible to an audience. Take a Kirlian
photograph machine that photographs auras and you'll see light energy forms on the stage with
Uri, who act with him to accomplish what is called psycho-kinesis. They can accomplish these
feats by using energies in reverse polarity.
The same reverse-polarity energy causes earthquakes thru the building up of anti-matter
particles in an aura, where the people in that area are now - or even hundreds or thousands of
years ago - contributing to the negation of that ETI space. This happens as a result of people
acting in opposition to the energies of the Universal Life Force, reversing the poles of atoms by
using mind energies for their own secular purposes. Then, as they record the emotional impact
of their experiences with people and with material things in their own aura, they become
emotionally unstable whenever they are mentally cognited into space where the thought is
negated. This is what we call their heavy karma; whereas their light karma is the positive things
they enjoy doing. All karma is good, and we should receive it as such and learn how to stay in
yin and yang mental balance.
The point is, how can people know, and know that they know? They can only know when
they play their hunches, so to speak, in ways that are helping everyone and judging no one.
ETI can use luciferic energies to accomplish positive things, and can teach those of the
expanding thesis to stand in defense of their progress. Had not the Soviet Israel people and their
leaders stood in defense of their New Nation of Israel - had they been over-run by the people
under superstitious fears and foolish paranoia - then the whole world would have returned to the
dark ages.

The real reason why the USSR Judah turned Gog's Armies back, as Eze. 38:4 said they
would, is because ETI had set it up that way and could be there in the battles to ensure their
outcome.
You might ask, "Why then, if ETI can do all this, couldn't they prevent the WWII
Armageddon, heal the whole world, and bring about the desired Kingdom of God?"
This would be like saying, "If we could give everyone new brains that function properly,
then there would be a Heaven on Earth."
The problem is that the one 'brain' - which animates all life here in its knowledgeable
action and reaction - is recorded collectively by all people in the planet's aura; and if all of a
sudden the planet's aura rebalanced, then only the balanced people would survive here. In other
words, if your heavy karma were neutralized in the planet's aura all at once, then there would be
no salt and pepper in your stew to savor your conscience so you would know right procedures
from wrong procedures.
The Uni-Godhead's spirit being poured out on all flesh (high PSI synthesis energies
being beamed into this planet's aura by ETI space beings) is done gradually to enliven the
positive and negative karma of everyone. But the climax finally comes, so it should behoove
everyone to get on the "great ship the builders have built" that will sail on into eternity.
Also, if the planet's aura rebalanced all of a sudden - which it would if ETI weren't
controlling it - then there would be havoc played with the land below. This did happen with
Atlantis and Lemuria, and that is what caused the sinking of large land areas. Anti-matter
particles (negated atoms) had their polarities switched around because people didn't use the
energies of the life force imparted to them, moment by moment, in the ways the Uni has
programmed things to be. ETI programming of all things is in giving and receiving, the sharing
of all things, the creative experiences of producing things and the freedom to use them.
Of all things! Part of the world is still buying and selling its daily bread for its own
secular advantages. The affluent people know this is stupid, but even they have no imagination
as to how to correct it short of a bloody revolution.
At least the Uri Geller group, intervening down thru time, has learned new ways of magic
in which they can repair watches and bend metal. This is an advancement over letting your
bitterness call down the dross from the plasmic astral plane, disturbing the elements to rain
kinds of bacteria and creatures from there onto the people you dislike and feel you are being
enslaved by.
The One World Family group of ETI personnel have entwined down thru the ages, and
we have no mortal-minded guile in our mouth, meaning we have lived in sharing ways
whenever we assembled here in groups.
About five hundred people have passed thru our communal experience. The original
people, who first gathered with me to put the project together, are still here. And some came in
later on as they were assigned by ETI and led to us by etheric beings of our command who can
carry out many kinds of important tasks. Most of the people who went on to other experiences
have told others about us in good ways; but some of them said all the same negative things
about us as some of those who came into our Pyramid Temple Cities of long ago.
Then the beef was that we didn't pay them.
We didn't give them what they construed to be their personal, democratic rights.

We had them on shifts and they suspected that the core group took their productivity for
the ruling class, and so on.
In these times we have the same beefs from a few people, who didn't last long in our
experience; but anyone with an open mind in living just a few days with us could see that all
our daily needs are held common and shared, and no one is exploited, nor is there any kind of a
hierarchy in our commune. There are people with greater ability than others, and they do the
tasks of higher skills and, in this way, are leaders in promotions and demonstrations we are
bringing to the world people of Israel. But every person in our commune is a needed spoke in
the wheel to make it work.
In the past, entities of this project - excluding the special entities of the ETI Adamen were not far enough into the kind of industries that advance creative talents and spiritual
understanding and were being held back by the people with lesser talents. But as the whole
world is set up into social schools of all kinds of industries the people choose to express their
creativity in, then the rate of each person's soul growth will be according to the amount of
creative work they do. Each person receives the benefits of being a free spirit or soul and is
admired by other people for the example they set.
It appears to people in mortal mind that they could build a successful money system in
which the common people were under laws and money and still reach Universal goals. The
present system of capitalism has evolved out of this trend; and - in regard to important events
down thru the ages, when the big opportunities presented themselves at climactic times for the
men and women of the Adamen to unite the common people into the one Uni-IDEA - the true
history of the people wasn't provided, so the people couldn't know the kind of truth that brings
real changes.
Not until the printing press was invented, and writings like those of Marx and Eddy and
many others were published by progressive groups who saw to it that they were not slanted,
could the people begin to understand their social problems. Before that time, history was slanted
by money groups and religious hierarchies to suit their ends. What is the Bible but a history
written by evolving hierarchies to rule the world with, up until the time that true science came
forth in the hearts and heads of people who would give their life to see their known truth
fulfilled? Even so, the money groups and religious hierarchies that worked hand in hand haven't
really kept the people from social democratic progress. As Uni-Godhead says: "All things are
working together for good unto those who are called, and love life, its nature and life energies
with all their being." All opposites are relative at all times. That which has been hidden from us
is being uncovered by inspired writers who are not afraid of telling the truth as it is. Now that
the vain idea of national defense will be cast out, we shall be able to make friends with all
nations, and the US tribe of Joseph will truly become a blessing to all the families of the earth
(Gen. 12:1-3).
Nearly all literate people at some time in a lifetime, usually in their forties, read the Old
and New Testaments in which the Bible is contained. Obviously Jefferson, Paine, Washington,
Marx, Lincoln, Lenin, Roosevelt, Stalin and other notables had read the Testaments; but they
didn't go out and join a church. They went to churches and were amazed as to what religious
people had made out of the writings of prophets. They all saw a real spiritual revolution in some
of the things Jesus taught, as did Gandhi of India.

I'm just pointing out that there are many millions of people at this time who are
influenced by Old and New Testament teachings - twenty times more of them than there are
going to churches and temples - who can read between the lines, so to speak, and are aware that,
in these times of great changes, a kingdom of nature and the Universe is coming about. All the
New Age needs to really key it off in the people's consciousness is for many believers to affirm
it. Many people who believe say "maybe." This is not letting go of the past - letting go of all
things that are of mortal mind - and directing one's energies into the real things that are not
secular, to bring about the prevailing positive consciousness that automatically begins to lift all
people.
If it weren't for the history recorded in the books of the world religions, there would be
no ideas about the changes that are taking place now, which are all prophesied in the Old and
New Testaments and the books of other world religions as well. These writings of the books of
the Everlasting Gospel series are the synthesis of all religion and science too, and it fulfills them
now and begins the New World. Just as the writings of Marx brought together the World
Communist Movement, now these writings put the crowning glory upon it all, and lead the
whole world into the things that are to come. I do not speak of myself, but whatsoever things I
hear, that shall I speak (St. John 16:13).
This is the Universal Christ Idea. Christ means Universal Consciousness, and does not
pertain to person, place or thing, race, color or creed; but simply to the one common bond
between all people, which is of one idea whose time has finally come and cannot be stopped.
All who try to stop it are being plowed under by their own foolishness.
In this book, I have outlined clearly how antithesis versus thesis are relative to each other
and evolve one upon the other into the synthesis. This knowledge can be used by those who are
yet in duality, as the right and left wings of the present US government are. They will come out
of duality and strike directly into the heart of the red dragons, who would, if they could, go on
perpetuating the old order and prevent the Kingdom of God from coming about. But they can't
go on. At this time the real crusade for the Kingdom of God begins with Allen Michael, the
Cosmic Messiah, who - with his elect in key places all over the planet and a great UFO
command with him - brings in a complete New World.
Jesus was sponsored by the Solar Government, or United Planets Organization; and they
were motivated by the Solar Logos. The all-knowing beings of the Galactic Command Space
Complex, however, are represented by the woman with the twelve stars over her head who is
symbolically carrying the New Age Child, travailing to be born at this time (Rev. 12:1-7). And
the GCSC is directly in touch with the Uni-Godhead.
The Jesus episode set up a snare for the religious hierarchies that existed at that time and
would evolve on down thru the ages until this time, when the "appointed one" came to lead the
world people of Israel out of the period of grace and into a Heaven on Earth. The religious
hierarchies would jump on the Jesus bandwagon and turn the episode around to justify their
own inability to act in straightforward spiritual ways to materially and politically establish the
New Order. Jesus left nothing in writing. The religious hierarchies wrote their Bible stories to
fit their own psyche; which, as we see, falls far short of the World Master Plan of the UniGodhead. But now the law of the Uni-Godhead and Its World Master Plan for the world people
of Israel has been given. Every person will know what their duty is in regard to establishing the

New Order, and then all the worthless religious eulogies and emotionalism will be cast out
forever by the super kind of right-on action that all enlightened people will adhere to.
Jesus and the other twelve cosmonauts, who were flashed down into the telepathic
Andromeda Strain of bodies here, were to bring about, at that time, a heaven on earth according
to a plan drawn up by the government of the United Planets Organization headquartered on
Jupiter. Galactic Beings knew that it was only the crossroads of history and that the Kingdom of
God wouldn't be established yet. It was three million years ago, by earth time, that Galactic
Beings of ETI set up this planetary project; and they had the exact cybernetics, to the year, in
which their project would be completed.
The men and women of the Illuminata and Adamen are aware of cause and effect-karma
retribution, which causes their group to see the fulfillment in a much different light than those
of the right and left wings. They see True Communism as the fulfillment, and this is why they
are pulling strings, so to speak, to bring the whole world into communism. They turned
Vietnam over to the communists on those ideals, and their interplay with the Soviets and Red
China is to not let the world be socialized, but to cause the Soviets and Red China to come into
true Universal Communism also. Rev. 17:17 says: "For God hath put in their hearts to fulfill his
will, and to agree, and give their kingdom unto the beast, until the words of God shall be fulfilled."
The "words of God," as spoken of here, are these writings of the books of the Everlasting
Gospel. The meaning of the "Ten Kings" giving their kingdom to the beast (those who fight
under the power of cyborg capitalism, which is the beast) is that they are the Multi-national
Corporations and are of one mind, unable to do anything else while under usury money.
The Great White Brotherhood, the Ascended Masters and their coordinates on this planet
are beings of the 7th density, under the Solar Logos. And it is only since the synthesis energies
that produced these writings have begun to work in this planet's aura - as well as in the aura of
this whole solar system - that those who are of the United Planets Organization (or UPO,
headquartered on Jupiter) have begun to understand that the higher Galactic Beings over them
of the 12th density Galactic Worlds are not as they thought they were - evil beings, cast out of
God's heaven - but are beings who all along have been carrying out a great project for this
whole solar system.
The war in heaven that the Michaelean Space Team (GCSC) has with the great red
dragon (Rev 12:3,4,5&7) depicts this time in which ETI space beings must confront Solar
beings with their objective reality. Solar beings are ignorantly reinforcing the religious
hierarchical movement that they first brought to this Planet with Merk, and later with their
appearance on Mount Sinai to Moses, who was the reincarnation of Merk. Later, Merk, or
Moses, ascended into the "7th Heaven" of this planet's etheric realm as a master of the UPO,
and was finally sent back again as Jesus. Now, the same entity is incarnated as Dr. George
King, founder of the Atherius Society in England and the United States. Marianne Frances,
founder of the Solar Light Retreat in Gold Hill, Oregon, near Mount Shasta, is the incarnate of
the Lady of the Sun, Ilipaaton, who came with Merk from Venus in the first space flight of UPO
space beings to this planet. They are the major contactees of the UPO government on this planet
and have given the advanced ideals of the UPO interpretation of what the New Age is here.
Marianne Frances was Moses' companion and also was with Jesus.

Because I am connected with ETI consciously, I have the advantage over all the other
contactees on this planet - both the UPO ascended masters and GCSC personnel incarnated here
at this time of the climax of this old dying world order and passage into a beautiful New Age.
ETI is all-knowing, while those beings of the UPO are still in duality - the vain belief of
separate good and evil.
The war is in space (not heaven - heaven refers to this planet's etheric space), and the
space in which the war takes place that the GCSC beings have with UPO beings is this solar
system's aura. The war is in no way a physical war fought with any kind of space weapons, such
as laser beams, etc., that kill and destroy. It is simply a matter of Uni-PSI synthesis energies
channeling into and rebalancing mind energies that are still of duality consciousness into the
synthesized, omnipresent state of Universal Mind awareness.
Anyone who knows anything about outer space knows that no one gets into outer space
operations except beings who have passed thru the 'acid test'. I mean that no one can exist or
operate in outer space unless they are in mental polarity balance with the PSI energies there.
No one can take any superstitions or fears into outer space. All that fear is, is fear of the
unknown. In PSI space energies, everything is all-knowing. So fears are simply the negation in
a person's aura which keeps them grounded to the planet or shorted out in the planet's aura.
To even conceive in having a weapon of protection that did not save your brothers and
sisters from themselves, would mean your own self-destruction.
However, this planet's space project is a special one, designed to take earth people's
consciousness back into outer space Uni-imagining, and the way for its clearance is directed by
Galactic Government. It is headed by space incarnates here who are telepathically led by
Galactic ETI space beings.
These same incarnated personnel here directed and produced the Star Trek TV series.
This series has caused those of antithesis, or Antichrist, who appear sort of like wolves in
sheep's clothing (the great red dragon that draws a third of the stars - big wheels of UPO
operations and their subordinates - on the planet), to make the TV series called "Space 1999."
They want until 1999 to put their millennium together here. But Galactic ETI space beings are
directed to bring the showdown now - to bring in the fullness of the Kingdom of God at this
time and fulfill the prophecy of Dan. 2:44&45. All of this can take place in as little as 1290 plus
1335 days, as Dan 12:1-13 tells. Daniel and Ezekiel are, in part, Galactic prophets; whereas
Matthew, Mark, Luke and John are UPO prophets. The Eternal Scriptures, which is the real
truth from the Uni-Godhead, contains the Bible that religions follow. The Bible is not false, but
most of it is given by the Father God, or Solar Logos; which can only compute in duality
because the input of the consciousness from its microcosms is in duality. All the beings still in
duality can do nothing more than follow the Solar Logos' cybernetics, however, until they are
opened in synchronized chakras to receive ETI all-knowing.
With all these explicit directions in truth and knowledge, this shouldn't be hard for earth
entities to accomplish. To be all-knowing is simply to affirm known truth that always deals with
one Universe and one people, on a planet that is already abundantly rich in all things. The
people can have the creative imagination to do unlimited things when they put their social
environment in the proper order, so that all things flow to all people without any secular thought
of the things themselves. And, of course, the people must use their science and technology

properly, which could never be done under usury money controlled by private banks.
When money is used in any other way than a pure medium of exchange (no lending of it
or taxing of it) then the lesser evolved beings rise to the top and get control of the world thru
money games. They will have the greater control over what is built and how the people's
money, which should be people's free cash flow, is used. They are able to spend billions - for
armaments, ordering the books written that are pure propaganda, training the secret armies and
so on - to fight against the people of Israel who have been rising since 1917 to bring about the
world changes that climax into the New World or Kingdom of God. Most Communists didn't
know they were the Uni-Godhead's Church that rose out of the people, although some
suspected they were fulfilling such a destiny - especially those communists who had diverted
from Orthodox Judaism or Christianity to take part in the actual building of the New World. A
New World which is ordered by the Universal Mind, which is Omnipresent, Omnipotent,
Omniscient and audio-visually in space atoms for all people who seek first the Kingdom of the
Uni-Godhead and Its right-use-ness of all things - which can then be added unto everyone.
The purpose ETI beings had in the Star Trek TV series is two-fold. One was to carry
earth people, in imagining, out into space to raise their consciousness. The other is that the
GCSC could watch the programs in their command space ships, and see from them exactly what
their contactees on the planet who write out the parts of Star Trek could do with the PSI
energies of ETI sent thru them. These energies would cognite them into the yin and yang,
negative and positive poles of the earth's akashic record or time track, which, in turn, animates
all the people of earth, as far as their ideas and motives are concerned.
Also, radio and TV programs sent thru the electro magnetic field of the planet's aura
activate changes; and ETI can, thru their electronics, correct the errors before they go into
causation, so that the positive vibrations keep rising in the planet's aura.
Just as soon as money is cast out altogether, then only inspired persons who are PSI-ETI
psychic adepts will do the writing, directing, acting and designing in all media. Every play,
movie, and TV program will be of the synthesis. There will no longer be dramas that have dual
parts of villains and heroes. They can play yin and yang parts, but only to the end of
synthesizing them together into successful, beautiful adventure. There will no longer be
mournful melodrama where everything went wrong and people were born to lose. No one ever
loses important things when they are in the service of the Uni-Godhead.
The war in space we spoke of, which is told about in Rev. 12:1-4&7, is no more than the
ending of the old order here before life goes biologically beyond the point of no return. ETI
beings must clear the space aura of this solar system and this planet of beings who have the
kinds of artificially mutated bodies which can only carry out duality. Some of this has come
from misled scientists of this planet who have hidden away and believe they are going to mutate
a new race. Such was the plan of the Hitlerites, in which they actually believed the beings they
could contact telepathically, and could see at times in apparitions, were Gods from outer space
leading them into the real Christ Mission.
The truth about any person or persons on a Christ Mission is that they would be in service
to all humanity, and not just thru money from their industry. But their industries in themselves
would be directly rewarding to the people on an equitable basis.

SPECIAL HEALING PROJECT PLANET
The problem being overcome here arose in this solar system, and this is why one of the
planets in this system was chosen to bring spaced-out entities back into the Universal Family.
The problems were of a nature that no one knew about at the time, except higher ETI beings in
all-knowing energies who were sent into this solar system to heal the problem and recover the
entities already affected by it.
We must understand that this planetary project of ETI space beings is simply a rerun of a
lapse in eternal consciousness of the entities here, and now is the final time of their reunion with
the Universal Family. It's sort of like a large group of people were on a journey together and
part of the group got separated from the main body, who reached their Uni-goals. Part of the
group got lost and, when the main group found them, they were out of bodies and in space.
Since they had dematerialized from their eternal bodies and their vibes had gone too low to
regain entrance into an eternal body, then such a project as this one had to be set up on this
planet by ETI space beings, who were directed to do so by the Universal Mind.
The form of bodies earth people have now, that can produce their own kind, was needed
so that the entities could stay in a kind of life experience through reincarnation, until at last they
could meet up again with the main body of transient beings they departed from long ago.
Can you stand the shock? Can you stand having nearly all that you have been told blown
to smithereens with the truth? Can you mentally balance with a high Universal technology that
comes to this Placentia planet in great space ships? Can people on this planet, who even expect
to win a war with angels of God, poison your thought about UFO's so that you will freak out
and be self-destroying?
Although some entities fell out of eternity into a time warp, the whole Universe has gone
along as always. Eons ago great space ships traveled the roads between star clusters, and it is
the same now.
The story of Rip Van Winkle, who fell asleep for 20 years, sort of relates to the mortal
minded slumbering of earth people. Now the entities who "fell asleep" are awakening because
their science, technology and increase of knowledge has brought them to the place where they
can create a world of abundance for everyone and begin to dovetail in with the great
accomplishments of the Uni-Godhead's space people.
The only things that hold earth people back are their past conditioned reflexes and the
fact that their money and property is based on illusion rather than truth. And since they are on a
merry-go-round ride where they have to keep paying for effects in a world of effects, there
would always be the piper to pay - unless the Godhead's Universal Family came to their rescue.
Some of the people on the planet want to be the chosen people, because long ago Space
Lord Gods of the UPO appeared to Moses and his people, giving them the Ten Commandments.
They believed that God had chosen them to bring his kingdom to all people.
Other people wanted to go to heaven and be rid of the Earth, because the Bible told them
of a day of judgement and why they had fallen. And they believed they had fallen, but the Bible
didn't show that they were resurrected in the example of Jesus, who was levitated into a
spaceship.
The things we fear come upon us if we don't replace our fears with action, coupled with

reason, which brings sharing to all people.
The things we believe in come true, but they might not be the things we wanted at all
after we get them. So then we should champion the real virtues of life, liberty, equality and
justice for all people.
Some of the people want to be left alone to live in their own kind of conscience, but this
is because past conditioning rules them. They need to find real comradeship with people in the
kind of fun World Wide Buyers' Strike that's coming up.
Most of the people want a New World! That's where I come in.
Let Jesus come for his merry souls and take them to the heaven he has prepared for them,
and I'll make Michael's stand with the democratic spirited people of the planet. And together
we'll build the Kingdom of God right here on earth, the New Order for the Ages.
Let the Jews be the chosen people so they and we, together, can get on with the building
of the Kingdom of God. And then they'll discover that 'to be or not to be' is the question, and to
be is the answer. The Jews want, most of all, God's promise to them fulfilled. It is being
fulfilled thru the EG's World Master Plan.
Let the people who want to be left alone experience being left out. And then they will
want to be integrated into the coming big movement of the world people of Israel because,
generally speaking, people want what they can't have and that's why they want it. To want
private things of your own is not to have them at all. But to work for a kingdom for all people is
to have all things added unto you in proper ways of sharing.
The New World that comes in now allover the world isn't what some people will want at
first. But this is only because of past conditioned reflexes. Our New Age is a natural order of
things that most people will have to get themselves into. It's not necessarily better to let
situations force them in, because things are going to come down heavy. The way the old dragon
is going to fall out will shock many people, because they won't all know it's gone and won't be
able to relate to the people who do know what happened.
I am ETI, omnipresent, omnipotent and omniscient. Yet I am none of these things of my
own will. I am a kind of microcosm the greater Universe uses to oversee Its important affairs,
and so are you when you choose to follow the spiritual rules and be part of the greater team that
you are dependent on, just as they are dependent upon you.
The Godhead's radiant energies are expressed thru people according to the soul evolution
of their developed talents and abilities. Our talents and abilities are not created in us or by our
creation, but they are acquired by our perseverance in the right ways and means in which we are
loving and lifting all people.
As it turns out, the judgement of the Uni-Godhead is only good judgement in regards to
what people do with the life force imparted to them. All people are under automatic karmic
recycling, where their words spoken - and the deeds that fit their words - either return to give
them pain, or else bless all people if cycled into love services. Then their words and acts build
their eternal beingness in the Universe.
No one has ever been condemned by Uni-Godhead. Those who condemn others are
condemning themselves. But ETI in this galaxy has delivered hundreds of special project
planets such as this one, and there are only a few of them left to be delivered. The problems in
some solar systems, which caused entities to dematerialize from their eternal bodies, are

corrected now. And the purpose for such projects as this one is to restore the microcosms to
their eternal bodies and everlasting life once again.
The problems had nothing to do with what is called sin against a God. They all came
about because the wise ones who saw what was happening didn't take decisive action. And I
don't mean police or military action. No normal planet has police or military - only these special
project planets evolve such things as part of forcing themselves into righteousness.
In this solar system the problem was in the leadership, who developed something like a
democratic view that let people fall back to the land and nature - instead of keeping everyone
evolving together in the same schools of experiences - and people began to drop out. It was
because the leadership got caught up in building, building, building, and not doing all things at
a relaxing pace; and all the people weren't spending half their time just enjoying what they were
building.
So what happened? Their aura divided into yin and yang duality. You could say in atomic
cosmology that it takes alpha, beta and gamma rays synchronized together to keep eternal
bodies manifesting. Same with these earth time bodies.
The Bible uses terms like Father, Son and Holy Spirit because, when it was written, there
were no scientific terms. The Father is the Universe, we are the Sons and Daughters of the
Universe, and the Holy Spirit is positive Cosmic energies in the electromagnetic field. The term
Holy Ghost is referring to the used energies circulating from planets back to their sun to be
rebalanced and sent out again.
The Universe has Its metabolism, so to speak, and works at a relaxing pace. The Van
Allen Belt around this planet is of negated energies, or what space cosmologists call luciferic
energies, which are out of balance and, as we see, are raising hell with this planet.
The sun is overworked, has increasing sun spots and can't keep up with the dross that's
coming out of the entities' process here, nor the amount of karma they go right on creating out
of their big head trips. The sun is pressed to catch up with earth people's time lags while they go
on in their silly ways, further polluting everything, letting millions starve, etc. Why do they do
this? Well, they have an economy in which they always have another bill to pay. This keeps
them on the merry-go-round.
Corresponding to this, some strains of bodies are obese. Some people have a big spare
tire around them and cancer setting in, the cause of which is similar to the cause of sun spots.
Obviously, their body wasn't designed to handle the commercial junk they are eating. Junk food
can't build a body, nor can the present earth strains of bodies eliminate waste as they should,
until the entities in them return to wholesome natural living.
Galactic Beings of ETI, observing the doings of UPO beings of this solar system, knew
exactly what this project was all about and how it would turn out, because they set it up. This
isn't the first planetary project like this one in this Galaxy. Galactic Beings have set up hundreds
of them in other solar systems that had the same problems as this one, with entities losing their
eternal bodies and having no way of remanifesting them.
On the earth plane, we see that the life cycle of bodies can be expanded by right living
environments, creative experiences and proper food. We also see that some strains of bodies are
in degeneration to the degree that they can no longer produce normal bodies.
Let's compare degeneration to an electric rheostat that can be turned to dim lights or

make them brighter. The rheostat can control the amount of electricity going thru. Comparing
this with human degeneration, when the rheostat and fuses in the body are thrown out of kilter,
the cycles of energies radiating from a planet to its sun and from the sun back to its planet do
not fulfill their normal cycles. Then the person is not rejuvenated by clean energies. Their
rheostat, so to speak, does not open properly to
let energies into their system. Thus, degeneration sets in.
If Uni-energies are not passing thru the bodies and regulated by the entities' creative
experiences, then, of course, those bodies, and the entities in them, will not have the proper
amount of energies to sustain them in the uplifting cycles of spiritual or soul evolution. I'm
using the word evolution, but not with the meaning that orthodox earth scientists apply to it.
The present races of bodies here are not the end product of the evolvement of animal strains.
Animals were put here in this project by ETI space beings for scientific purposes, along with
the root races of bodies colonized here. ETI space beings are all-knowing at all times and can
change space auras by causing people to live according to Uni-natural law so that the mental
seeds they are sowing in all they do are sown according to Uni-natural dynamics, which are of
total sharing in every way.
The original animals were put here to be helpmates for the people up until the time they
developed the scientific-technological means of traveling, farming, making fabrics, etc. They
were the horses, elephants, camels, cows, sheep, etc.; and there were also the kinds of sea life,
birds, rodents, insects, microbes, etc., that take care of nature's balance and build natural
immunity in human strains. The predator animals and nonessential forms of animal life are all
mutations from the purposeful forms. These mutations took place in two distinct ways, and the
prevailing factor was in the consciousness earth people collectively recorded in space auras,
which, thru the law of mental causation, photosynthesized out of their own character.
The second factor was that human hormones got mixed with animal hormones and vice
versa. Obviously, during this preliminary period in which entities were restoring their ability to
share in all things and build right-use-ness into their ways and means of distributing goods and
services, there would persist much error.
Popular earth science uses the term "evolution" in regard to bodies, but bodies are
evolving purely from mind energies in the use put to the cosmic life force. And all the agents in
nature, such as microbes, rodents, insects, worms, birds, etc., are mutating forms to compensate
for the degeneration of human strains.
The amazing thing about all this is that earth material science would follow the road of
treating the effects of war, crime, disease and poverty - vainly believing they are real and are the
things they need to conquer - expecting to alleviate them by treating them medically,
psychologically and with their own brand of jurisprudence. This kind of superfluous science
only wants pay. They only create superfluous jobs to employ people who run a merry-go-round
that just sells tickets to take people on rides. They say: "People are real suckers!" But people
cease to be suckers when they see the vision and have the truth of how to change situations so
that real life comes into being.
All these negative effects come about because the entities, sent here for processing and
restoring, developed secularism - probably because they felt shame in sharing their innermost
weaknesses and began to cover them up with secular pursuits of happiness, which obviously

haven't brought them happiness at all.
But in spite of all this, the scientific-technological age has come forth, having the
potentials in it to bring the nuclear cleansing of the planet; or, if applied spiritually, to bring
about the world of abundance for everyone.
The truth about Uni-natural dynamics convicts the whole world and convinces everyone
of right procedure. Let us all see the effects of war, crime, disease and poverty in their proper
perspective, and then we will easily rid the world of all negative effects.
To have liberty is to be free of all kinds of competitive commercialism. And to have
justice is to be concerned about healing both the accused and their accusers. This can easily be
done by putting people who need to be removed from society for a period into pleasant,
progressive confinement, where they hold all things common and collectively do all things for
themselves on scheduled shifts. Men and women would be put in the same environment; and
they would not be sentenced for so many days, but only until they had learned sharing in all
things. And as for equality, let's transcend to the real meaning of the word, where it is not just
an unrealized ideal, as the words liberty, justice and equality are now, but where everyone
would have true equality on the basis of equal opportunity in every social pursuit of happiness.
This kind of real equality comes only when all things are ordered by the Universal Mind, which
is the prime mover and sustainer of all life and has never sold for profits or bartered in any way.
The truth is that beings of the Galactic Command Space Complex went to work on this
planet some three million years ago in earth time. They are not wound up in time consciousness,
keeping track of years. To them it is always the same day.
Jesus and his Father God come into play because, about twelve thousand years ago,
beings of this solar system accomplished space flight. The same entity that was Jesus first came
to this planet from Venus as a being named Merk. This was during the last days of Lemuria,
before the rest of that continent sank beneath the Pacific Ocean during a cataclysm caused by
their negative collective aura. They created enough anti-matter atoms in their space umbrella
overhead - the electromagnetic field - that it finally reacted and pushed their continent beneath
the water.
They reaped what they had sown in mental seeds. All people do, and they are just kidding
themselves if they think they can live on a planet and not obey the Uni's natural programming
in atoms, which is of giving and receiving. When people do, they are blessed with all positive
things, and if they don't they are cursed by their own hands until they do.
If people are silly enough, shall we say, to obey national political groups and create
weapons and use them according to their erroneous hallucinations and fears, then they must die
by their weapons. And they will, unless at this time they take a positive course to disarm the
planet.
The world people must now denounce the military and nationalism and carry on with the
kind of World Wide Passive Resistance Movement that I have outlined. As all the nations will
become one Uni-Nation of Israel, then the people should no longer fall for the false propaganda
that makes them fear the enemy. Do you believe that capitalism and socialism will knock each
other out and then the New World will come? Our New Age isn't old world institutions
reformed into a higher form of democracy. It is an entirely new kind of world!
The EG tells that this long period has only been a preliminary period that would end; and

that the preliminary period was a period in which certain necessary things would be
accomplished so that, when the time came, a great world movement would rise out of the world
people that would deliver them from the preliminaries into the New World. The New World
isn't really new, but is the kind of order the world people should have had all along. They
couldn't have it however, until many people responded all the way in the Truth, which deals
only with what life, nature and the Universe is. The kind of truth that is of guilt or innocence is
as phony as the court itself, and it is the same with the way the word 'love' is used. People are
deceived by words when the words are not used in the proper sequences that always promote
one reality for everyone.
This planetary project is part of a total transformation that's going on in this solar system.
It is at last delivered, however, to become the lead planet in this solar system, because ETSI Extra Territorial Space Intelligence - brings Its technology in here and teaches earth people how
to use it to go forth and bring this whole solar system into the Uni-Synthesis. Galactic Beings
are into a marvelous system of automatic production, where their machines produce such an
abundance that they advance a free kind of giving and receiving economy. In other words, when
we can all give gifts freely which everyone needs and that enrich everyone's life and creativity
to produce more, then we really have an unbeatable economy in operation. Any kind of paper
work, except for a simple inventory, is not needed by Galactic Beings. Among the millions of
planets in Galactic Government, and their trillions of entities, there is no ID or census taken.
Furthermore, earth people don't have to build all the New Age technology themselves! The
Galactic Command Space Complex could deliver more New Age equipment here in one month
than all the nations landed in military equipment and supplies during the entire WWII
Armageddon period.
As the legends go about Merk, coming with a crew in a space ship from Venus, he and
the lady with him, who is called the Lady of the Sun, finally dematerialized from their eternal
bodies and were left in the earth's aura to reincarnate. There was a crew of eight, and the ship
and six of them returned to Venus.
Merk later reincarnated as Moses, and in the meantime space technology had advanced in
the civilizations inside Venus, Saturn, Uranus and Jupiter, forming the United Planets
Organization - UPO, headquartered inside Jupiter. When beings from the UPO appeared to
Moses (the same entity as Merk, reincarnated, with whom they had never lost telepathic
contact) they gave him the Ten Commandments, which during the preliminary period would be
God's law.
Civilization, in its expansion of consciousness, has followed the road of law, commerce
and technology, which the Ten Commandments of the Judeo-Christian religion has influenced
in people. But what has made Judeo-Christianity only a religion is the fact that they never
formed an idealistic spiritual movement that was seeking first the Kingdom of God - the UniGodhead - and Its right-use-ness of material things so that all things could be added unto us and
we would have a righteous government that administered actual liberty, justice and equality for
all people in every way. Instead, Western culture has developed around usury money games,
and only treats the effects of war, crime, disease and poverty, as though they were the real
things they had to conquer, and not themselves.
The Orthodox Jewish movement comes from UPO beings, who brought religion to this

planet, and so does the Church Christians' movement of Jesus.
The information UPO beings have given to their contactees here, among the Jews and
Christians, has all come from the Solar Logos, or sun computer of this solar system. It is not a
source of Uni-knowledge in itself, but could only send back to mediums on the planet
cybernetics as to their positive and negative works.
It is obvious that the writers of the Old and New Testaments, out of which the teachings
of Judaism and Christianity come, wrote in first person as though an anthropomorphic man-God
was laying it on the entities here and cursing them for their sins. So-called sin is only the
effects, and upon examining the causes of overt acts called sin, we find out that their major
causes are simply improper ways of distributing goods and services so that all people's daily
needs are fulfilled.
But in most cases, the Bible prophets Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John gave the
impression that God was angry with a sinful, wicked world and was punishing them for their
sins. So-called sin is only effects of not comprehending the right use of material things and
applying right use to them so that liberty, justice and equality comes to all people.
GOOD JUDGEMENT RESTORES RADIANT LIFE
The judgement of earth people by the Uni-Godhead turns out to be a real surprise,
because it is all good judgement for those who can receive it by asking for it, doing it, and being
in Uni-Consciousness. Those who cannot ask for the New World to come in - and do not act to
bring it about and be at peace within themselves and in progress with all people - are judged
during the 1290 days of tribulation by whatever judgement they put upon people and property.
The old religious idea is that there is a God who is angry with a sinful, wicked world,
who sent his only begotten son to die on a cross for the remission of sin - which, according to
the story, was caused by Eve being disobedient to God and being tempted by Satan. Therefore,
supposedly, the whole civilization fell in sin and only those who believed upon the Lord Jesus
would be saved at the end of the world when Jesus came for them to take them to heaven.
This is only true for those who believe it. The real church of the Uni-Godhead rose out of
the people in Russia in 1917; and Israel people are still rising in every city and every nation to
form the One World Army of Israel, which unites all soldiers of the world, then disarms the
whole world and does away with the military.
The old forms of religions must turn to the greater Christ ways and means of radiant life.
Then they shall become the way of saving entities from having to repeat this cycle over again.
At this time, when the Kingdom of God comes in, people in most churches have not evolved far
enough in soul evolution to be of the open-faced truth and to have Universal realizations. When
they do, then they will be above all religions and into the actual kind of love services that have
the potentials in them of bringing real freedom, security and abundance to everyone. The people
in the religion attributed to Jesus would be less than five percent of the world's population, but
potentially 90 percent of the world's population can fit into the Uni-Godhead's New World, if
they turn to it now.
Rev. 12:4,7&8 tells that as the New World comes in, which is now, the red dragon meaning those people who are antithesis to necessary changes that bring in the Kingdom of God

- represents one third of the stars of heaven, which are cast unto the earth. The stars are
symbolic of entities of this planet's astral plane who have mutated bodies they can operate in.
They have also been led to develop kinds of plasmic space vehicles which permit them to travel
in inner earth and about the outer earth’s astral realms. Their contactees on the earth plane, as
we see, are covering up the real truth about the flying saucers many people have seen and some
have photographed. The psychics that led the Nazi Party of Germany were and still are, in their
secret places, part of these stars, so to speak. And Zionism and the CIA are also part of this red
dragon, and they will do anything to win the world back for what they believe to be true. But
the outcome is already predestined by Uni-Godhead and only Its World Master Plan in action
will make truthful history with the people.
Those people who are in a high enough state of clairvoyance to see thru the illogical
plans of astral entities in and out of bodies, know that their basic drive comes from wanting to
find their way back into the higher radiant life their over-soul knows. But they cannot find the
right kind of expressions for their ability to be able to have peaceful progress, and it's the same
with nearly all people.
Astral entities will be high in the effects that control the material world; into such things
as material science, religion, politics, finance, insurance, stocks and bonds, and so on. Also we
see that in every one of these facets, persons with a higher thesis have risen to set up more
liberal kinds of religions, financing, insurance clubs, etc., and are more liberal in politics,
government and education. Now, with the EG's World Master Plan, they can really become
knowledgeably active in the truth itself.
Progress has taken place here as the entities of this planetary project opened up in solar
plexus, then heart and then head chakras. This progress follows the transition from right-winger
to left-winger and then of being beyond duality altogether. That is, to be only Universal - One
World in consciousness.
People who are predominantly solar plexus live, imagine and act according to alpha or
infrared rays, which are of the reactionary right wing. And the left-wingers, who are
predominantly of heart chakras, live, imagine and act according to beta or ultraviolet rays, in
more creative and liberal ways than right-wingers. But persons who are opened into all three solar plexus, heart, and head chakras of gamma rays, or the trinity of light energies - have the
face of a man, meaning they are logical, reasoning persons who have regard for all people and
would have the spirit to turn all things around, just to see that all people have food, clothing,
shelter, etc.
This explains the kind of soul evolution that is taking place here to produce the three-inone trinity beings of Uni-Christ Consciousness, who are ETI on the earth plane. These are the
"144,000" that Rev. 14:1-7 speaks about. The purpose of all religion, science, government and
education is to develop clairvoyance in the etheric soul of the entities here and transcendency in
the strains of bodies. To accomplish these First Cause musts, the people have to have a natural
social environment, where all material things are facts of life - where they are all used according
to their intended Uni-purpose. Then the people are mind over matter, because all things have
become in direct line with the needs of all people - everyone giving in love services to the
common good of all, and everyone freely receiving according to need.
The state of the Kingdom of God organization that comes over the world at this time isn't

the final state. It is the place where the world people lay the New Age cornerstone so that, from
then on, all things level off into the one idea all over the planet.
The cornerstone is purely of the right-use-ness of all material things, and once it is laid in
true Communism, then the spiritual nature of the cornerstone is realized by everyone.
So far, as we see, the world people outside of the Socialist Bloc are just playing with the
material toys, and to some extent even the Socialists are. They are possessed by matter because
they are improperly recording much of the energies imparted to them from the cosmic life force
into the molecular structure of the materials and tools they use, make and live around. Thus
their psychometry is reversed. Instead of their Uni-nature leading them automatically into right
action, they are led into temptation by the playback of errors recorded in matter. But even this is
part of the healing, because those who only play silly games with our heads are led into
temptations to break their own laws in order to keep the truth hidden from the people Watergate!
People thought they were recording their audio-visual recall in the cells of their brain, but
they are not. Collectively they are recording their experiences that deal with materiality in
matter atoms. This is their yin or negative mental pole, and in the Scriptures it is called the Holy
Ghost. The theosophical part of their experiences is recorded in surrounding space atoms, thus
forming the collective yang or positive pole of mind force, called in the Scriptures the Holy
Spirit. In esoteric writings, it is referred to as the akashic records. The use of the words negative
and positive here does not confer good and evil. It only designates the direction in which threein-one energies flow to fulfill their perfect causes. And their perfect causes will be fulfilled
when the elect of this planet set up the proper kind of world social environment in which all
people will be able to channel the creative energies imparted to them into direct love services
for all people. This is the laying of the full cornerstone.
In our personal aura we record the emotional impact of our experiences. Our emotions act
as electric switches to contact us with the space we recorded our experiences in, thus we have
astral and etheric traveling of ETI.
For example, if you were in Moscow, and what you were seeing and experiencing there
brought back to memory pictures and experiences you had in San Francisco, this would be
astral and etheric travel. And if your body was of the transcendental state, you could will it to
materialize in San Francisco, or in any space in which you have recorded experiences
throughout the Universe thru your eternity. Thus ETI - Extra Territorial Intelligence, the
intelligence that animates all of us - is already recorded. And our conscience is to guide us to
keep all auric territories in perfect order, so that there are not stumbling blocks of negated
energies, as there are in this planet's aura, that people keep falling under the spell of to be
mentally tortured by. The only way they can keep negated energies out of their aura is to be in
Uni-first cause love services for all humanity.
The best example of disobedience to Uni-natural dynamics is millionaires who have
everything for themselves and then rely on courts, police and soldiers to protect their
possessions. No one can gain extremes in materiality without exploiting other people and
leaving many people with hardly anything at all. This does not mean that all millionaires are
selfish, greedy bigots. Their judgement comes now by the world people, and then we will know
which ones are egotistic maniacs and which ones are with the world people in our New Age

crusading. We, the world people, force everything to a head and control the exorcisms of those
who are out of mental balance with the cosmic life force.
Our World Wide Buyers' Strike is the good judgement we bring to them, and all
millionaires who don't support our World Wide Buyers' Strike will be broken. We could draft
all the millionaires into an army and plan a war for them in a field, as they have supported wars
for youth to go to battlegrounds and shoot at each other. The millionaires have always told the
youth all kinds of fables about God, country and their loved ones so they would fight the
enemy, who, of course, was always themselves. The millionaires got richer off of armaments
and war supplies. The judges, lawyers, bondsmen, educators, politicians and preachers all kept
their affluent jobs. They went on under the illusions of actually believing they were part of a
great government that trusted in God. "In God We Trust," they wrote on their one-dollar bills.
All of this has gone on in time, until ETI-UFO presence comes to earth to be prominent
among the people. Now it all changes, because this whole planet is a special project set up by
ETI space beings. This project is making up for a lapse of consciousness of entities here, so ETI
cannot use pure consciousness to correct the long-standing errors in materiality without a great
sacrifice of people. An alternative plan must be employed, which is our World Wide Buyers'
Strike.
Much that is inspired in the Bible, in regard to the teachings of Jesus, is not written by
religious hierarchies of the astral and etheric heavens. During the King James revision, ETI
flashed in etheric entities to put many of the truth channelings of the Universal Mind into the
Old and New Testaments that only I could reveal to you now. Those who are beginning to
understand the meaning of some of these things are those of the high creative consciousness of
the ring of white light in the outermost realms of the planet's aura. They are the spiritually
balanced people, the many psychic mediums who can see how everything here is screwed up.
The purpose ETI had in Jesus, although he was sponsored by the United Planets
Organization government on Jupiter, was to build up a positive world revolutionary movement
around Jesus. At the same time, naturally, the religious hierarchies would do their thing
according to their own soul evolvement. Then at this time, in the Everlasting Gospel, all the
Scriptures would be synthesized into omnipresent, omnipotent and all-knowing reality that no
religious sect or political force could argue against. The best they could do to keep me from
coming forth would be to not give me freedom of speech, the press and assembly - the
opportunity to talk to them and to appear before them. They would say: "O, Allen, you have as
much right to talk and be in the news media and to use our halls as anyone else."
Yes, this seems logical and reasonable to mortals, but how could I get the money
necessary to rent the halls, pay for advertising to bring the people out to hear about the EG's
World Master Plan, etc.? I suppose I could start a profitable industry and earn the money under
status quo controls to educate the people according to the Uni-Godhead's radiant ways and
means. This is impossible, though, because this kind of maintaining of the status quo world
would destroy the very thing we are doing. People allover the world must support GROM - Get
Rid of Money, which is the first bank account that belongs to all people and is for Kingdom of
God promotions. The people then reap the real benefits of the positive contribution they make
to the world people's movement by acquiring the means to accomplish all that is necessary to

bring in the New Age.
I am in telepathic communion with my own people here - or entities sent here at this time
to be with me - who are telepathic, number about two million and in Rev. 14:1-6 are called the
144,000. We are all workers and, although we are in key positions all over the world, we only
have enough money to live day by day. So if we are to put things together to help earth people
and inform them as to the radiant ways of Nature's God, then we are going to have to have
financing from the world people to carry out an altruistic, idealistic world crusade - one that
doesn't just travel around and repeat the same old status quo stuff that's already been said a
thousand times, but carries out actual demonstrations in cities in which people begin to build the
New Age in their community.
Let us understand that ETI - Extra Territorial Intelligence - is on a grid scale in atoms of
space and matter, manifesting according to imagining; and when we aspire to the highest ideals
for all of humanity, mortals will, of course, cease to be mortals and realize that there is a natural
flow of Uni-energies that produces natural supply and demand equally - in real freedom,
security and abundance - through everyone giving according to ability and freely receiving
according to need. The Uni-Godhead doesn't run banks, nor does it save money or send out
bills. There is plenty of money lying around that will soon be worthless. So why not have the
faith in me to put that money in GROM - Get Rid Of Money bank accounts) towards
accomplishing our destiny mission now thru real democratic action and saving this civilization
from further karmic cleansing. The US Bill of Rights inspires the US citizens to abolish their
government when it is no longer fulfilling the needs of the people, and this is especially true at
this time when the trumpets of the Uni-Godhead are sounding worldwide, and great calamity is
at hand.
ETI beings can reach into the atomic grid scale anywhere in their jurisdiction and effect
the needed changes. They don't even consider the amounts of bodies and property that are
destroyed in the changes, because they know only Life and Eternity. And they know, too, that
everything which is meant to continue in Uni-progress, does continue; because it meets the Unirequirements of associated space and matter atoms. And all space and matter atoms of negated
areas, when permeated by synthesis energies, cause great upheavals in these areas.
Since 1914, ETI has struck twice in Germany, because it was the center of culture out of
which great changes would come. Here again, ETI doesn't consider who wins or loses the war,
for they know that the persons leading the people with true ideas that come closer to
conforming to Uni-perfect programming must come out on top and keep improving the
territories they acquire out of the struggle, until they overcome the whole world. The UniCommunists ride the white horse of the apocalypse; they have won a crown and go forth
"conquering and to conquer" with only a bow, hammer and sickle. But they could not win the
whole world in this kind of a project if it weren't for the action of ETI space beings among them
who are of the twelfth density and can create the contradictions, thru the CIA, that force the
world into true Communism, leading the communists to occupy the whole planet according to
the EG's World Master Plan.
The twelfth density is of this galaxy, and is of the Galactic Worlds or planets - the first
planets formed about the Great Central Sun at the center of this galaxy, which you can see as a
great star if you go out into space far enough perpendicular from this planet's equator and see

the huge disk that this galaxy forms. With powerful telescopes you can see other galaxies, some
in stages of development like this galaxy was before it had many suns, solar systems and
planets, which all started in the space of this galaxy from the Central Sun.
We of this galaxy, before there were planets or bodies in it, made up the "Great Central
Sun" as microcosms or light energy force. We spread out and formed many suns. We didn't
spread out because it was our idea; we spread out to form other suns because it was Uniprogramming that moved us, and we had realization that we and the Uni were one, and thru us
as microcosms It was creating the next steps ahead for us as one with Itself.
This eternal Universe of which I speak is not interrupted by anything and goes right along
in Its usual ways, which know no imperfections at all. The problems that do occur are healed.
But coming over here to this little planet, a speck in the galaxy, we see that the people
here are sort of in a hospital, getting special attention that they might be returned to Uniprogress again with the Universal Family of thousands of neighboring planets. We hear the
things earth people tell in regard to us out in space and of other worlds, and in regard to their
Gods and their problems in having a free and abundant life. One gathers that they know very
little of important things. If they are to make the grade at this time, they must open up to all the
things that are reasonable and of good rapport, and thus win back their real life in our Eternal
Universe.
The whole planet will become everyone's home, and as the New Covenant-World Bill of
Rights declares: "Each person shall have a place of their choosing to call their own and be free
to come and go on the planet and use all facilities."
Perhaps here I should explain that people are not communal property. People live by
different statutes than those by which materiality is held common.
The communal dwelling places where people live are their own private palaces. In the
many new cities we will build, most people will choose to live in large communal
condominiums, equipped with everything of good rapport imaginable. There will no longer be
schools, colleges and universities as we have now. All education will be on-the-job doing,
except for special technical knowledge people will become acquainted with in books. All of
their practical tutoring will be in the actual doing of the thing.
Some housing will be built for single people and others for soul mated couples with
children. Each communal condominium will have its new member's committee. As the old
saying goes, "birds of a feather flock together." With people this means that people are of
different vibrations and talents.
Communal living quarters will be built for people who are on different kinds of projects.
Best results come - for producing quality in material things, and as well in art, music, TV,
movies, etc. - when the people of these different fields of endeavor are together. It is the
collective aura they create around their industry and living quarters that takes them on into the
finest things.
PLAYBOY SCIENCE TREATS EFFECTS
Material science has taken the world as far as it can. Now comes into play the ETI
psychic mind - which is led by the Universal Mind - that puts the greater technology into gear

thru which the PSI-ETI synthesis energies can be used that will bring about weightless, timeless
transportation, where the center of gravity is in moving objects. Numbers, weights and
measures can never figure these things out. They are a gift of the Universe for people who will
use them properly, and they can only get this advanced knowledge when kept in Its meditation.
Everyone will respect the "new law," because it is simple and pure and gets right down
into the lowest and up to the highest feeling to cause all people to meet on common grounds.
The sun of this solar system has cancer, or sun spots, from being overburdened with earth
people not using mind energies properly - negating them, so it has to rebalance them faster than
it has evolved the capacity to do so. Now the cancer has set into human flesh, and the blind who
lead the blind make big money off of treating cancerous effects in bodies and souls, which are
only effects of the people's wrong causes. All negative effects will begin to automatically go
away when the world people come into first causes.
I say: "Why wade through more spilled blood, when the true communist world can come
in right now thru the ETI-World Master Plan?" This will totally fulfill RNA-DNA-ESP-PSI for
all the people of the Earth.
Cosmological-scientific letters in themselves reveal the truth that ETI-minded beings can
pick up on right away. So, follow this equation: Uni-Helix=RNA-DNA-ESP-PSI. It represents
an energy matrix, whereby the Universe creates Itself!
Science is attempting to trace RNA-DNA-ESP-PSI to Its source, believing that thru the
manipulation of these things they will solve the problems of human degeneration - war, crime,
mental illness and poverty. This is the biggest illusion there could be.
But even the blind who lead the blind believe they do right. It is not that they understand
the truth and then purposely deceive the people.
However, this kind of science of effects had to go on up to this time of full truth, because
in such challenges, those men and women still in the illusion are changed, and even their
pseudo-science finally leads them to the truth. This ends their kind of medicine and brings into
practice the true health processes of natural living, which has no need of artificial antibiotics
and other such kinds of drugs.
Already, all scientific and technological growth follows ETI, and the negative effects that
most scientists treat will all automatically heal when these things are done:
1. When everyone is returned to only fresh natural food that comes from the vine in its
pure forms.
2. When all the transportation is converted over to ETI dynadran clean power, where
rapid space transportation will take the place of the private automobile.
3. When the whole planet is disarmed and brought under the Uni-Godhead's World
Master Plan.
4. When the New World Government that is emerging out of the world people of Israel is
operating the whole planet, without police or soldiers, as such, and without money.
5. When world leaders begin to plan the New World objectively and leave past
conditioning behind, because it is all part of the preliminaries and its data is not usable in the
kind of world order we shall build now. The New World shall be built upon the Uni-Christ Idea
of total sharing.
These great changes can come now by just telling people about them and affirming them.

The changes are all fun to make! They benefit everyone in every way. No one loses anything of
value, but instead they gain all the things of good rapport.
The prophecy of this time (the cybernetics of ETI given in the Scriptures) in St. Matt.
24:22 says: "And except these days should be shortened, there should no flesh be saved: but for
the elect's sake [all the New Age builders] these days shall be shortened."
What does this tell? It tells that thru the present ways and means of handling big world
problems, the leaders of the world people are failing; and if ETI doesn't intervene before the
world people of Israel and their leaders go right on off the deep end, then all flesh would be
lost. And not thru accidental nuclear holocaust, as this is all controlled by ETI and is only used
as described in Revelations, Chapter 18, to end the misery here in a great sacrifice, if need be.
Socialism has produced some of the ways of eliminating world starvation, the pollution
of air, soil, water and food, and also economic tensions. But as long as capitalism (the cyborg
machine) exists, then even socialism is making a big curve back to the old ways and means and
cannot go forth into true communism.
It is good to know that war, crime, disease and poverty are only negative effects of the
world people's wrong causes and will automatically go away when the world people are brought
into first causes.
This is true because Uni-RNA-DNA-ESP-PSI programming is perfect and has been
healing all negative effects all along. The only reason the full healing of all things can't come
about is that people have other things they want to do before they do the first things that must
be done, if the last part of Armageddon isn't to be karmically played out. So, if it is played out,
the world people go thru the Last War for the World, only to cause them to do then what they
could do right now out of the true democratic spirit as applied to total changes.
Either way the planet ends up in the Kingdom of God space organization of ETI, and
those who remain - who are 'standing in the lot' after the world cleansing and purification is
carried out by ETI - will experience an eternal rebirth.
Earth science has it in their hands now to purify the planet's biological factor and
ecological factors pertaining to air, water and food. The present drugs and kinds of pesticides,
etc., given by ETI for earth science to use are not the things we shall begin to use now to heal
all things. The earth civilization would have already been wiped out by microbes, etc., that have
photosynthesized to take care of the trend in all things toward degeneracy, had ETI not been
rebalancing the negated energies all along.
In other words, science's treating of effects has kept this civilization in the contest of
overcoming their imperfections, and the true spirit in them is still wanting real expression.
Thru science's present means, they can never heal the planet or its people.
This is accomplished by ETI space beings, who can feed PSI synthesis energies into the
planet's aura at the rate the people can bear without freaking out, and can at first bring a slow
transition which gradually speeds up and climaxes. It's like saying that once you fill a balloon
with helium gas and let go of it, it comes under natural law.
So it is now with all the people of earth as the Uni-Godhead's spirit is being poured out
on all flesh. The psychedelic age, begun with the ETI development of LSD, was and is for the
purpose of giving people self-induced transcendental experiences so they can have neuroelectrical soma, psychodramas and paranoid experiences and finally begin to understand what

they are.
It is no wonder that the establishment outlawed the use of psychedelics. Although, as we
see, there are plenty of them still being passed around. All thru history, the establishment at first
has outlawed everything that's good, simply because the things that are right conflict with
private property and the jobs of people who work for the establishment. Yet all of this is relative
between all opposing groups and is subject to the synthesis coming in thru the world harvesters
who finally inherit the planet.
They don't win it thru wars, but at last they cast out all forms of man-made laws and their
enforcement. The proper way to govern people is thru right social environment and creative
schools of experiences in an atmosphere of real freedom, security and abundance.
The New World that is coming is all built for happiness. War, crime, disease and poverty
- all negative effects - are caused from the people's wrong causes. Thru the doing of first cause
love services for all humanity, we shall end the 'ways that men think are right but the ends
thereof are disastrous to all people'.
National governments and medical science pretend that they are concerned about the
health of people and the preservation of life. It's all malarky, because most of the commercial
thought, and food in cans, boxes and bottles, is giving people their degenerative diseases such
as cancer, heart trouble, etc.
If they are so concerned about the preservation of life and the eradication of social
diseases, then why don't they end the cause?
They are either ignorant or, if they do see what's wrong, they think they will play the
game and work into a position in industry or government that will enable them to eventually
bring proper changes.
This never works, because in the process of getting there, they are recording status quo
experiences as their playback and finally their dreams are perverted. But they still remember
their dream - what they were inspired to do - and wonder why it isn't coming about.
When you are called to do a humanity thing, then you must depart from the status quo
world; otherwise you'll never accomplish it. Form a commune with people of your vibrations,
who are into the kind of creativity you are in. Hold all things common. Put all your money into
one pot and use it for first causes. Then you'll begin to develop the kind of communal living and
industries that can eventually liberate all people from sweat, blood and tears.
You'll discover, as we of the One World Family Commune have, that our heads are truly
radio-TV transceivers. And the Universal Mind is broadcasting thru the atoms about us, and Its
special energies or rays are always of one unit. Everything becomes one, one, one - right on thru
the line of eternity.
Then you realize that the yin and yang thought coming into your head is of the kind of
trips right and left wingers are going thru; you realize that the synthesis of the two is true
communism and that the prevailing energies are automatically going to carry the whole world
into the New Age.
You are no longer frustrated or anxious or wearing your heart on your sleeve for the
suffering people. You know that there is only one way relief and help can come to them, and it
is in their uniting to share all things. Then they are liberated.
You begin to laugh about the people sitting in prison cages, and the people going to

hospitals, and the people paying taxes and interest, and the couples going thru marriages and
divorce, etc. You're only laughing because you know that the people could open all the doors
that bind them, if only they would use the hot line that runs through the maze. Jesus called this
praying. Religions that got on the Jesus bandwagon relate these teachings to a man-God up in
heaven. Such prayers are vain and foolish. The Uni-natural thought force is of mental
causation, which only works when you love all people thru service. We should tell people
what's wrong with their institutions and show them how they can be liberated from mediocrities
and turn all their institutions into real healing services for all people.
For example, the doctors, nurses and workers of any hospital can convert their hospital
and their living situations into a commune. Whether the hospital is state run or owned by
private investors, these operators cannot stop the communalizing of property. If the people
begin pooling their income together, getting their food from the source, and doing all things as
one people in the Universe, then all that is of a perfect order comes to them. They begin to
experience life as it should be, and they become all-knowing and all-wise.
We begin to know that past fears can no longer turn us back. The whole world is on its
way into a New Age. History will not repeat itself again, and those people who have done the
necessary things to meet the Universal standards for all people shall be standing together in the
lot at the end of these days.
If ETI has to purify the planet thru Its means, then there's really going to be misery here
for a lot of people, and plagues will wipe out many who do not have natural immunity. Read
Rev. 16:1-12 and Rev. 7:1-3 for the prophecy.
Earth science and technology - coupled with radiant souls who take direct action to heal
the planet and its people thru this World Master Plan - can accomplish the same things ETI is
accomplishing by the pouring out of the six vials of the prophecy, which has been happening
since 1914.
They would return the world people to only natural food from the vine, and in this way
everyone would be assured of pure nutritious food, instead of the fancy cans, bottles and boxes
with fancy labels on them that waste a lot of labor and give the people only dead food, which is
a great part of the cause of their degenerative diseases. The lower bacterial ranges manifest only
in order to decompose bodies that are already in degeneration. These lower bacterial ranges are
the same stable yin and yang microbes mutated into lower forms to handle degeneration. When
the right steps are taken for right food, right sexing, right body hygienics and planetary ecology,
then microbes begin to move up the light scale again into their original forms.
This also explains the mutated animal forms thru which, science imagines, that human
evolution came forth. The fact is that the original forms of humanoid bodies colonized here by
ETI space beings a million years ago were all robust and beautiful, and there was no perversion
in them. They were all on natural food from the vine, and the males and females practiced
natural selection, soul mating and caring for their children collectively. They had no ideas of sin
or even death. Only perfection was programmed into the atomic nature that produced the
bodies.
It was only when the entities sent in here from space entered the bodies that,
immediately, the shit hit the fan, so to speak. Ha! The entities, who had spaced out and lost their
eternal bodies, began to work out the problems they took on while out of body. And these were

problems which could never be solved without body forms that they could operate in, and thru
which they could follow a facsimile technological project that would at last bring them back to
the point of realization of who they are and, most of all, of the fact that they are already
potentially delivered.
SONS AND DAUGHTERS OF GOD'S PURPOSES
There is nothing wrong with any of the parts of the Universe. There are only problems to
be resolved here on this planet, and they have to be resolved by the people themselves. The fact
that many bodies could be destroyed and cities ravaged is of no consequence to the UniGodhead which is omnipresent in atoms, and not sitting upon a throne in some heaven. Its
Kingdom established here is all that matters!
The cities are all going to be remodeled into New Age planning, and the entities that
leave bodies either go on somewhere else or, if they are of these energies, they will return here
to go on in progress and transcendence.
All the ETI personnel here can be taken back to their motherships in space and put into
eternal bodies, so we are in no danger. ETI beings can return all the earth people to eternal
bodies if they will follow the spiritual road of transcendence as it is given in this Everlasting
Gospel. Follow this plan you are reading about here. This is what everyone has been waiting
for!
In choosing a path, which would you choose: to go on just being an earth person
reincarnating back here, or would you choose to be in an eternal body again and be free to go to
many planets and travel in space? Naturally, if you have any wisdom at all you'll choose to be
eternal again. But before you can become eternal again you must choose true Uni-Communism,
because it is the economic and technological ways and means thru which you can channel your
creativity properly so that the mental seeds you are sowing build the kind of akashic records in
the auric territories of this planet's aura that will make transcendence possible. Things are so
dense here that transcendence is impossible for most people. The air, soil, water and food have
to be returned to balance. This can all be done now in a short period of time, when the EG's
World Master Plan is put into full swing all over the planet.
The Jews who only say they are Jews and are hanging in the balance of power are
destroyed, and Ezekiel writes about them in chapter 35:1-15. I reveal these things not to judge
the Jews or any other group related to them. I have no power to judge anyone. I am only to
reveal the prophecy so that Jews, Protestants, Catholics and Communists - and as well all world
leaders, speakers and writers in all fields - acknowledge that which is Universal Truth; and then
get with the Uni-Godhead's World Master Plan-World Wide Buyers Strike, which can change
the whole world thru people having the best time they have ever had. We change the world thru
celebrations and not thru fighting each other in useless battles.
The word Jew still means Jehovah - sons and daughters of God's purposes - and no true
Jew is trying to build the Kingdom of God with money. It can't be done! He would only use
money to the end of getting rid of money - GROM. So let the Zionists remove the privately
owned Federal Reserve System, and private banking system of that part of the planet that is still
in Gentile hands and opposes the Socialist Bloc. They can do this by agreeing with the EG's

World Master Plan, which I, as Emmanuel, bring to them.
Let the Catholics and Protestants take up the EG their Comforter has brought and get it in
circulation everywhere. Let the Masons and Communists do likewise, and to them I am Michael
making his stand with the Cosmopolitan World People.
It is most urgent that I promote a World Wide Buyers' Strike which, in as little as 90 days
after it is in full swing, will completely change everything that is wrong here and make
everything right by uniting all people into the One Idea whose time has come and cannot be
stopped. From then on, the whole world progress will go up the main highway to the total
fulfillment of all souls here.
JUDGEMENT AGAINST MOUNT SEIR
Do you remember the case of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg? They were hostages caught up
in a decisive period between the CIA's futile attempts at world conquest and the Communist
world movement. Julius and Ethel, and their attorneys, thought that the judgement rendered
would be that they were innocent of the charges. The people who understood didn't really
believe that such an atrocity, as that which did occur, could happen in US jurisprudence. It
wouldn't have happened if the judges and attorneys who knew the truth had gotten up and said
in no uncertain terms that the whole thing was a big fascistic frame-up, and in no way would
they support such evil. But as we see, almost no one stands up and lets out with their real
feelings for fear of being persecuted and cast out from their position. I have maintained for
many lifetimes and years in this project, and I am here now to fulfill it because I never give in
one inch to idolatry and hearsay. Those who go all the way with the Uni-Godhead are protected
in ETI communion.
I don't win friends and influence people, because I don't want friends and I don't want
people, per se. I only want comrades who carry the burden of the world with me and me with
them; and only we shall come together to build the Kingdom of God on this Placentia planet.
The Father God couldn't act to save Julius and Ethel, the father and mother of children,
who were caught up in world karma - not their karma but everyone's karma. The Father God, or
Solar Logos, is an impartial computer and couldn't compute freedom for the Rosenbergs
without the many people who saw the treacherous plot raising such righteous hell that the forces
of evil would be stifled by such direct action. Then the computer sun would have returned their
acts fulfilled. In other words, it takes direct social action to solve any spiritual problem.
Problems cannot be solved by status quo courts or governments because they are already under
error and bound by old protocol that isn't even in concert with the time in which we live.
Now the judgement of America is in the hands of spirits like Julius and Ethel who, in a
way, decide the fate of Americans thru their spiritual act of not ascribing to cowardliness or
ambitious fame, but rather to be just people who represented the World People of Israel.
Julius and Ethel were absolutely innocent of all charges. McCarthyism, the same as
fascism or Gog's exploits, was simply using them to tell everyone in the US that if they dared
entertain any communist ideals, then the same would happen to them. This just goes to show
you that when people aren't united to speak out for justice, they are led into captivity.
The truth within all this is that the US has been a melting pot for all races of people to

come into one Christ Unity. And now the indignation of the people will rise as they come to
know that their government's hands are tied by the International CIA Ring, which is the seat of
Gog and has control of nuclear weapons they could use against US citizens.
The US was formed by the Uni-Godhead for the purpose that it shall fulfill now. The US
Constitution-Bill of Rights has been sadly perverted, and in place of it is protocol made by
private profiteers to exploit workers and own our industries.
Who perverted the Constitution-Bill of Rights given by Nature's God? Or, for that matter,
who turned the Bible around so that the people who read it wound up supporting the status quo
state of confusion (Gog's armies) instead of the World Israel Army that never goes to war except
in the defense of Christ Communist ideals, which are of the very essence of the New World
being born?
From the very outset of the World Communist Movement - which came out of the
channeled writings of prophet Marx, an ETI correspondent - the communist party had the same
rights under the US Israel Constitution as any other party had. So then why was there an
unconstitutional effort by renegades in the first place to try and put the communist party out of
the US? This only shows the perversion that was already in the changed Constitution. But the
big thing that changed all of it and made it worthless as a document thru all these years was the
stone the US builders never laid. This put the US Israel into the hands of other people, who had
other ideas about the coming of the Kingdom of God. There are those in Judeo-Christianity who
have been waiting for the Kingdom to come. The Kingdom of God never comes to those who
wait for it. It only comes to those who build it.
The basic challenge of the Bible is not to have religious freedom or to worship a God, but
to bring people real freedom, security and abundance and put them on the path of true progress.
The religious hierarchy turned the Scriptures into the kind of religions the orthodox Hebrews
and Christians follow, which are all part of the error of usury, coveting, priest and political
crafts; except for those Jews and Christians who are sons and daughters of God's purposes – the
purposes that deal only with total world transformation and the Kingdom of God.
TRANSCENDING USURY MONEY
There is something happening that's bigger than all the religious teachings, and it is the
order of how society itself evolves. As we see, religions haven't changed any of the social errors
that keep the people bound in a paradox. It was philosopher Hegel who gave the truth about
social evolution when he presented the ETI idea that antithesis versus thesis evolve one upon
the other into the synthesis. At that time, the leading sect of Judaism was spurred on to make
their pitch to get a way of shaping the destiny of humanity. It was in gaining control of money.
This came about thru the Rothschild's bank that rose in Europe to actually gain control of
the fluent money of all Europe. And it came as the result of the persecution of Jews.
When the US was founded, only the few men of the Adamen (Freemasons) knew of the
error of usury money. They were essentially Franklin, Jefferson, Paine, Adams and
Washington. But as the majority ruled, they were outnumbered. The original Constitution they
gave was ratified to include private banks, interest-bearing money and taxation. Thus the
cornerstone for a free cash flow money didn't happen. But the men of the Adamen did get the

Bill of Rights in the US Constitution, over much protest from the opposition. It has shaped the
US into what democratic ideas the people do have. Now the US tribe of Joseph must rise in the
US and lay the cornerstone that never got laid in 1776. At this time, because we are ridding the
world of money, the US citizens and their representatives need only to print free cash flow
money and use all that's needed to communalize industries, freeze prices and put all the people
into gainful employment. The bankers, insurance companies, etc., will scream bloody murder,
but just hand them an Everlasting Gospel and let them read what the Spirit of Truth writes. The
CIA will try again as they did in the McCarthy era to usurp the US revolutionaries. This will
only cause the US tribe of Joseph to reach their high point of indignation thru which they will
see that, if they allow themselves to be divided, the "powers that be" of the old world
establishment have the power over them. The path of passive resistance-legal civil disobedience
is the only realistic way to encircle calamity now.
The world people, in general, could have no real idea of what property and money is or
how to use them properly until prophet Marx arrived to give the Dialectical Gospel of
Materialism, and prophetess Mary Baker Eddy came to give the Uni-science of radiant health.
The truth and the blessings are already programmed into Uni-atoms!
Why did they arrive after the US was already subdued by usury money, with the
cornerstone St. Matt. 21:42-44 speaks of having never been laid? Obviously it was because the
truth had to be born out of social perseverance in order to have real life, liberty and pursuits of
happiness. And this could only come about because great numbers of people would be
enlightened according to the right ways and means of distributing goods and services - the UniGodhead's ways of sharing all things.
The order of Zionism would finally have to give way and synthesize into the order of
Communism, because money would become valueless when a large percentage of people had
been shifted over into its games (white collar jobs, etc.). And national debts from paying
interest would mount beyond the ability of usury money to maintain itself. Then its decline
would automatically come because the mental seeds people were sowing under usury would be
negative, and they would keep reaping what they had sown. Thus their enslavement to mortal
self-desire would so conflict their conscience that life would become ridiculous and jobs would
become boredom.
The orthodox Hebrews of that which is called Judaism are bound up in a paradox. Money
as usury has turned them into a monetary-political-military force for protecting private property
and money. But their destiny mission has been the Kingdom of God; and now I, as Emmanuel,
lay it before them in the EG's World Master Plan. The enlightened Jews, however, went forth to
join in with the Uni-Communists' World Movement to change the whole world, starting at
economic basic root levels - a grass roots level which simply explains that "all people will share
all material things; all people will help produce them; and, in return, this will produce life,
liberty and pursuits of happiness for everyone."
This is very different from that which is called the free world, which says: "You can do
as you please with your money and property as long as you pay its tax and obey the laws of the
land."
The idea of full giving and receiving far surpasses the lesser idea of having your own
private property and money. Why own pieces of a planet and be hassled with money when you

can own the whole planet and have use of all of it and its social facilities, free of any charge or
vain judgement of men?
Some interesting facts: In the lands of usury money, only about three university students
out of every thousand have any knowledge of Marxism or even Christian Science. And they
have come mostly from families oriented in Marxism or Mary Baker Eddy's Science and
Health. Also, US history (or even world history), as taught, doesn't give any ideas as to what the
basic problems are or why the world is divided against itself and the opposites stay in struggle
against each other - until they synthesize into a One World Order, which is coming about now,
in spite of anyone or any group. So then, how could the basic problem be resolved until the US
citizens put the capstone on the pyramid. See the pyramid on the one-dollar bill. The words
below it say: "New Order For The Ages."
On this kind of an overcoming planet things are happening backwards. So not until this
time would things get totally turned around to go forward in true progress. Then intellectual
studies would become spiritual and follow an intuitive channel. But when literature is clouded
with dogma and garnished with religion, as it has been, then the intellectual studies are a coverup of real truth, and they can be the academic knowledge and philosophy that leads the people
into further wars. Knowledge should lead people to greater psychic and spiritual awareness.
No amount of formal education that is not in the doing of first cause love services is
going to evolve the spiritual consciousness of people or educate them to carryon, other than in
the old ways of the status quo. Only that which is directly associated with people's talents and
abilities, coupled with the actual doing of first cause things to produce people's collective needs,
can produce reality. The rewards for people lie in things shared and the creative life they have
together. Then all our industries become communal schools of creative experiences.
Universities and industries become one and the same.
People under the capitalistic effects of money under interest and taxation cannot get a real
education in their schools, colleges and universities because they are only taught the ways of
cooperating with the error. Nationalism and economic error will persist until people's
consciousness rises to see the whole planet as one unit.
Formal education, in the greater sense, is to brainwash people to be satisfied with the
chance of making it to the 'top' - to the top of what? They make fame and fortune because of the
karma they took on to get up there, and then they fall back to the bottom in their next
incarnation and their vibes are so low they cannot manifest anything.
I do not mean that this is the rule of all the people at the 'top', because some of them
know cause and effect/karma-retribution and use their usury for the greater benefit of all. They
will openly unite with me now. All of the status quo games will end as our World Wide Passive
Resistance Movement and World Wide Buyers' Strike get under way, and we shall find out who
is of the truth and who isn't.
These writings have no dogma. I'm explaining things neither from the historical nor
religious points of view. This EG is in no way a religion. Its teachings are the essence in all
religions, and they are all fulfilled in the EG's World Master Plan.
Basically, the EG brings back to all people the truths that all people can agree upon no
matter what level of awareness they are on. How could anyone refuse a million dollar a day job
of their own choice? The EG offers this to everyone, and it's World Master Plan guarantees it.

But the freedom, security and abundance everyone will have couIdn't be bought even with a
million dollars each day in each person's hands. It only comes thru the real right-on government
of the Universe.
Spiritual things bless all people and leave no one out. But, as this planetary project is of a
lapse of spiritual consciousness, when the climax comes there is an automatic separation of the
chaff from the wheat. Some people don't arrive because they pass out of their body before they
have the realizations of what it is they seek and the privilege of meeting up again with their
space comrades, from whom they have long been separated and who are here in flying saucers
preparing to deliver the harvesters of the world into the Kingdom of God.
However, those sealed in their heads (their etheric auras) with these energies of Christ
Consciousness, even though they might lose their vehicle, can return here thru reincarnation and
go on into eternal progress that is then won by the Israelites (Christ Communists) so that all
things are moving forward in peace, harmony and abundance for everyone. Our Great World
Celebration comes at the time of climax, when all resistance to the Uni-Christ Idea is gone and
we have all prepared to celebrate together.
MONEY THE LIFELINE
The Hebrew Zionists who said they were Jews and still believe that they are - and it
hasn't been decisively proven yet that they aren't or will not be - gained monetary control over
Europe as a result of their being persecuted for having a God mission that differed from the
Christians'.
Amschel Rothschild, speaking of these times, said, "It doesn't make any difference who
makes the laws (meaning the laws of the land), it's who controls the money that counts." He was
right, up to the point when the Nation of Israel was founded in the USSR by the Tribe of Judah.
Then the whole world would begin to feel the new kind of workers' progress that would take
place in the Soviet Union and great wars would be fought between the two contenders for the
world throne: the Hebrews of Judaism expecting a kingdom, and the Communists building one.
But opposing forces are relative to each other, and the wars are only the letdown of earth
people's karma into our New Age. Throughout all of this there was only one objective, and it
was and is to build a heaven on earth.
Usury money (money loaned at interest-bearing rates and under taxation not represented
in the people's commerce) would cause value to be put upon property. Therefore, all the people
who grew with this tree, which spread its branches out over the world, would be stifled and
separated from the real spiritual growth of using money only as a token that represented each
person's amount of giving to the common good of all.
The Uni-Godhead prophesied in St. Matt. 21:42-44 that the cornerstone would not be laid
in the new US by the majority of Declarators. The reason was that money used only as a
medium of exchange would not, at that time, produce great industries. That would take
collective capital wealth, and this is what the Rothschild Bankers were to set up in the US. But
the people's self-centered secular ways caused even their own "people's money" to become
usury. As we see from history, Thomas Paine had to hammer away at the Tories with
revolutionary ideals of independence in order to even have an independent nation. And then in

Abraham Lincoln's time the US Civil War was steered toward its outcome by ETI to keep the
nation from being divided into smaller nations. Uni-Godhead had a purpose in this nation and
its beginning which is to manifest now, as the US tribe of Joseph rises to join hands with the
USSR tribe of Judah to bring in Uni-Communism all over the world (Eze. 37:15-1 7).
We could truthfully say that the immigrants that ETI led from the old world to the New
World were meek as lambs, but they surely were not much wiser either. When it came to money
and property it seems they were never as wise in the past as those old material serpents. It was
an equal contest between the righteousness of the people being unified in prospering the
Kingdom of God and the materialists doing it their way thru money (Rev. 12:1-3).
The pioneers staked out their claims, looked for gold in the hills, found it, dug it out, and
fought Indians; but didn't know they were leaving their new kingdom to other people to lord it
over them, until they would listen to the single voice calling from the wilderness of their
despair.
Can a people be proud of their history when they have no real history of their own? Let's
get it together now and make real history; by becoming history in the Omnipresence of UniTruth Reality, which is the Kingdom of God for ourselves NOW!
It took the game of banking and the accumulation of capital wealth to cause great
industries to rise that would at last be a blessing to all people in this time when capitalism
would return to the oblivion from whence it came. Really there are no capitalists, there are only
people who have been mentally subjugated to a cyborg beast, where matter is endowed with
fetish, masochistic, possessive consciousness. Now the veil is being lifted and the people of the
US will stop fighting with the capitalistic beast against Christ Communism. They will see what
the real controversy is between free enterprise and socialism, and turn to a World Wide Buyers'
Strike as the spiritual way of taming the roaring lions in their midst.
Usury money has caused property and money itself to have value. The Uni-Godhead did
not create capital wealth. IT already was the capital in all things. But until people could
understand this, capital wealth would rule them. And when the Uni-Godhead delivered the
World Nation of Israel in Russia in 1917, then Gog (CIA demagogs of banking) would begin to
plan the WWII Armageddon to defeat those who they thought were Antichrist (See Rev.
16:13,14 and Eze. 38:4).
The US pioneers feared that if they didn't obey the "powers that be," then they would lose
their homes, businesses, land and money, which they began to call their free world.
Now hear this: The Kingdom of God's radiant working concept was not of a Kingdom of
God that would come at a future time, as the Zionists and the Catholics thought; but it was of a
kingdom that was already in us and in nature, life energies and the Universe - and to produce it,
those who Abraham had led to this North American Continent (Gen. 12:1-3) should have
followed the ideas Jesus pioneered that we read about in Acts 4:32-35.
In other words, the Kingdom of God wasn't coming, it was already here to be built. But it
could never be started until the cornerstone was laid; which, at this time, is obviously not
capitalism or socialism, but is the Christ Communal way of holding all things common.
Just as the prophecy in St. Matt. 21:42-44 tells, a nation would come forth bearing the
fruits thereof; and of this the Lord said: "This is his doing, and it is marvelous in our eyes." It is
marvelous what Soviet communists and communists over the world have done since 1917.

The only way to see the Hebrews' Zionism is to realize that they have only been filling in
until the citizens of the US Israel rise to do their part in the Kingdom of God mission. Now the
US citizens have no choice. They can't go on with the system they have. There's only one way
for them to go, and it's all the way from here to there, in one big step, into the Kingdom of God.
If they don't, then they will go thru their karmic cleansing revolution in these times. And their
revolution will cause them to come into Uni-First Causes.
The US citizens have been 200 years in error, and their error has caused everything from
soup to nuts to have a price tag on it and to be weighed and measured according to usury money
values, going up and down according to the debts accrued in their wars, which, since 1917, have
been aimed at destroying Christ Communism.
The World Zionists who run the International CIA Ring - which is the scout troops that
protect the investments of the old world bankers allover the world - have been setting up coup
after coup to try and get some kind of a revolution going among people to unite and fight
communism and restore what they call "the free world". To them, freedom is the right to own
property and have their own money to spend as they please.
Christ Communists are succeeding because they have basic economic ideas that conform
to the natural law of supply and demand; which, when fulfilled, brings abundance to everyone
and liberates people from usury money. Communism was born out of the people who have been
struggling under a usury system where the people had to borrow money at interest rates. This
could never deliver them into their New World, but was only a temporary measure until some
people saw this error in economics and brought about a world movement that would correct it.
Let us keep in mind that, in this kind of an overcoming planetary project set up by ETI, the
Communists couldn't win the world unless the CIA provoked situations that forced them to
occupy territories. Now the world people, thru the EG's World Master Plan, have the splendid
opportunity to stop the Last War for the World before it starts and bring in the New Age now by
applying right-use-ness to all material things.
The correcting of the error of usury money could be painful. This is because money has
been the lifeline, and the correcting of the error would cause all that has been built around usury
money to fall. Furthermore, since the common people have let the military and court-prison
regalia expand, this would make the correcting of the error that much more painful because the
military and penal system are in the hands of people who will fight to maintain the error. Only a
real passive resistance-legal civil disobedience movement will serve to offset the necessity of
going thru a Last War for the World.
What should people do when they have opposing ideologies or opposing ideas about the
Kingdom of God? They shouldn't try to force their ideas on others; instead they should find the
common grounds on which they can come together. The Jews and Christians haven't done this.
When the true Church of the Uni-Godhead did rise out of the people as Communism, the
established churches gave support to the status quo nations to try to defeat Christ Communism which, as history shows, they couldn't do. And if people go on supporting any part of the old
status quo, they are surely going to end up in a great tribulation.
So now you're all on trial and the judgement is coming up. Ha! Of these things I write,
I'm not emotional about them at all. But if I knew a comet was coming to hit the earth where
there were many people, I would tell them about it in advance and use every means of logic and

reasoning at my command to save them from disaster. In this case, the cybernetics of the future
as reported by ETI in the Scriptures are the best revelations written to cause world power
groups to see prophecy. The people are shown that I come in at a time when part of the
prophecy has already been fulfilled - the WWII Armageddon - and that the remaining part of
the prophecy will be fulfilled in The Last War for the World, if measures are not taken to
proceed onward under the World Master Plan I bring.
In Eze. 35:1-15, I'II quote the outstanding verses from the King James Bible, which are
the Scriptures of the Cosmic Adept assigned to this ETI space project. In the "judgement against
mount Seir," mount Seir refers to that which came out of Moses' Mount Sinai encounter with
UPO space beings of this solar system. The Galactic Command space beings of ETI used Moses
to lead the Hebrews out of Egypt, because they didn't want history to record that a great
unnecessary civil war took place there. ETI space beings have ways of accomplishing things so
that the ends are met that serve the Uni-Godhead's purposes without a lot of bloodshed.
The EG's World Master Plan - which calls for a World Wide Buyers' Strike - is ETI's way
of bringing in the New World now, so that the judgement of Zionism doesn't have to come.
Naturally, when a people correct their error against Uni-natural dynamics - which had been
tripping them up to fall flat on their face - then they can stand up and walk on thru the valley of
the shadow of death with ETI knowing and fulfill the mission the Uni-Godhead has in them.
This also goes for Catholics, Protestants, Masons and Communists, and not just Jews alone.
They will all fall on their faces for fear of torment when the big fireworks go off in New York
City. And then those who do get up will mourn and stumble around in carbon dust as black as a
sackcloth of hair that blocks off the sun's rays for a few days afterwards.
What is it that causes people to go on towards the automatic judgement day which is in
their own hands, under the vain idea that an arbitrary father-God or man-God can at last change
his mind and save them from the very death and torment they go on producing daily in their
dog-eat-dog, business-as-usual ways?
The judgement against mount Seir, in Eze. 35, is depicting what happens to the Jews'
Israel: "Son of man set thy face against mount Seir, and prophesy against it, and say unto it,
Thus saith the Lord God; Behold, O mount Seir, I am against thee, and I will stretch out mine
hand against thee, and I will make thee most desolate." Here the Uni-Godhead is telling what
happens because of technicalities in bringing in Its Kingdom of God.
"Because thou hast had a perpetual hatred, and hast shed the blood of the children of
Israel by force of the sword (modern day weapons) in the time of their calamity (the time we
are in now), in the time that their iniquity had an end." Their iniquities can have an end now
because the EG's World Master Plan is given to the World Israel people.
"Because thou hast said, These two nations and these two countries shall be mine, and we
will possess it; whereas the Lord was there." The two nations are, of course, the US Joseph and
USSR Judah, and I AM here in the US.
"Therefore, as I live, saith the Lord God, I will even do according to thine anger, and
according to thine envy which thou hast used out of thy hatred against them; and I will make
myself known among them (the US citizens and USSR citizens of Israel), when I have judged
thee."
This prophecy is accurate. I quoted verses 2,3,5, 10 and 11 from Eze. 35.

This takes place in the Middle East war, in the ETI karmic cleansing of that territory,
which creates the opportunity for Christ Communists to occupy that whole part of the world.
There are already strong communist movements going on in Arabia, Egypt and Zionist Israel.
The Lord does not order their judgement, but it comes as the result of their own stubbornness in
plowing on in the face of sure disaster, vainly believing that their God ideal is going to turn the
victory over to them. The problem with Zionism is that their nation falls apart without money.
And this is where the CIA comes in. The CIA didn't begin in 1947; it began long ago when the
Israel family lost the throne to the Judah family. Since then the Hebrews have been divided,
contesting for the illusion of the world throne as the chosen people.
I tell the Zionists that in Ezekiel 35:1-15, the "judgement against mount Seir" is telling
what befalls the Israeli-Zionists in the coming Armageddon. They should see this not as God's
judgement come upon them, but as the precarious position that fate has cast them into. Which
do they choose, to rally with Emmanuel now or to try and have their own throne of David?
What all Israel people lack is the economic system through which the sharing of all things can
come. In choosing to create this with me, they can choose that which blesses all people, instead
of playing out the role that fate has in store for them.
Now the Old World International Bankers have the US sewed up so that the destiny
mission of US people isn't being fulfilled. The economy has been subverted so that the ZionistCIA can get what they believe is their world throne, in the restoration of King David's Israel.
However, Emmanuel has come and given the Jews their real crown in the New Covenant-World
Bill of Rights, with which we can all bring about the New World. I am Allen Michael - ETI
cosmic adept.
In the final part of Armageddon coming up, beginning in the Middle East and spreading
across the US, the destiny or fate of the US Joseph and Israeli Zionism isn't the same. At present
they contradict each other. Zionism must use military force to maintain itself. But US Israel
people must build and bring economic changes to fulfill their destiny. Those who control the
old world banking system control US people. There's no way for US Israel people to win their
independence, except to now return the US to the kind of money system it was supposed to
have in its beginning. To do this now would cancel all debts and end private banking, insurance,
money and property values. So you see, dear Americans and US tribe of Joseph, you're up
against the firing wall. If you let yourselves drift on into civil war, you'll really have a big freakout and it won't be pretty. You can change it all right now, though, by rallying with me in
making Michael's stand with you (Dan. 12:1-13).
I choose them, why don't they choose me? I am a good Jew, but I'm not of Hebrew
extraction. In fact, I'm not any nationality. I'm a mixture of astrological strains that came from
the energies of each constellation in our part of the galaxy. And me is the Uni-Christ nature in
every person that causes them to provide for every other person as they would want to be
provided for themselves. As the soil grows the food, the planet furnishes the elements and the
electromagnetic field furnishes the energies that animate all life and mechanical things. So there
is only to give and receive of these gifts of the Universe between all people. The Universe, thru
ETI, rules all.
THREE WISHES OF THE FISHERMAN

I give the Jews the EG's World Master Plan before calamity comes to them so that they
can rise in support of it and be in the world harvest at the end of these days. The Zionist Jews do
not have direct control any longer of the Gentile world banking system, but are now dependent
upon it. It has spread out its branches over the world and has not brought forth good fruits to all
people. It has gone into cyborgetry and is out of the hands of Jews, Catholics, Protestants,
Masons and Communists. Nevertheless, only as long as usury money continues will Zionism
continue, and usury money is ending. So the Jews must turn the last wish of the fisherman who pulled the brazen vessel out of the sea in his net with the seal of King Solomon on it - into
real down-to-earth, grass-roots practicalities. As the prophetic story from the Arabian Nights
tells, the fisherman took the stopper out of the vessel and up rose a mighty genie in the form of
an awesome black column of smoke, mushrooming into a great cloud between the land and sky.
Everyone who is inspired with the great literature of the world knows that this story was
telling of the time when, out of atoms (very small vessels), would come a power so staggering
at the time, to the people who developed it, that the rest of the prophecy would be carefully
reasoned out before they continued.
Now, why was King Solomon's seal on the vessel? Had Judaism followed the wisdom of
King Solomon? Or was it that the Jews' Zionist world movement seized upon the first two
wishes, in that it was they who, thru their CIA clandestine operations, turned the power into
atomic bombs, vainly believing God had opened the vessel to them as part of the promise to the
chosen people for world rulership?
It wasn't the God of Israel (that which is real) who poke to Moses on Mount Sinai, it was
just space Lord Gods of the United Planets Organization - UPO - headquartered on Jupiter who
gave Moses the Ten Commandments out of which came the mortal laws of men, which served
as best they could during this long preliminary period until the one law of the Universal
Godhead could be made truth all over the planet.
Atomic bombs were developed to destroy Communism; which the Uni-Godhead had
brought forth thru ETI, not to rule the world, but to bring about the kind of world system in
which people would be self-ruled - with everyone having absolute freedom, security and
abundance. The Jews can rally with me and help bring this about.
The first wish to the genie was for power; and when the CIA at the time had no atomic
bombs that would explode when dropped from the air, they had a vain thought to carry out a
make-believe atomic bombing on Hiroshima and Nagasaki out of fear that the Red Army,
which by then was defeating the German Army, would take all Europe. They were even more
flabbergasted because the great explosions that did occur were not of their doing. Only they
knew for sure that some kind of destiny had caused the explosions, which again they attributed
to their God as though it was a sign of their final victory in the future with nuclear missiles.
Then came the second wish of the fisherman. Mankind had long suffered from hunger
and disease, although atoms had already been healing all things with their mysterious rays, and
the shortcomings of the people had been causing the degeneration in all things.
Atomic rays are not mysterious at all to persons who know atoms as they know
themselves. But, nevertheless, in the second wish, science would use atoms to heal and furnish
more power, which would only lead to worse problems.

Earth science has only been passing thru matter atoms that have a cohesive substance in
them which is neutral with gravity waves, and when their yin and yang poles are separated,
naturally they will fly together again with the force of gravity and make a big explosion. But
ETI scientists of the earth realms are on their way into energy atoms, which is the real power
that animates life everywhere and brings perpetual motion generators that spin without an
auxiliary power to turn them. The earth turns as a great armature in space, so why wouldn't an
armature turn anywhere by the same force that turns a planet and moves whole solar systems
and galaxies?
The first two wishes of the Fisherman, who represents all humanity, were granted thru the
genie of atomic power. If atomic weapons, in the wish for power, were sent to targets by every
nation that had them, then we of the heavens could only say: "Those of the earth were really
stupid and had no real spiritual intestinal fortitude to change the things that were wrong with
their way of life so they could all have all that is wonderful."
Even though ETI has direct control of all nuclear weapons, it has let a rather mad science
and warlords follow the negative karmic road that has led to the present development of many
nuclear warheads, enough to destroy all large cities and kill all the people on the planet fourteen
times over.
The biggest surprise ever is going to come to all people of the earth when they find out
who and what the main source of the flying saucers is, what their first cause mission here is, and
that they are not going to save any person who does not come into the EG's World Master Plan
and begin to give and receive and bring about total sharing.
How about the USSR Judah and their nuclear weapons? Did they develop their nuclear
weapons for the same purpose as those mentally subjugated under the cyborg beast
(capitalism)?
Thank heavens, they have the face of a man (Rev. 4:7) and have only developed their
nuclear warheads to let warlords of the cyborg beast have full realization that if they tried to use
nuclear weapons to destroy communism, they would get destroyed themselves. The warlords of
cyborgetry live in the image of fantasy and, as we can see, the CIA is a kind of clandestine
covert clan that believes God gave them nuclear might to save the world from antichrist, which
they believe is Soviet Communism. They also believe that Soviet Communism is Gog's army.
"Energy-thought atoms" have two poles - which are yin and yang, right and left,
antithesis and thesis - governed by their neutron center, which is the synthesis between pro and
con dialectical thought; and the opposites, which are right and left wings, will fight each other
in a planned and controlled war (the last karmic cleansing war) to cast all people out of their
midst who are negating the New Age energies. This is what their wars amount to. In the final
results of warring, the wars are simply to gather the people out of society who will use weapons
under orders to destroy the enemy. Of course, there is no enemy. Their 'enemy' is only the
paranoia they feel from their own unstable emotions in their unclean aura, which in turn causes
them to automatically select from the planet's akashic records, or mental library, the ways they
will act. Their actions can only be changed if they have a world plan to act within. A World
Master Plan that is of Uni-natural causes.
As you have learned from these writings, ETI has control of all nuclear weapons and
could easily explode them all right where they are. But even this would be disastrous. ETI space

beings, who brought forth the knowledge of atomic fission and fusion thru their telepathic
personnel here, did so for two reasons.
One was to put a heavy weight on the end of earth people's bad karma. ETI knew what
earth science would do with such knowledge when being possessed with karma. It doesn't seem
to bother the masses of people much that they could all be given the baptism by fire, but this
long period of potential nuclear suicide has surely caused the people in responsible positions
regarding the firing of missiles to begin to reason about the validity of their act.
The second reason was that - thru atomic bomb and nuclear bomb tests, also controlled
by ETI - enough atomic radiation has been put into the atmosphere to affect biological changes
over the planet and bring about the cleansing of degenerative effects. This also invigorates the
people, rising in consciousness from incoming star energies, to astrally travel outside the earth's
aura to have visions of the wonderful things going on out there, and of how ETI is hooked into
their head set.
The fishermen have a third wish left. What is it to be?
Some wish Jesus would come.
Some wish Emmanuel would come.
Some wish a real world leader would come who could lead the people out of this world
dilemma.
And still others wish that beings from outer space would land and bring in a New Age.
And then some look for messages from higher worlds that must know of Earth People's
plight.
These are not wishes - they are all real. So then the last wish of all people should be
converted into Universal or Christ Consciousness, so they can give affirmations of truth that all
civil social people of good will can act on in unison to establish our heaven on earth.
Among the many solar systems in this part of our Immaculaceptor Galaxy, this Placentia
planet - so named by the Archangel Michael - is big news because it's at its time of delivery.
ETI beings could come in on Radio and TV any time they wanted to, but the healing of
entities is not done by some trick or treat. It is only accomplished by persons breaking ties with
all thought that possesses them to do foolish things, which most of them know at the time are
harmful to others and themselves as well. It's time for people to have fun in a real movement
that will convert the whole planet into the wonderful vision of the New Covenant-World Bill of
Rights.
All along, ETI personnel of the heavens and upon the earth plane have led earth entities
into their scientific technological age. Take notice though, that they have not even tried to stop
the wars for the sake of superficial peace. As long as there is any kind of military on a planet,
there will be war. It would be stupid to have a military if you're not going to have war. The
military of these times is a product of an old system Adam Smith wrote about, which at the time
wasn't creating capitalism, but a free-exchange commerce of the people - and it would have
worked had there not been private banks that lent money at interest rates.
The word capitalism comes from "capital wealth." And the Jews' Federal Reserve System
was to finance large industries, which people's money couldn't do because it is equal to and
geared to supply and demand. The Jews did not create private banks. Private banks only
evolved out of the people's secular ways.

The Uni-Godhead tells that "the people went their own secular ways and left their
kingdom to other people." "Other people" here refers to private banking, insurance,
bookkeeping, government papers, etc., all of which has only been filling in until the people
would unite together and fulfill the Uni-Godhead's natural laws that are now written in the
inward parts of many people who are of, or leaning towards, the world communist movement
(Jer. 31:31-33). The Uni-Godhead's New Covenant is the World Bill of Rights I have been
inspired to give.
These are special planetary projects, and the ETI beings who are delivering this planet
have delivered hundreds of similar planetary projects. So they know just what they are doing.
They know that cream rises to the top of milk, and so it is on such overcoming planets. The
cream of the crop would rise to deliver the others, and they dare not let up their defense or all
would be of no avail. ETI beings know, when they even have to go to such extremes as putting
the abomination of nuclear weapons into the hands of world leaders, that their psyche is really a
hard nut to crack open to let the light in. If the people and their present leaders knew positively
that ETI space beings had control of nuclear weapons and all things necessary for the delivery
of this planet's harvest of radiant souls, then of course the psych-out plan of ETI wouldn't be
effective in causing people to change. The fear of nuclear disaster must remain with people until
they have what I would call common sense and faith in Uni-natural dynamics, and will
cooperate with the EG's World Master Plan to disarm the whole world in a realistic way.
The cream of the crop has risen and more are rising every day. They are communists and
they must not put a false peace ahead of their mission. Universal Soldiers never die - they don't
even fade away. They keep coming back until the real victory is won. This shall be when the
planet is one people, all of them freely giving according to their ability and freely receiving
according to need.
Once the people know what is expected of them and how they can build the true
autonomous state of communism, they will gladly respond.
TIME OF DELIVERY
For all who give their full being to radiant life now, they shall have a new birth; and unto
those who can't leave boredom now, we say 'good buy' and we'll see them on another
overcoming planet we may be assigned to. However, I'm getting sort of bored with these kinds
of assignments. Maybe if I ask my overseer, who is the Archangel Michael, for a new kind of
assignment the next time I meet him in person, he will grant me my desire.
Whoops - I've already asked and it's been granted. Just goes to show you how fast ETI
works. I'll be going back to Altamera, my old home base.
Altamera is the computer base of these kinds of GCSC operations. It will really be fun to
flash in there and see many of my comrades and comasels (lady comrades) that I've been away
from for some time. It's only this body I'm in that feels time; my head is at home on Altamera
and with all our people here and up there, and we certainly want all the people of this PIacentia
planet to be with us again in eternity.
We are created, evolved, made, whatever, to enjoy life in the Universe. There is no work
left to be done. It is only work when it's never done, and it's never done until the proper social

foundation is laid; and from then on, all that is built is built to last thousands of years.
All things get done with joy when they're not toiled over, but are passed around so that
everyone learns the essential creative arts that give expression of beauty, form and grace in all
we do.
We shall return into the Universal Family and know our Creator thru what we create for
all of us as held common. When each of us experiences the Universe in regard to Its life, which
is in part ourselves, then we shall know that It is the mind and the audio-visual signals in our
headset, and that we are not thinking or seeing with human brains and eyes as such. In reality
we are seeing and hearing creation in all things.
We need to know that there are three lines of thought unfolding through our centers of
intelligence in our etheric body. The first is right wing thought of infrared frequencies radiating
thru our solar plexus chakra of antithesis. The second is left wing thought of the thesisultraviolet energies radiating thru our heart chakra. The third is the Synthesis thought of
gamma, or X-ray, frequencies that flow through our head chakra. This corresponds to the basic
trinity structure of Uni-atoms that are composed of electrons, protons and their neutron centers.
Right and left wing thought is only used to form judgement. We can end the dialectical
pro and con discussions now and apply only the Synthesis to all things. The Synthesis is always
ONE - one people, one planet, one Universe, one kind of full life for everyone.
As soon as thought divides into 'we and they' then it is pre-secondary and secondary
thought. I use dialectical thought in these channelings, but I use it in the Synthesis. Therefore I
don't give the idea that I'm supporting any world isms, but only true Universal Christ
Communism.
Each of us is the Christ for whom we seek. Christ means Uni-Consciousness (anointed
ones or those of the elect), and it is up to every person now to acquire Uni-Christ
Consciousness. One way to do this is to begin to use your extra money to open a communal
facet. Form a new age industrial church. And, thru your commune, begin to serve the people on
a normal rate of exchange in which there would be no saving of money, but only a flow of
goods and services to all who were attracted by your auric vibrations. Don't strive to do big
business thru commercial kinds of promotions and advertising of products. In all your
promotions sell the IDEA, and the love services you render will speak for themselves. Your
group aura attracts the people who are ready for your love as service done and keeps away
people who are only going to use your energies for their own secular turn-ons. Keep a high
spiritual discipline and beauty.
We are microcosms and the Universe is Macrocosm.
The coming now of ETI space beings in flying saucers is quickening the people's rise of
consciousness and the radiant spirit in them that wants to know the truth, that they might be
made free again of all the illusions that block them off from the Creative Intelligence of the
Universe, or ETI.
It could be that the US citizens - and those who want the people to know the truth -will
get the facts to the people thru their news media, so that their indignation of the whole mess can
be planted in a way that will save the US tribe of Joseph from a karmic cleansing revolution that
could happen to prepare them for their destiny mission with the USSR tribe of Judah and also
Red China.

But, if this is to happen, the US citizens of Israel can't go halfway or go about it
halfheartedly. They must go all the way from here to there in one big step. They can do this by
blessing the whole world with a World Wide Buyers' Strike that begins in the US and spreads
all over the world.
Our World Wide Buyers' Strike will only last as long as it takes for capitalists to realize
that, without workers, no profits can be made, and until the only wheels that will keep turning
are the ones necessary to our revolutionary cause. No one really loses pay, because we stop
paying rent, utility bills, taxes and all bills in general - to the end of ridding the world of money
altogether. We affirm and fulfill the Lord's prayer.
We put everyone in the same boat, and we all sink or rise together. There's no danger of
our sinking, though, because our ship is a sturdy vessel built by workers of the world and
engineered by the master craftsman of centuries gone by and of eternity to come – the UniGodhead. History will not repeat itself again. We come off the pages of history books and come
out upon the New World Stage to rock and rally with New Age song and dance. It is a glorious
event we undertake to establish heaven on earth, which has been held off until the time was
ripe. It's either now or else later on, after the last part of Armageddon. Why not put it in your
appointment book now!
Read the prophecy in Eze. 37:15-19 about the joining together of two sticks, and you'll
see that the Uni-Godhead is uniting the USSR Judah and its companions with the US Joseph,
Ephraim (England) and their companions to be "one stick in my hand." And of course, the Red
China project will also be with us. The rift between the Soviets and Red Chinese is only as wide
as not having the full detailed plan. But they shall have it now. Both nations are led by ETI, and
so is the US. So we wiII see them all dovetail together into the EG's World Master Plan.
We and the Uni are one, and we are humble enough to know that It does the greater
work. And what we have to do, besides living in beauty and abundance, is to keep our hearts
and heads in the Synthesis. When we learn to keep our heads in yin and yang polarity balance
with the cosmic life force, then nothing can go wrong; and soon our planet's auric time track, or
akashic records, will be completely changed by the new mental seeds we sow thru "love as
service done for all people" without thought of what we shall get in return.
Everyone will have use of the whole planet, with everything at their fingertips for their
use. Everyone will have absolute freedom, security and abundance. There is no higher vision of
democracy and spiritual life than this.
Absolute freedom doesn't mean freedom to do wrong things. In absolute freedom, people
can only do right-on things! When money is no longer used and the social environment is
organized so that every person is freely giving according to ability to the common good of all
people, then everyone can freely receive according to need and the state automatically withers
away.
When we, the world people of Israel, have completed our project of bringing heaven on
earth, then all the world religions are fulfilled. The cause and purpose of Judeo-Christianity, as
well as the other religions, is fulfilled by our movement. Therefore, there will never be religions
again.
The Uni-Godhead is sending Its high angels of light in space ships to meet up with us.
This will end all superficial things and bring forth real values and real creativity in and about all

things.
We are going to build a heaven on earth, and to do this we get rid of money. We will
completely do away with the penal and military systems. There will no longer be "business as
usual." There will no longer be national governments and boundaries.
Our New World Government will have no power over life and death. There will be no
laws, only rules of integrity that make life graceful and beautiful for everyone. And there will
be no way any person or group can control anyone else except by helping, loving and lifting
them.
As startling as it may seem, surveying the whole world scene, we find no church of God,
save it be Soviet Socialism-Communism. There is no religious force that even slightly
resembles what Jesus teaches. There's only one power and one work that fits into the Kingdom
of God prophecy and it's Soviet Socialism-Communism. Can and will the Soviets take up the
mission of fulfilling Judeo-Christianity?
It is certain that true communism couldn't come about and religions remain, nor could
socialism end religions.
If the Soviets did away with money - which they could do and still carry on - and if they
did away with the penal system, then out of this they would discover what communism really is.
It is a way of life in which, when people live it together, there can be no negative effects and in
essence everyone has absolute freedom, security and abundance.
Don't you agree that by now the soldiers of all nations should have a Soldiers' Union of
Universal Soldiers so they can speak out on their own behalf and that of all humanity? How
come after all these stupid wars there isn't a united front in the ranks of the soldiers? The
soldiers are still obeying national political groups, which is to say that soldiers, except for those
who make up the World Israel Army (the defenders of the rights of the people), are simply the
dupes of the money-changers and their political-religious bosses who deceive the world people.
Part of the problem is that Judeo-Christianity doesn't have real God direction; so therefore, they
do not give the people spiritual guidance.
How come earth people don't have faith enough in life force to stand together on one
IDEA - the idea whose time has come and cannot be stopped? This IDEA is the Uni-Christ
Idea, and each person is the Christ Uni-consciousness for whom they seek. All else is filthy rags
to the Uni-Godhead.
It is becoming increasingly obvious to the masses, thru demonstrations like the New York
City blackout, that the people are now in desperate need of the World Master Plan. During the
blackout, when the opportunity was at hand, thousands of people looted billions of dollars
worth of goods from stores - openly showing that they were out to rob those who robbed them,
like modern Robin Hoods, and to redistribute the goods among themselves which had been kept
from them because of the negative effects of the wrong use of money thru capitalism.
Soon ETI will send in high PSI synthesis energies directed toward uniting US citizens in
their world destiny mission. These same high energies could cause out of balance people to riot
across the nation. This time the Christ Communists will be ready to go all the way, and the US
will be cast into its karmic cleansing revolution. That is, unless US citizens unite to do
something really far out: get into a World Wide Buyers' Strike that will take the place of the
revolution.

The workers shouldn't fear the democratic procedures of a planned passive resistancelegal civil disobedience. The workers must show the money people - of whom many are just
parasites, making money by actually hurting life and squandering labor - that the time of
money-changing and wheeling and dealing is over.
Our World Wide Buyers' Strike is proclaiming that the prayer Jesus gave will be fulfilled
right now. And all who oppose the Spirit of Truth (that's me) will die by the swords (guns and
bullets) they live by, and not by others' hands but by their own hands.
We shall have our daily bread. We shall forgive our debtors and they shall forgive us. We
shall no longer be led into temptation to spoil and rob those who spoil and rob us.
The Wall Street stock-brokers play the money game. And they made their own laws and
legalities to play their games by. They get investors to put more money into conglomerates;
supposedly as a way to make more profits, more enterprises and more jobs. And what they
actually create is war and poverty.
Such things as Wall Street are only possible because of the 'stone the builders rejected'.
The majority ruled and signed the Constitution Bill of Rights, not as Nature's God had given it,
to produce liberty, justice and equality for all; but as the conditioned status quo people saw it,
with the nation for business purposes.
Mind you, these people couldn't figure out how to form a new nation that printed its own
money and regulated the value thereof.
The pioneers who came to the North American continent came to leave an old world
behind, a world of usury (interest-bearing money and taxation), coveting (private ownership of
land and industries), and priest-craft (false religions). But just as those who before them struck
out, they also struck out under capitalistic effects.
There's nothing new about the trip you're on. It's the same material trip you have been on
for 2000 years. Only the advanced material world wrapped around you makes it seem that there
has been progress, but socially you're still looking out for yourselves first and leaving many
people to starve and be outcasts. Yet there is plenty here for everyone! How come you haven't
found the way to guarantee that everyone on Uni-Godhead's planet is cared for? You expect the
Universe to keep on running for you, but how many people "love the Universe with all their
heart and soul and serve all people as they would want to be served?" Is that statement old
fashioned? It is so modern it hasn't even been realized yet?"
I write in the United States, not because the Americans give me the right, but because I'm
the spirit that gave the declarations to the founding fathers. But the fathers were out-voted by
the majority of signers, who signed the Declaration that gave away the real virtues of free cash
flow money that couldn't be lent at interest rates, couldn't be taxed and need not be saved; and
instead, in their erring, they incorporated the right to private ownership of property and private
money.
Here two hundred years later, the Americans wonder what happened to the American
Dream! But even before the nation was founded, the Uni-Godhead had already told about the
stone the builders would reject. Even today people don't know what money or property are and
how they should be used.
Everyone can use the whole planet and have all things added unto them when they don't
fight for national armies to own pieces of the planet. They are fighting against communists that

the Uni-Godhead sends to cause people to hold all things in common.
Some people haven't even awakened to the first reality of using mental force. This planet
is about as safe and sane as living in a gasoline drum and playing with matches. Spiritual
imagining can bring to all people all they can dream of. What is there to dream of? Do you want
health, happiness, vitality, real freedom, security and abundance?
What vision must we hold in order to stay sane and be in the harvest at the end of these
days? The atoms that make up the aura of this planet, out of which all things within are
governed, automatically cleanse themselves as Uni-Godhead's spirit - PSI Synthesis energies are poured out on all flesh. We must be of the highest and most natural vision, which is like the
expectations of a child being born. Our newborn children do not expect to get a job and buy
milk from their mother. Natural instincts lead the newborn to nourishment, and so it is all the
way thru the use of natural things. Practice the right-use-ness of natural things and then they
shall all be added unto you; not by "the devil's money," but simply because you are giving of
your talents to the common good of all people. You are able to do this because you live in a
communal society where all things are held common.
While things still have money value, sell all the things you have (houses and property)
that cannot be used communally, and put the money into the "Is Real World People's GROM
Bank Account." This money potentially belongs to all the people on this planet - even those
entities not born into bodies yet who will incarnate from astral and etheric bodies to finally
transcend on into eternal bodies and the Universal Family again. This does not mean that the
purpose of this planet will be finished when the entities transcend from this planetary project. It
only means that ETI has solved the problems in this solar system and on this planet, which they
have used as a base from which to heal the problem that caused the so-called fall of civilization.
Money deposited in GROM accounts can only be used to set up communal industries for
"is real people," and the promotions thereof. It cannot be used to pay wages, interest and taxes.
The Uni-Godhead gave money atonement to earth people to cause them to begin to build a
social structure and develop the elements and energies into their technological potentials.
The Uni-Godhead (Omnipresent Universal Mind) has accomplished these things, so now
it takes money away thru GROM. GROM means "Get Rid Of Money." If every person on the
planet over 18 years of age deposits a dollar a week in a bank of their choice into GROM, then
we "is real people" of the world would quickly have the largest piece of joint stock capital in the
world.
Then thru our well-planned "World Wide Buyers' Strike," we could cause every industry
to go bankrupt and buy them up a dime on the dollar: one way of ending the cyborg beast that
leads the blind who lead the blind on into doomsday! Of course this would only happen in cases
of industries who would not join in with the People's World Wide Passive Resistance
Movement and convert their complexes into communal structures, serving the people in a
healthy way.
Somewhere along the road of the 1290 plus 1335 days, we shall all come together and
celebrate our great victory over the beast. This isn't a victory over a group of people, however,
because all opposites are relative to each other and, therefore, all things are working together for
good.
Our final victory is over a cyborg beast, which is none other than the collective words

and deeds that - for centuries and thru our many incarnations - we have all poured into a big
computer: our planet's aura. When the polarity of the planet's aura was reversed in 1914 by ETI
space beings, then the mental seeds we had sown began to play back thru us and lead us into the
temptations of our exorcisms. The wars, famines, earthquakes and other disasters that have
resulted should only remind us that we did it all wrong and are still not doing it right. But at last
I believe I've got it all down pat in these writings. So by following them - as I intend on doing we should come out in good shape and deliver most of the people on the planet at this time.
The actual landing of great ETI space ships on this planet at the time of our Great
Worldwide Celebration will be consciousness-expanding enough to open most people up to
eternal realities. It has to happen sometime in the near future, so why not hurry it along with
good news flashing on every TV screen and headlining every news sheet?
We have everything to gain and nothing to lose.
We have much to lose and everything to gain.
We have everything new in sight and much more coming.
We have children who want to return to space flight and eternal bodies.
We owe it to ourselves and to our posterity to do the right things now.
We shall overcome all that is unsightly to ourselves and the all-seeing eye.
We shall never fall out again - once is enough. What a trip!
We shall all have absolute freedom, security and abundance. This is what counts. The
counting of people, places and things adds up to nothing. All things are already counted,
calculated and predestined to fulfill all human needs when people live according to Uni-Natural
Dynamics. Now we have created the gift thru our talents and science and technology. So, let's
give it to ourselves.
WORLD BILL OF RIGHTS
NEW COVENANT
Let each of us share all the world - the kingdom of God and call one place of our choosing our own
and be free to come and go in the world
and stay at any dwelling place accommodating travelers.
Let each of us give of ourselves to the extent of our abilities
to the One World Company,
and in return all things shall be added unto us.
Let each of us be judged only by our conscience in God,
and let no people judge their fellow beings,
but rather take judgement of their own thought and action.
Let no person or group hold any authority over another
except that people be willingly led by wisdom and true personality.

Let the government be of the people, where the people are self-governed;
by the people, where the people enjoy perfect freedom;
for the people, where the people give themselves abundant living.
Let the Government seat be only the storehouse
and inventory of the People's products.
Let all things be done unto edification,
for God is not the author of confusion.

